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T.he effect of a chang~ of gauge on the propagators is studied systematically for quantum electrodynamics. 
Vanous ~auges are conslder~d, among th~m the Coulomb, the Landau, the Feynman, and the Yennie gauges. 
The equlval~nce of the vanous formulahons of the theOry is demonstrated. For the relativistic gauges the 
transformatlOn of the wave function renorma1ization constant is described. ' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE propagators of quantum electrodynamics are 
affected by ambiguities because the theory is in

variant under gauge transformations. In this note we 
shall investigate systematically this ambiguity of the 
unrenormalized propagators and shall give the connec
tion between the various gauges. 

We use the Heisenberg equations of motion in the 
Coulomb gauge. In this gauge the longitudinal part of 
the magnetic vector potential is a c number. The rela
tivistic covariance of this formulation of the theory 
(briefly discussed in Appendix B) has been known for a 
long time. It is also known that the relativistic S-matrix 
theory of Feynman can be derived directly in the 
Coulomb gauge. In this note we show how the propaga
tors in other gauges (including the relativistic ones) are 
connected to those in the Coulomb gauge. It is therefore 
clear that the Heisenberg equations in the Coulomb 
gauge provide a complete basis for quantum electro
dynamics. The present formulation has the desirable 
feature that only physical states are considered, no 
supplementary condition, and no indefinite product in 
Hilbert space are necessary.l 

* This work was supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission and in part by the Office of Naval Research. A pre
liminary account of it was given in the Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. 
11,4, 280 (1959). 

t Permanent address: Physics Department, New York Univer
sity, New York, New York. 

1 The Coulomb gauge has been used recently by Schwinger and 
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The study of the gauge transformation of the propa
gators becomes particularly simple and elegant if one 
employs the method of functional derivatives. This 
method, which has been largely used by Schwinger,! 
makes use of a generating functional (which we call Z) 
from which all propagators can be obtained by func
tional differentiation. The gauge ambiguity of the propa
gators will be shown here to arise from the gauge 
ambiguity in the functional Z itself. In previous work 
this ambiguity has been ignored to a large extent, with 
a consequent lack of clarity concerning the meaning of 
the operations to be performed, as for instance the 
differentiations with respect to the external sources. 

The Heisenberg equations in the Coulomb gauge 
depend upon a c-number gauge function A. As shown in 
Sec. 2, a change in the gauge function induces a gauge 
transformation in the generating functional Z. We call 
a quantity gauge-invariant if it is invariant with respect 
to this c-number gauge transformation. In Sec. 3 we 
derive the functional differential equations satisfied by 
Z and e~tend the definition to more general gauges, 
charactenzed by an operator four-vector a". A suitable 
choice of a" gives the Coulomb gauge in any Lorentz 
frame. Another choice of a" gives a relativistic gauge in 

Johnson (Kenneth Johnson, Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, private communication, 1959). They have arrived inde
pendently ~t several of the results described in the present note. 

2 J. SchwI!lger, ~oc .. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. 37, 452 (1951). For 
a more detatled diSCUSSion see, e.g., K. Symanzik, Z. Naturforsch. 
98, 809 (1954) and E. S. Fradkin, Doklady Akad. Nauk S.S.S.R. 
98, 47 (1954) and 100, 897 (1955). 

Copyright @ 1960 by the American Institute of Physics. 
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which the zero order photon propagator has the form 

This gauge was widely used by Landau,s and we shall 
call it the Landau gauge. It is very convenient for the 
study of ultraviolet divergences. In Sec. 4 we proceed 
to a further generalization, introducing gauges depend
ing in addition upon a function M. If we start from the 
Landau gauge D"., we can obtain in this fashion all 
gauges where the zero-order photon propagator has the 
form4 

Dp..+iJp.iJ.M. 

In particular, for M = iJ-2Dc, one can cancel the iJp.iJ. 
term and obtain the ordinary Feynman form of the 
photon propagator. For M =3iJ-2Dc one obtains a 
gauge used by Fried and Yennie." They have used it for 
the study of infrared divergences. Our general gauge is 
now characterized by the c-number gauge function A 
plus ap' and M. Quantities invariant with respect to 
changes in A are automatically invariant for changes of 
ap' and M. Therefore, these more general gauge transfor
mations do not correspond to new invariance properties 
of the theory. Rather they allow to establish a connec
tion between different existing formulations of it. 

The effect of changes in the function M (within the 
class of relativistic gauges) on the wave function re
normalization constant Z2 has been studied in particular 
by Johnson and the present author.6 They have given 
an exact transformation formula for Z2. By using it, one 
can easily verify that Z2 (to order e2) has no ultraviolet 
divergence in the Landau gauge and no infrared diver
gence in the Yennie gauge. 

2. GENERATING FUNCTIONAL IN 
THE COULOMB GAUGE 

We recall here first the equations for the Heisenberg 
operators of quantum electrodynamics in the Coulomb 
gauge. 

The Hamiltonian is 

X= J dxToo (1) 

with 

1[ -i ] 1[i ] 1 +- t/t*,-u·Vt/t +- -Vt/t* at/! +-[t/t* f3mt/tJ 
2 2 22' 2' , 

(2) 

3 L. D. Landau, A. A. Abrikosov, and I. M. Khalatnikov, 
Doklady Akad. Nauk S.S.S.R. 95, 773 (1954). 

• The M transformation has been given first by L. D. Landau 
and I. M. Khalatnikov, J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 29, 89 
(1955); English translation in Soviet Phys.JETP 2, fI) (1956). 
Their derivation, however, is based on an operator gauge trans
formation, the validity of which appears rather questionable. 

6 H. M. Fried and D. R. Yennie, Phys. Rev. 112, 1391 (1958). 
6 K. Johnson and B. Zumino, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 351 (1959). 

and the commutation relations are 

[Erlr(x), A.(x')J=i(ors-VrV.V-2)O(X-X') (3) 
and 

{t/t,,*(X), t/tr(X')} = OnO(X-X'), 

while other commutators vanish. Here we have7 

E=Elr_v¢, 

¢=-V-2p, 

divEtr=o, 

e e 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

p=-[t/t*,t/t J, j =-[t/t*,at/! J, (8) 
2 2 

H=curlA, (9) 
and 

(10) 

Since the longitudinal part of A commutes with all other 
operators, A(x,t) can be taken as an arbitrary c number. 

The foregoing Hamiltonian and commutation rela-
tions give rise to the correct equations of motion, 

i(iJjat)1/I= (m(3-iu· V-eu·A)1/I+(ej2){¢,1/i), (11) 

(iJjat)Etr=curlH-jlr, (12) 

(ajiJt)Atr= _Elr, (13) 

so that 

If we set 

we can write 
AO=¢-iJAjat, 

E=-(iJjat)A-VAo. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The set of equations presented in the foregoing is 
invariant under the c-number gauge transformation, 

A(x,t) ---?A(x,t)+A(x,t) 

A---?A+VA 

A ° ---? A 0_ (ajat)A 
(17) 

1/1---? t/t expieA. 

The choice A=O would fix the gauge (transverse Cou
lomb gauge). However, it is convenient to leave the 
gauge function arbitrary and to use the gauge trans
formation to define those operators that are gauge
invariant. 

The operator condition (7) is consistent with the 
commutation relation (3). It is known that the formula
tion of quantum electrodynamics given above is rela
tivistically covariant, in spite of the apparent asym
metry between space and time variables. The covariance 
is proven directly in Appendix B. An alternative proof 

7 The transverse part of a vector D is of course defined by 

Dtr=D-v"tM divD. 
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results from the investigation carried out in Sec. 3 of 
the covariance of the equations for the propagators. 

We consider now the generating functional8 

ZA[.",fj,J ,,] = < 0 IT expi f dx(w+~+ J,.A") 10) 

xexp~ f dxJoV-2Jo• (18) 

All vacuum expectation values of time-ordered products 
of Heisenberg operators can be constructed from Z by 
functional differentiation. Actually the form (18) is 
somewhat redundant, since AO is given through Eqs. (6) 
and (15) in terms of the spinor field. One could set Jo=O 
and work with the resulting functional. The form we 
have chosen, however, is more convenient for the 
investigation of transformati6n properties. We wish to 
emphasize here that it is not assumed that the various 
components of J" satisfy a continuity equation like 

(19) 

The complete arbitrariness is necessary in order to 
operate on Z with functional derivatives. Only after all 
functional differentiations have been performed will one 
require that J,. satisfies Eq. (19) (or even that it 
vanishes) and also, of course, that 

(20) 

The gauge ambiguity of Z and of the propagators is in 
fact connected with the necessity of extending (in an 
arbitrary way) the definition of Z to unphysical values 
of J,. not satisfying Eq. (19). This fact can be illustrated 
by exhibiting the dependence of Z upon the gauge func
tion A. It follows immediately from Eq. (17) that 

ZA[1],71,J ,,]=Zo[1] exp( -ieA), 71 exp(ieA), JI'] 

Xexpie J J"a"Adx. (21) 

where the right-hand side refers to tlie value A=O. This 
relation can be cast into the differential form, 

5Z ( 5 5) i-= a"J,.+e1f-e7j- Z. 
5A 5." 5fj 

3. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR 
TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES 

(22) 

By using the definition (18), the equations for the 
Heisenberg operators and the commutation relations, 

8 In order to avoid formal difficulties in connection with the use 
of the anticommuting spinor sources ." and ij, it is best not to 
interpret the bar as a relation of hermitian conjugation between 
." and ij. Rather, one should consider 71 (x) and .,,(x) as independent 
anticommuting symbols and carry out all the formal operations 
from this point of view. In the final expression one always sets 
1/=71=0, or more correctly, one takes that part of the expression 
which is independent of 1] and of 71. 

one can show that the generating functional satisfies 
the functional differential equations: 

{(
1515) a" a ---a,,-- +(5 "+a a).) 

I'i 5P i OJ,. ,. " 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Equation (25) follows from the (Pauli) adjoint of 
Eq. (11). The source terms h, 1/, and 71 arise from the 
time differentiation of the time-ordered products. 

The operator vector a", introduced here at first for the 
sake of concise notation, is defined by 

ao=O, ar=-VrV-2 (27) 

in the Lorentz frame chosen to define the Coulomb 
gauge. The form of the equations suggests, however, 
that we consider more generally operator vectors a,. 
(operating on. functions of the four-dimensional vari
able x) satisfying 

(28) 

A suitable choice for a" will give, in particular, the 
Coulomb gauge in any Lorentz frame. 9 Another choice 
of interest is the limit as E tends to zero of 

(29) 

The different choices of a,. give rise to different func
tionals Z, which are not related simply by changes in the 
gauge function A, and yet give rise to physically equiva
lent formulations of the theory. As shown in Eq. (31) 
below, a change 5a,. of a,. which preserves Eq. (28) 

a"(5a,.) =0, (30) 

can be considered as a generalized type of gauge trans
formation, and the various choices of a,. as various 
possible gauges. The gauge given by Eq. (29) will be 
called the Landau gauge. Let us notice that the condi
tion (28) is required for the consistency of the functional 
Eq. (23), as one can see by operating on this equation 
with a,.. 

From our present more general point of view, the 

8 A covariant expression for a~ corresponding to the Coulomb 
gauge in the Lorentz frame characterized by the unit time-like 
vector n~ is 

a~ 
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Eqs. (23) to (26) are obviously convariant, since we 
chose to treat a,. as a four vector. However, one must 
now investigate how the solution changes with an 
infinitesimal change 5a,. in a,.. We show in the following 
that the corresponding change in Z can be written as 

f 
5 5 

oZ=i (oa,.)--Z. 
OJ"U 

(31) 

Clearly, if a functional e constructed from Z by func
tional differentiation is gauge invariant in the sense that 
it does not change when one changes the gauge function 
A, then we have 

ofl/oA=O. (32) 

From Eq. (31) one then sees that such a functional also 
does not change in correspondence to a change oa" of a". 

We proceed now to prove our basic Eq. (31) by show
ing that the functional differential equations satisfied 
by Z remain invariant if one performs simultaneous 
changes of a" and of Z. An alternative proof proceeds 
directly from the explicit expression for Z and is 
sketched in Appendix A. The invariance of Eqs. (24) 
and (25) is trivial, since they do not contain J" or A. 
The invariance of Eq. (26) is also easily verified. To 
check the invariance of Eq. (23), one needs a simple 
identity satisfied by any solution of the functional 
equations. If one applies -o/io-q to Eq. (24) and 
-5/i5f1 to Eq. (25) and subtracts, one obtains1o 

{i.l'f - (5/i5'1hx(o/i5f1)] 
-'I (5/io-q) +f1(5/i5f1)}Z= 0. (33) 

Therefore, from Eq. (22), the terms containing a" and 
J" in Eq. (23) can be written as 

-ia"(5Z/U)-J,,Z. (34) 

The invariance of Eq. (23) is now easily verified. 
The basic transformation formula (31) allows one, at 

least in principle, to transform all propagators from one 
gauge a,. to another. The transformation is particularly 
simple in the case 'I=f1=0. If one remembers Eq. (22), 
one has, in this case, 

(35) 

where we have defined 

L[J,.] = Z[O,O,J,.]. (36) 

One should observe here that we have 

(37) 

as a consequence of Eq. (30). Therefore, the operation 
to be performed on L is a pure substitution, 

(38) 

10 For 'I=f1=O, Eq. (33) gives the conservation of the vacuum 
currents. 

with 
(39) 

We have indicated with a prime the functional in the 
new gauge. The transformation (38), (39) is correct for 
finite changes 5a,. also. The functionals in the two gauges 
coincide when Eq. (19) is satisfied. 

The change induced in 

1 1 5 
<X,.=---L 

L i OJ" 
(40) 

is a simple gauge transformation. Indicating only the 
dependence on J", one has 

al''[Jp]= a,.[J/J+a,.(5aA)aA[J/]. (41) 

Similarly, one obtains for the exact photon propagator 

OaF o a,. 
g,..=-=-, 

OJ" oJ' 
(42) 

the relation 

The relations (41) and (43) are of course also valid for 
finite gauge transformations. An obvious simplification 
occurs when Eq. (19) is satisfied. 

When differentiations with respect to 'I or f1 occur, it 
does not seem possible to obtain formulas of simplicity 
comparable to the above. Thus, for the exact electron 
propagator 

-i 
G(x,y) 

z o-q(y)of1(x) ' 
(44) 

one obtains from Eqs. (21) or (22), after setting'l=f1=O, 

LJ,.GJ,.(x,y) = eXP[ie(A(X) - A(y» 

or 

o 
i-[LG(x,y)] 
oA(z) 

+i f J,.a"A ]LoGO(x,y), (45) 

= [a" J,,(z)-eo(x-z)+eo(y-z)]LG(x,y). (46) 

Finally, from Eq. (31), we obtain 

L'G'[x,y; J,,(z)] 
=LG[x,y; J,.'(z)- (oa,.)(e5(x-z)-eo(y-z»], (47) 

where J,.' is given by Eq. (39). This formula, which was 
given first by Schwinger and Johnson,! shows clearly 
what an intricate connection exists between the electron 
propagators in two different gauges of the type con
sidered here. In particular, set JI'=O; one sees that to 
obtain G' it is necessary to know G for nonvanishing 
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values of the current equal to 

J,.{z) = -e(oa,.)[o(x-z)-o(y-z)]' (48) 

Notice however that, because of Eq. (30), one has 

i)"J,,(z) =0. (49) 

4. TRANSITION TO MORE GENERAL GAUGES 

In the preceding section, we have considered the 
generating functional and the propagators in the various 
gauges specified by different choices of A and of a". 
More general types of gauges can also be considered. Of 
particular interest are changes of the basic functional 
given by 

i 0 0 
oZ=-II -(oM)-Z, 

2 OA OA 
(SO) 

where oM(x-y) is an arbitrary infinitesimal function 
even in x-yo The generating functional can be con
sidered now as dependent upon a new (even) function 
M(x-y) in such a way that the infinitesimal change oM 
induces in Z the change given by Eq. (SO). The explicit 
expression for Z as a function of A, a", and M is given in 
Appendix A. 

Clearly a functional f) which is invariant under the 
original c-number gauge transformations (17), and 
which therefore satisfies Eq. (32), will also not be 
affected by the change (SO). 

We can easily deduce the effect of the change (SO) on 
the first few propagators. First, setting '1=ii=O, we see 
from Eq. (22) that 

o~= -~ f f iJ"J,,(oM)iJpJpL, (51) 

or, in finite form 

LTJ,,] = exp { -~ f J iJ"J" (oM) (}PJp }L. (52) 

From this it follows that 

ct,,'U] = ct"[J]+iJ,, f (oM)iJpJ p. (53) 

and 
g".' = g".+iJ"iJ.(oM). (54) 

Similarly, for the electron propagator, we obtain 

. 0 0 
o(LG)=~ If -(oM)-(LG), 

2 oA oA 
(55) 

and, using Eqs. (46) and (52), the result in finite form, 

G'(x,y; J) 

=exp{ ie2[oM(x-y)-oM(0)] 

+ie f [OM(X-Z)-OM(y-Z)]ilPJp(Z)dZ} 

XG(x,Yi J). (56) 

For J=O, of course, we have 

G'(x,y; O)=exp{ie2[IlM(x-y)-oM(0)]}G(x,y; 0). (57) 

Finally, Eq. (56) can be used to obtain the change in 
the propagator 

C,,(X,y; z) = [o/OJ" (z)]G (x,y; J), (58) 

which is closely related to the vertex part. Setting J p. = 0 
after the differentiation, one has 

C,.'(x,y; z)=exp{ie2[oM(x-y)-oM(O)]} 

X {c,,(X,y; Z)-ieG(x,Y)~[OM(X-Z)-OM(Y-Z)J}. 
(}z" 

(59) 

As seen in Eq. (54), the gauge transformations con
sidered in this section permit us to operate the transition 
from what we have called in the "Introduction" the 
Landau form of the photon propagator to the Feynman 
and the Yennie forms. To achieve this, one has only to 
chose 

oM ='Y( -il2-iE)-20(X-Y), (60) 

with a suitable constant 'Y. Since the choice (60) for 
oM gives rise to a rather singular function, a regulariza
tion procedure is necessary before evaluating conse
quences of the gauge transformation. This has been done 
by Johnson and Zumino.6 From the transformation 
formula, they have deduced information about the 
infrared structure of the electron propagator. 

If the function oM has a reasonable Fourier transform 
and vanishes at large distances in coordinate space, one 
can use Eq. (57) to give the change induced in the wave 
function renormalization const Z2 by going from one 
relativistic gauge to another. It is sufficient to remember 
that, in a relativistic gauge, Z2 can be defined from 

(61) 

for large coordinate separation. Here Gm is the zero
order Feynman propagator for a Dirac particle of mass 
m. On comparing with Eq. (57), we obtain 

Z2'=exp{ -e2oM(0)}Z2' (62) 
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APPENDIX A: EXPLICIT FORM OF THE 
GENERATING FUNCTIONAL 

The physically interesting solution of the functional 
Eqs. (23) to (26) can be obtained by following methods 
that were developed first without giving particular 
consideration to questions of gauge invariance.2 We 
shall exhibit here the solution, so as to see its explicit 
dependence on the gauge. 
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Consider the electron propagator in an external 
field E p , 

G[Ep; X,y] = (-yp(ap-ieBp) +m-iE}-l1> (x-y). (Al) 

The vacuum polarization (closed loops) resulting from 
the external field can be expressed by the functional 

F[Bp]=exp{ -Tr log (<i[B] (G[O])-l)}, (A2) 

where we have used an obvious notation of multiplica
tion for integral kernels, and the symbol Tr means the 
trace taken with respect to space time as well as spinor 
indices. Notice that 

G[Bp+o"A; x,y] 
= exp{ie[A(x)-A (y)]}G[Bp; x,y], (A3) 

and therefore 
(A4) 

It can also be verified, by direct evaluation, that 

The generating functional considered in the text is 
now given, in its dependence upon A, ap, and M, by 

Z[71,7i,J ,,]=exp(i7iG[1>/ii)J p]71)F[1>/ ii)J ,,] 

xexp[~(Jp+a"op J p)Dc(JI-'+apo P J p) 

-iapJ pA-~aPJpMa)..h.J (A6) 

where Dc is the Feynman function, 

Dc(x-y) = (- a2-iE)-11>(x-y). (A7) 

The expression (A6) satisfies Eqs. (23) to (25). It does 
not satisfy Eq. t26) unless one sets M =0. On the other 
hand, the dependence on M in Eq. (A6) clearly agrees 
with Eq. (50). 

We indicate now briefly how one can verify that the 
explicit formula given actually satisfies the functional 
equations, without however going into the question of 
the boundary conditions that ensure the uniqueness of 
the solution. The only equation that is not trivially 
satisfied is Eq. (23). If we operate with 

a)..(o,,~ -1>-- a'A~ _1>_) 
i 1>P i 1>Ji' 

(AS) 

on the last exponential in Eq. (A6) we obtain, after 
simplifications involving the use of Eq. (2S), a factor 

(J"+a,,apJp)' (A9) 

The terms containing A and M give no contribution. 
Now one must pass the factor to the left of the terms in 
Eq. (A6) which contain the functional derivatives 

1>/ii)J". If one uses Eq. (A5), one sees that the net effect 
is to replace J p with 

1 1> 1 1> 
J,,-i~ --,,{p-:-, 

d71 t1>7i 

so that Eq. (23) obtains. 

(A10) 

By using the explicit form (A6), one can prove again 
the formulas given in the text for the various changes 
of gauge. The basic tools are now the relations 

and 

G[~_1> ; x,y]aPJp(Z) 
i i)Jp. 

= [a pJ p(z)-e1>(x-z)+e1>(y-z)] 

(All) 

XG[~~; X,y], (A12) 
i i)J" 

which are immediate consequences of (A3) and (A4). 
The expression for L[J,,] is obtained directly from 
Eq. (A6) by setting 71=7i=0. The expression for the 
electron propagator (44) is then given by the equation 

L[J"JG[x,y; J"J=G[~-1> ; X,Y]L[Jp ]. (A13) 
i i)Jp. 

In this form the evaluation of changes induced by a 
change in the function M becomes particularly simple. 

APPENDIX B: COVARIANCE OF THE 
OPERATOR FORMALISM 

The covariance of the equations for the Heisenberg 
operators in the Coulomb gauge can be proven by 
exhibiting the ten fundamental generators of infini
tesimal Lorentz transformations PI' and M p, and by 
verifying that they satisfy the correct structure rela
tions. Since the covariance of the operator equations 
under space-time translations and space rotations is 
obvious, we shall restrict ourselves to a very brief dis
cussion for the case of actual Lorentz transformations. 

The corresponding generators are given by 

(Bl) 

where Too is the component of the energy-momentum 
tensor given in Eq. (2). The form (Bl) is obtained by 
analogy from the classical theory. The change induced 
by an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation in any 
operator ~ is given by 

(B2) 
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where the antisymmetric infinitesimal tensor Ew char
acterizes the Lorentz transformation in question. 

The changes induced in the basic operators A and if; 
are easily obtained. It can be shown from the commuta
tion relations (3) and (4) that 

i[Mor,AzJ= - (Xod.-Xrdo)Az+orzAo+dZBr (B3) 

and 

where 
B.= V.V-2(x.E.)-xrV;i1-2E.. (BS) 

Equations (B3) and (B4) show that, in going to a new 
Lorentz frame, not only do AI' and if; transform like a 
four-vector and a spinor, respectively, but that they 
also undergo an operator gauge transformation which 
reestablishes the Coulomb gauge in the new Lorentz 
frame. It is easy to verify that the operator gauge 
transformation leaves invariant symmetrized expres
sions like (8), so that the current and charge densities, 
for instance, transform like a four vector. It is worth 
noticing that the symmetrization, necessary for charge 

conjugation invariance, also appears necessary to ensure 
the relativistic covariance of the theory. One can give a 
more convenient form to the gauge operator B, in which 
the transverse and the longitudinal parts of the electric 
field are separated. We give only the result 

(B6) 

One can now proceed to verify the structure relations, 
the expression for the space components M •• and for P r 
being well known. This will not be done here. A simpler 
check on the covariance of the theory is the direct 
substitution of the transformed quantities obtained 
from Eqs. (B3) and (B4) into the differential equations. 
Obviously, only the invariance of the Dirac equation 
under the gauge part of Eq. (B4) requires detailed 
examination, since the Lorentz covariance of the un
quantized theory is well known. Both procedures result 
in proving the covariance,u 

!lIt has been pointed out by Schwinger that the analogous 
covariance test fails if an anomalous Pauli moment is introduced 
into the theory. Schwinger has also shown how the covariance of 
the theory can be saved by the further introduction of a term 
describing the self-interaction of the magnetic moment density. 
The author would like to thank Dr. Glashow for an illuminating 
correspondence on this question of covariance. 
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Dimensional Changes in Crystals Caused by Dislocations 
R. A. TOUPIN, U. S. NafJal Res_eh Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 

AND 

R. S. RlvuN, Brown Unlflflsuy, Pr(JIJltknce, Rhode Island 
(Received November 2, 1959) 

According to the classical linear elasticity theory, if one or more dislocations are introduced into a body 
of elastic material, the average value of each of the infinitesimal strain components is zero; in particular, the 
change in volume is zero. This result seems not to be in accord with experimental data on cold worked 
metals. In this paper we use nonlinear elasticity theory to show how changes in the average dimensions of 
elastic bodies, either isotropic or anisotropic, resulting from the introduction of dislocations, can be calcu
lated. In particular, we derive an explicit relation between the resultant change in volume, the stored 
energy, and the pressure derivatives of the elastic moduli. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ACCORDING to classical elasticity theory, if one 
or more dislocations are introduced into a body 

of elastic material, the average value of each of the 
infinitesimal strain components in a rectangular Car
tesian coordinate system is zero. It follows that the 
change of volume is zero i that in a prism of the material 
the change of cross-sectional area and the average 
change of length are zero i that in a rectangular block 
the average changes in the dimensions parallel to the 
edges are zero. These results do not, of course, prove 
that the changes are in fact zero physically. They 
merely imply that the classical elasticity theory pro
vides an inadequate basis for their calculation. 

In the present paper we make use of the second-order 
elasticity theory to show how changes in the average 
dimensions of elastic bodies, either isotropic or aniso
tropic, caused by the introduction of dislocations, can 
be calculated when the displacement gradients produced 
by the dislocations are sufficiently small. 

It is first shown in Sec. 2 that the average value of 
each of the stress components, in a rectangular Car
tesian coordinate system, is zero. This result is then 
used, within the framework of the second-order theory, 
to obtain an expression for the average value of each of 
the infinitesimal strain components as the average value 
of an expression of second degree in the displacement 
gradients, which are associated with the dislocations in 
the body according to the classical theory. From these 
results, the dimensional changes can in principle be 
calculated in a number of cases. In Appendices 1 and 2, 

FIG.!. 
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it is shown how these formulas may be specialized when 
the material considered has some particular symmetry, 
by illustrations from the isotropic case and from the case 
of cubic symmetry of the hex tetrahedral, gyroidal, and 
hexoctahedral classes. 

In Sec. 6 we considered the particular problem of the 
change in volume, resulting from the introduction of dis
locations, of a cubic crystal of one of these classes. The 
formula derived can be easily specialized to the case 
when the material is isotropic and the result obtained is 
in agreement with th/lt which Zener l obtained by a very 
different procedure. 

Finally, in Sec. 7 we have employed our result for the 
cubic case to make certain qualitative predictions re
garding the effect of dislocations on the volume of 
crystals of silver, gold, and copper. 

2. AVERAGE STRESS 

Consider an elastic body which in the undeformed 
state has the form shown schematically in Fig. 1. Let 
Ro denote the region of space occupied by this body and 
let So denote the complete boundary of Ro. Let the body 
be deformed in such a way that certain portions of So 
are brought into contact with each other and bonded 
together as shown in Fig. 2, the external forces required 
to bring the surfaces together then being removed. The 
body is then in a state of deformation without external 
forces acting on it. 

Let R denote the region occupied by the deformed 
body. Let S denote the external surface of the deformed 

FIG. 2. 

1 C. Zener, Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Met. Engrs. 147, 361 
(1942). 
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body and let u denote the bonded surfaces in the de
formed body, which we may call the dislocation surfaces. 
Then, the displacement and stress fields have dis
continuities on u, while the stress vector acting on u is 
continuous across.U. 

Let tij denote the stress components in a rectangular 
Cartesian coordinate system x at a point Xi of the de
formed body. Since no external forces act on the body, 
we have* 

ati)aXj=O throughout R, (2.1) 
and 

tijnj=O on S, (2.2) 

where n. denotes the unit normal to S at the point 
considered. 

Let tiP> and tiP> be the limiting values of the stress 
tij at a point of the dislocation surface u as we approach 
it from its two sides, which we may call sides 1 and 2. 
Then, since the stress vector is continuous on u, 

(tiP>-tiP»nj=O on u, (2.3) 

where ni is the unit vector to u drawn in the sense from 
2 to 1 (say). 

We note that, if dV is an element of volume of the 
deformed body Rand dS and du are elements of area 
of the surfaces Sand u, using the divergence theorem 
and the relations (2.2) and (2.3), we have 

f ~(Xktij)dV = f xkt;jnjdS 
R aXj S 

+ f Xk(tiP>-tip»njdu=O. (2.4) 
d 

We thus have, with (2.1), 

(2.5) 

Equation (2.S) expresses the following theorem: the 
average value of each of the stress components in a rec
tangular Cartesian coordinate system in a body, which is 
held in equilibrium without external forces being applied, 
is zero. 

We note that in deriving this result no assumption is 
made regarding the magnitude of the deformation, nor 
does the elastic nature of the material of the body enter 
explicitly. 

3. SOME BASIC RESULTS IN SECOND-ORDER 
ELASTICITY THEORY 

We consider a deformation of an elastic material, in 
which a generic particle initially at Xi in the rectangular 
Cartesian coordinate system x moves to Xi in the same 

• Here and throughout this paper, lower case Latin indices take 
the values 1, 2, 3 and the summation convention is applicable to 
them. 

coordinate system. If Ui are the components of the dis
placement for the particle, then 

(3.1) 

The stored elastic energy W per unit of deformed 
volume, or strain-energy function, then depends on the 
displacement gradients Ui.j, and we shall assume that 
this dependence is polynomial. We use the notation j 

to denote. partial differentiation with respect to the 
coordinate Xj. The components of stress tij are given by 

1 aw 
Xj.k--. 

\ ax/ax \ aUi,k 
(3.2) 

If dV and dV 0 denote corresponding elements of volume 
in the deformed and undeformed states, we have 

dV/dVo= \ ax/aX\. (3.3) 

From (3.2), (3.3), and (2.S), we see that if a body of 
elastic material is held in a deformed state, without 
external forces, by the introduction of dislocations, 
thent 

f \ax/aX\tijdVo=fXj,k aw dVo=O. (3.4) 
aUi,k 

W may be expressed in the form, 

(3.5) 

where WI, W 2, W 3, ••• are homogeneous polynomials of 
the first, second, third, ... degrees in the displacement 
gradients. It can be shown that if the stress components 
are zero when the displacement gradients are zero, 
W 1=O. Then, if the displacement gradients are suffi
ciently small, W = W 2 provides a first approxima
tion to the strain-energy function (that of classical 
elasticity theory) and W = W 2+ W 3 provides a second 
approximation. 

If we take W = W 2, we are neglecting in W terms of 
higher degree than the second in the displacement 
gradients. From (3.2) it is seen that this implies the 
neglect, in the expressions for the stress components, of 
terms of higher degree than the first in the displace
ment gradients. With this approximation, we obtain 
from (3.4), 

(3.6) 

If we take W = W 2+ W 3, we are neglecting in W terms 
of higher degree than the third in the displacement 
gradients. This implies the neglect, in the expressions 
for the stress components, of terms of higher degree than 
the second in the displacement gradients. With this 

t Here and subsequently integrals with respect to Vo are con
sidered to be evaluated over the domain Ro. 
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approximation, we obtain from (3.4), 

f[ aW2 aW2 aWa] 
--+Uj.k--+-- dVo=O. 
aUi.; aUi.k aUi.i 

(3.7) 

4. THE GENERAL ANISOTROPIC CASE 

The strain-energy function W cannot have arbitrary 
dependence on the displacement gradients, but must 
depend on them through the components Eij of the 
finite strain tensor defined by 

Eii=t(Xk. iXk.j- ~ij)=e'j+aii> (4.1) 
where 

eij=t(Ui.i+Uj.i) and aij=!uk.iUk.j. (4.2) 

eij are the components of infinitesimal strain of the 
classical linear elasticity theory, and it is noted that 
eij and aij are homogeneous of first and second degrees, 
respectively, in the displacement gradients. 

By taking W to be a polynomial in the components 
Eii> we may write 

W =aijklEijE"I+biiklmnEijEkIEmn+' . " (4.3) 

where aijkl and biiklmn are constants. From (3.5), (4.1), 
and (4.3), we obtain 

(4.4) 
and 

It is easily seen that in (4.4) we may, without loss of 
generality, take aijkl to be unaltered by permutation of 
i and j, of k and 1 and of i j and kl. Also, in (4.5), we may 
take b;jklmn to be unaltered by permutation of i and j, 
of k and 1, of m and n, and of i j, kl and mn. We may then 
write (4.4) as 

and (4.5) as 

Wa= bijklmneijeklemn+ 2aijkleijakl 
= bijklmnU •. jUk.IUm. n+aijklui. '-Um. kUm. I. (4.7) 

By introducing (4.4) into (3.6), we obtain 

By bearing in mind the symmetry of ekl and of aijkl, we 
see that (4.8) represents six simultaneous equations in 
the six independent quantities f ek1dVo. From these we 
readily obtain 

(4.9) 

Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are, of course, valid with the 
approximation that terms of second and higher degrees 
in the displacement gradients are neglected; i.e., they 
are valid within the framework of classical elasticity 
theory. 

We obtain a second approximation to fek1dVo from 
(4.6), (4.7), and (3.7). This yields 

2aijmnf emndVo= -2 f (aikmnUj."+ajkmnU,,,,)um.ndVo 

-ai;mn f Uk.mUk ... dVo 

-3bi jklmn f u".lum.ndVo. (4.10) 

This provides six independent equations for the deter
mination of the six quantities f emndVo• These can be 
calculated in the following manner. Let us denote the 
pairs of subscripts 11, 22, 33, 23 or 32, 31 or 13, 12 or 
21 by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively. We define the elastic 
compliances sa(3 (a, p= 1,2, .. ·,6) byt 

(4.11) 
We therefore have 

(4.12) 

where 2a(3'Yf e'YdVo is given by (4.10). This expression 
can be used to calculate the average values of the 
changes in the dimensions of the material due to the 
introduction of dislocations. For example, suppose the 
body considered has the shape of a prism with its lengtp 
parallel to the 1 axis. Then, if Ao is the initial cross
sectional area of the prism, the average change in 
length is 

~ felldVo=~Sl(3a(3'Yfe'YdVo, 
Ao Ao 

(4.13) 

2a{J'Yfe'YdVo being given by (4.10). 
It follows immediately from the result given in 

Appendix 3 that the total change in volume V - Vo 
undergone by the body as a result of the introduction of 
dislocations is given by 

with the neglect only of terms of higher degree than the 
second in the displacement gradients. Again, we may 
substitute from (4.12) and (4.10) for f ek1cliVo to obtain 
an expression for the change in volume which is of the 
second degree in the displacement gradients. 

Each of the expressions obtained from (4.12), (4.13), 
and (4.14) by substituting for a{J'Yf e'YdVo from (4.10) is 
of the second degree in the displacement gradients 
resulting from the introduction of the dislocations 
according to the second-order elasticity theory for the 

t Repetition of a Greek subscript indicates summation over the 
values 1, 2, "', 6 for the subscript. This convention will be 
employed only in the present section. 
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material. However, to the order of approximation in- The relation (5.5) may be rewritten in the form 
volved in the calculations, we may replace them by 
those calculated from the first-order theory for the t;i=2(aijrs+Cijrs)aurjax., (5.7) 
material, and it is in this sense that we shall under- where 
stand them. Cijrs = Cijrs *+aijrmU8, m. (5.8) 

5. EFFECT OF STRAIN ON THE 
ELASTIC MODULI 

In the expression (3.2) for the stress components we 
take 

W=W2+Wa, 

where W 2 and Wa are homogeneous polynomials of the 
second and third degrees respectively in the displace
ment gradients. Then, neglecting terms of higher degree 
than the second in the displacement gradients, we obtain 

aW2 aW2 aWa 
tij= (l-ur,r)--+Uj,k--+--. (5.1) 

aUi,i aUi.1e aUi.i 

Now, let us suppose that the displacement field is 
increased by an infinitesimal displacement Ui, and let us 
calculate the change tii in the stress associated with the 
new displacement field Ui+Ui on the assumption that 
terms of higher degree than the first in the displacement 
gradients Ui.i may be neglected. Then, 

_ at'i 
t;i=---1],p,q· 

aUp,q 

By introducing (5.1) into (5.2), we obtain 

aW2 aW2 

tii= ------up,p+~i.k 
aU;,i aUi,k 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

By introducing the expressions (4.6) and (4.7) for W 2 

and Wa into (5.3), we obtain 

tij= - 2a;ikluk, tUp, p+ 2um, n (aikmnUj, le+ajkmnUi, k) 

+ 2[3bpqiimnUm. n+ (apqilUj,l+apqjlUi,l) 

+aiiqlUp,l+ (l-ur, r)aijpq]ap, q. (5.4) 

This equation may be rewritten as 

(5.5) 
where 

Ciirs * = - aiiklUk, IOrB+Um, n (aiBmnOir+ ajBmnOir) 

+ (3bijmnpqUm, n+apqilUi, .+apqjlUi,1 

+aijqlUp,I-Ur, raiipq)OrpOsq. (5.6) 

Then, 2(ai; .. +Ci;rs) are the elastic moduli for infini
tesimal deformations of the material which is initially 
subjected to the displacements Ui. From (5.8) and (5.6), 
employing the notation 

3bpqijrs= aCij .. / aup, q, (5.9) 

we obtain immediately 

3bpqijr8= -aijpqors-aijrsopq+ai8pqOjr 

+aj8pqOir+arsiqOjp+arsjqOip+ai;SqOpr 

+aijrqOps+3bijpqrs. (5.10) 

By substituting in (4.10) for 3bijklmn from (5.10), we 
obtain 

If the material has some symmetry, then we must 
express this fact by determining appropriate forms for 
aijkl and bijpq ... The manner in which this may be done 
conveniently is illustrated in Appendices 1 and 2 for the 
cases when. the material is isotropic and when it has 
cubic symmetry of the hextetrahedral, gyroidal, or 
hexoctahedral classes. In these appendices we also give 
the special forms taken, in these cases, by the expression 
(4.10) and the expression (5.4) for the stress correspond
ing to an infinitesimal strain superposed on an initial 
deformation. 

Meanwhile, in the next section we shall determine the 
change of volume, caused by the introduction of dis
locations, of cubic crystals of the hextetrahedral, 
gyroidal, or hexoctahedral classes. The result obtained 
could have been derived from the more general 
formalism given in Appendix 2. However, the method 
employed in Sec. 6 takes advantage of certain algebraic 
simplifications which are possible for this particular 
problem. 

6. CHANGE OF VOLUME FOR CUBIC CRYSTALS 
(HEXTETRAHEDRAL, GYROIDAL, AND 

HEXOCTAHEDRAL CLASSES) 

In this section we shall determine the change of 
volume, caused by the introduction of dislocations, in 
cubic crystals of the hextetrahedral, gyroidal, and 
hexoctahedral classes. Before doing so, however, we 
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shall derive certain formulas, which are generally 
valid, from the results of Sees. 4 and 5. 

From (4.10), we obtain, with (4.6), 

-3biiklmn f Uk:/um,ndVo. (6.1) 

By bearing in mind that 

(6.2) 

we obtain, from (5.10) and (4.6), 

3biikimnUk, IUrn, n = 3biikimnUk, /Urn, n - W 2+aiiklUk, IUrn, m 

- aiiknUk, mUm, n - aiilnUk, IUk, ,.. (6.3) 

By introducing (6.3) into (4.10), we obtain 

We may obtain a convenient expression for biiklmn as 
the rate of change of Cklmn with volume, when the 
material is subjected to a uniform dilatation, in the 
following manner: We suppose that the fractional exten
sions undergone by the material in the uniform dilata
tion are fJ. Then taking ui,;=fJ5i; in (5.6) and (5.8), we 
obtain 

Cij .. = fJ( - aijpp5ro+aio1'p5jr+ajo1'1'5ir 
+ai;ro+3b1'pi;rB)' (6,5) 

By comparing (6.5) and (5.10), we obtain 

3b1'1';jro= OCijro/ ofJ= 3 (OCijr./ ov), (6.6) 

where v is the fractional increase of volume of the mate
rial in the uniform dilatation. 

So far we have made no assumption regarding the 
symmetry of the material. For cubic crystals of the 
hextetrahedral, gyroidal, and hexoctahedral classes, it is 
shown in Appendix 2 that the elastic moduli 2a1'qr8 must 
be expressible in the form, § 

3 

By introducing this result into (6.4), we obtain 

2(al+3a2+ bl) f emmdVo 

=-3f W2liVo 

- (al+ 3a2+b1) f [(Um ,m)2-u""nU,., ... ]dVo 

-3biiklmn f Uk,IU ... ,ndVo. (6.8) 

By using the result obtained in Appendix 3, we see that 
neglecting terms of higher degree than the second in the 
displacement gradients, the change in volume V - Vo of 
the crystal due to the introduction of dislocations is 
given by 

We note that if the cubic crystal undergoes a uniform 
dilatation, it remains cubic and consequently the elastic 
moduli 2(a1'qra+cpqr.) for infinitesimal deformations of 
this deformed crystal are given by 

3 

+2b1 L 5a1'5aq5ar5a., (6.10) 
a=1 

where al, a2, and b1 depend on the fractional increase in 
volume v, and are equal to aI, a2, and bI, when v=O. 
From (6.10) and (6.6), we obtain 

(6.11) 

+ 2b1 L 5a1'5aq5ar5a.. (6.7) On defining ii, ji., and ii by 

§ The convention will be used that Greek subscripts take the 
values 1, 2, 3. The summation convention will not be applied to 
them. 

k=i(al+3a2+b1), 2ji.=201-al and ii=-Ol, (6.12) 

and denoting by k, J.I. and II the values of k, jl and ii when 
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'11=0, we can rewrite·Eq. (6.11) as 

where 

and 

ak 1 f a,a 1 f 
=-- WDdVo+-- WsdVo 

a'll k a'll p. 

WD= tk(um , m)2, 

apt 
+-- fw s'dVo, (6.13) 

a'll J/ 

W s=p.Ct(Um,,,Um,,,+Um,,,Un,m)-i(um,m)2], 

3 

W 8' = J/Ct (Um,nUm,n+Um,nUn,m) - L (Ua,a)2]. (6.14) 
a=1 

Also, we see from (6.7) and (4,6) that, for the cubic 
crystals considered, 

3 

-ial(Um,,,Um,,,+Um,,,Un,m)+bl L (Ua,a)2. (6.15) 
a=1 

It is then easily seen that 

By introducing (6.13) and (6,16) into (6.9), we obtain 

V- Vo=-H (1+~ :~) f WDdVo 

+(1+~:)f WsdVo 

1 aii ] +(1+~aJf Ws'dVo. (6,17) 

We can specialize this result to the case of an isotropic 
material by taking b1=b1=0. We then obtain Zener's 
result l 

V- VO=-~[ (1+~ :~) f WDdVo 

+(1+~ :)f WsdVol (6.18) 

7. A QUALITATIVE DEDUCTION 

displacement field which is associated with the dis
locations according to classical elasticity theory. How
ever, it is easily seen that W s, W D, and W 8' are 
essentially positive. Thus, if for a given material the 
coefficients of all three of the terms fW sdVo, fW DdVo, 
and fW s'dVo in (6,17) have the same signs, we can 
predict whether a body of the material will increase or 
decrease in volume when dislocations are introduced. 

Daniels and Smith2 have determined the dependence 
on applied hydrostatic pressure of the speeds of propaga
tion of plane waves in crystals of copper, silver, and 
gold. These crystals are all of the type considered in 
Sec. 6, The wave speeds measured in a crystal are, of 
course, simply related to the values of k, ,a, and ii for 
the crystal. 

If p denotes the applied hydrostatic pressure, we have 

a ap a a 
-=--=-k-. 
a'll a'll ap ap 

(7,1) 

We can therefore write (6.17) in the alternative form, 

V- Vo=H (:: -1) f WDdVo 

+(::; -1)f W8dVo 

(
k aii) ] + ~ ap -1 f Ws'dVo • (7.2) 

From the results of Daniels and Smith, the values 
given in Table I are obtained for the coefficients 
akjap-1, (kjp.)a,ajap-1 and (kjJ/)aiijap-l. 

Since these coefficients are all positive, it follows that 
for each of the metals, the introduction of dislocations 
should produce an increase in volume. 

We easily can establish upper and lower bounds for 
the change of volume in terms of the total elastic energy 
fW2dVo stored in the deformed body in these cases. 
For example, for copper and silver, we see from the 

TABLE I. 

ali k aji k a. 
--1 ---1 ---1 
ap pap vap 

Copper 4,59 2A{)4 3,685 
Silver 5,18 3.332 4.611 
Gold 5.43 4.139 7.545 

In general, in order to obtain an explicit value for 2 W. B. Daniels and C. S. Smith, ONR. Tech, Rept. No.1, 
V- Vo from Eqs. (6.17) or (6.18), we need to know the Contract Nonr-1141 (05), Project NR017-309 (1958). 
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table that 

ak k av k ap' 
--1>---1>---1. (7.3) 
ap vap JI. ap 

With (7.2) and (6.16), we obtain immediately 

~(:: -1) f W~Vo~ V- Vo 

l(k a- ) ~- -~-1 fW~Vo. 
k JI. ap 

(7.4) 

8. APPENDIX 1. ISOTROPIC MATERIALS 

For an isotropic material, W must be expressible as a 
polynomial in II, 12 and 13 defined by 

1 1= Eii, 1 2= t[ (Eii)2- EijEjiJ, 

and (8.1) 

J 3= t[2EikEkjEji- 3EkkEijEji+ (Eii)3]. 

Thus retaining terms up to the third degree in E i}, the 
expression (4.3) for W takes, for an isotropic material, 
the form,1! 

W = all 2+a2J 12+ aa1" 11 2+aJ la+a6] 3. (8.2) 

From (8.2) and (4.3), we obtain 

2apg .. =~(_a +_a )(_a +_a )wl 
4 aEpq aEgp aE.. aE.. Ekl=O 

= (a1 + 2a2)QpqQr.- tal (QprQq.+Qp.Qqr), (8.3) 

and 

1( a a)( a a) 6bmnpq .. =- --+-- --+--
8 aEmn aEnm aEpq aEqp 

( a a) I x -+- W 
aEr. aEBT Ekl =0 

= (3a3+6a4+a6)Qm"apqarB 

- t (a3+ a6)[am,,( a,parq+a.qarp) 

+ Qpq ( am.anr+ QmrQ".) 

+ arB (amqanp+anqamp) ] 

+ ia6[arq (a .mapn + a8napm) 

+15.1'( aqmarn+ aqnQrm) 

+arp( Q8maqn+ a.naqm) 

By introducing (8.3) into (4.10), we obtain 

= -t(2a1+4a2-a3-a6) f Um,m(Ui,i+Uj,i)dVo 

+Haa+a6) f Um,nUn,maiidVo 

-t(3a3+6a4+ a6) f (Um,m)2aiidVo 

+H2a1-a6) f (Ui,mUm,i+Ui,mUm,i+Um,iUm,i)dVO 

+H4a1-a6) f Ui,mUi,mdVO 

-i(2a1+4a2-aa-a6) f Um,nUm,naiidVo. (8.4) 

Introducing (8.3) into (5.4), we obtain 

lii= (a1 + 2a2)Up, paii- tal (Ui, i+Ui, i) 
- (2a1+4a2-3a3-6a4-a6)aiiUk,kUp,p 
+ (!a1+2a2-ta3-ta6)[(Ui,i+Uj, i)Up, l' 
+Up, p(Ui,i+Uj, i)] 
+ (a1+ 2a2-ta3- ta5)ai).ztm, "Um, n 
-t(aa+a6)ai}.ztm, nUn,m 
-t (a1-ta6)[ (Ui, k+Uk,i) (Ui, k+Uk, ,) 
+ (Ui,k+Uk, ,)(Ui, k+Uk, i)] 

-ta1(Uj,kUi, k+Ui, kUj,k). (8.5) 

9. APPENDIX 2. CUBIC CRYSTALS (HEXTETRA
HEDRAL, GYROIDAL, AND HEX

OCTAHEDRAL CLASSES) 

For cubic crystals of the hextetrahedral, gyroidal, and 
hexoctahedral classes, the axes of which are in the 
directions of the axes of the coordinate system x, it has 
been shown3 that the strain-energy function may be 
expressed as a polynomial in J 1, 1 2, and 1 3, defined by 
(8.1), and II, h and fa, defined by 

11= E1l2+ E 222+ E332, 

(9.1) 
and 

I a = E llE 232+ E22E312+ E33E122, 

together with certain further invariants of higher degree 
than the third in E,j' Retaining terms up to the third 
degree in E i}, the strain-energy function W then takes 
the form 

(9.2) 

] where W' denotes the expression for W given in (8.2). 
+a8q(apmarn+apnarm) . 

II This is substantially the result given by F. D. Murnaghan, 3 G. F. Smith and R. S. Rivlin, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 88, 175 
Am. J. Math. 59, 235 (1937). (1958). 
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We obtain immediately 

- --+- -+- W=2a 1( a a)( a a)1 
4 aE1'q aEq1' aEro aE.. Ek!=O pqro 

and 

a 
= 2a1'qr,' + 2b1 L 8a1'8a/iaroa., 

a=1 

1( a a) (a a) --+- -+-
8 aEm" aEnm aE1'q aEq1' 

( a a) 1 X --+-- W = 6bmn1'qrl 
aEr• aE,r Ek!=O 

a 
= 6bmn1'qr,' + 2b2 L (OmnOa1'OaqOarOa. 

a=1 

a 
+ba L 71'a{3"{OotmOotnO{31'o{3qo"{rO"{. 

a,{3,,,{=1 

a 
+ib4 L 71'a{3,,{[OotmOan(O{31'O"{q+o"{1'O{3q) 

a,{3,,,{=1 

X (O{3ro,,{.+o"{rO{3.) 

+Oa1'Oaq( O{3rO'Y'IJ+O"{rO{3.) (0{3mo"{n+8"{mofJn) 

+ OarOot. (OPmO"{n + 0"{m8fJn) (OfJ1'o"{q+ O'Y1JO{3q)], 

(9.3) 

where 71'afJ"{ is the permutation symbol defined by 
71'a{3"{= 1 if a/3'Y is a permutation of 1, 2, 3 and 71'afJ"{=O 
otherwisell; a1'qr.' and bmnpqr.' are used to denote the 
values of apqrB and bmn1'qrB given by (8.3). 

On introducing (9.3) into (4.10) and using ei/ to 
denote eij in Eq. (8.4), we obtain 

(a1+2a2)Oii f emmdVo- a1f eiidVO 

+2b1 t oaioaifeaadVo 
a=1 

= (a1+2a2)oiif emm'dVo-a1f e;/dVo 

-t f{2b1(oaiU;,otUa.ot+oa/Ui,aUot,ot) 
a=1 

+b10otiOot;Uk,otUk,ot+b£Oi;(Uot,ot)2 

+ 20aiOotJUot,aUp,p]+tb371'ot{3"{8otiOaJU{3,{3U"{,"{ 

+ib471'a{3"{[OaiOot;(U{3,"{+U"{,{3) 2 

+ 2Ua,ot(0{3iO,,{;+0"{i0{3;) (U{3,"{+U"{,{3)]}dVo. (9.4) 
-'----
~ We note that Greek subscripts are assumed to take the values 

1, 2, 3, and the summation convention is not applied to them. 

Introducing (9.3) into (5.4) and using til to denote 
the expression for Iii given in (8.5), we obtain 

3 

li;=I;/+2b1 L OaiOa/Ua,a 
a=1 

3 

+ L [ -2(bl-b2)OaiOa;(Ua,otUp,p+Up,1'Ua,a) 
ot=1 

3 

+2b20iiUa,aUa,a]+ L {b 371'ot{3"{OaiOaJU{3,{3U"{,"{ 
a,{3,"f=1 

10. APPENDIX 3 

If A is any 3X3 matrix, then 

detA = I[ (trA)3- 3trAtrA2+ 2trA3]. (10.1) 

If in a deformation of a body, a point initially at Xi in a 
rectangular Cartesian coordinate system x moves to Xi 

in the same system, the ratio between the volume dV 
of an element in the deformed state to its volume dVo in 
the undeformed state is given by 

dV /dVo= I x;,;J. (10.2) 

With (10.1), we obtain 

Writing Xi= Xi+Ui and assuming that the displacement 
gradients Ui,i are sufficiently small so that we may 
neglect terms of higher degree than the second in them, 
we obtain, from (10.3), 

(lOA) 
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Asymptotic, solutions of d'Jy/dx2+[A2p(x)+r(x,A)]y=0 are found when). is a large parameter and r is 
"small" in comparison with ).2p, except at a single point where either p has a simple zero, or p a pole of the 
first order and r a pole of the second order. The results are applied to Bessel functions, and to Hermite and 
Laguerre polynomials. The resulting asymptotic forms are valid uniformly in x. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N many problems of applied mathematics one needs 
approximations to solutions of the differential 

equation, 
d2y/(dXl) + [X2p (x)+r (x,X)]y= 0, (1.1) 

where}.. is a large parameter, and r(x,}..) is "small" in 
comparison with X2p(X). In this paper, x will be a real 
variable ranging over a finite or infinite open inter
val (a,b). 

The earliest investigation of such an approximation 
is due to Liouville (1837) who encountered (Ll) in his 
work on what is now called the Sturm-Liouville prob
lem. In Liouville's case, }..2p(X»0 throughout (a,b), and 
the solutions are shown to be oscillatory. Liouville's 
method can also be applied when }..2p(X) <0 throughout 
(a,b) and it turns out that in this case the solutions 
show a monotonic behavior in the sense that no non
trivial solution can vanish more than once. A brief 
description of Liouville's method will be found in [3, 
Chap. IV]; here it will be sufficient to note that that 
method is based on a comparison of (1.1) with a differ
ential equation with constant coefficients, and that the 
technique of the comparison involves a change of vari
ables followed by a conversion of the differ~ntial equa
tion into an integral equation of Volterra type. 

The behavior of the solutions of (1.1) is much more 
involved if X2p(X) changes its sign in (a,b), say at a point 
c. This point separates an interval in which the solutions 
of (1.1) are monotonic from one in which they are 
oscillatory; and the transition from the one kind of 
behavior to the other takes place in the immediate 
vicinity of c. Such a change of sign commonly takes 
place if c is a zero of p(x), in which case it is called a 
transition point or a turning point of the differential 
equation, or if c is a singularity of p(x), and hence of the 
differential equation. 

H. Jeffreys encountered a turning point problem in 
1923 when he investigated oscillations of water in an 
elliptic lake, and he developed approximations for that 
case [10, Sec. 17.131J. A few years later, turning point 
problems arose in connection with the one-dimensional 

.. This paper is based on several reports by the author and 
others. These reports were prepared under contract with the 
Office of Naval Research and are listed with all other references in 
the Bibliography at the end of this paper under 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
19, 20. References appear in the text in brackets. 
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Schrodinger equation, and the WKB method was in
vented to solve them. Liouville's method was adapted 
to differential equations with transition points by R. E. 
Langer. Among the many investigations carried out in 
this field those of Langer, T. M. Cherry, and F. W. J. 
Olver are especially pertinent to our purpose. A brief 
review of the relevant literature up to 1951 is given in 
[1J, and general descriptions of the comparison method, 
in [5J and [14]. 

More recently, singularities of (Ll) at which }..2p(X) 
changes its sign have also been studied, the principal 
contributions being due to E. D. Cashwell, N. D. 
Kazarinoff, and R. McKelvey, Olver, and C. A. 
Swanson. 

In this paper we shall assume that X is a large positive 
parameter, (a,b) a finite or infinite open interval, and 
p(x) is real and changes its sign at c, a<c<b. For the 
sake of definiteness, we mostly take p(x)<O for a<x<c, 
and p(x»O for c<x<b. At c itself, p(x) has either a 
simple zero or a simple "pole." Comparison with a 
differential equation with constant coefficients does not 
lead to adequate approximations in either of these two 
cases, and it becomes necessary to use comparison 
equations which themselves have a transition point or a 
singularity, as the case may be. 

The simplest comparison equation with a transition 
point is 

(1.2) 

which is closely related to Airy's equation. Solutions of 
(1.2) are 

(1.3) 

where Ai and Bi are the Airy functions [15J, m is an 
integer, and w=e2"i/3. 

The simplest comparison equation with a singularity 
would seem to be the differential equation, 

d2w/dt2+X2t-1W=0, 

which is closely related to Bessel functions of order 
unity. However, it turns out that the adoption of this 
comparison equation necessitates undue restrictions on 
r(x,}..). For this reason, we shall use a somewhat more 
elaborate comparison equation, 

d2w (A2 1-v2) -+ -+-- w=O, 
dt2 t 4t2 

(1.4) 
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in which v is a nonnegative constant to be chosen later. 
(1.4) is also closely related to Bessel's differential equa
tion, and each of the functions, 

tiJ ±.(2Xti ), tiy .(2Xti ), tiH .(1.2) (2Xti ) (1.5) 

in the usual notation of Bessel functions, is a solution 
of (1.4). 

In this paper X, x and p(x) are assumed to be real. It 
may be noted that results for complex values of X are 
available in the reports on which this paper is based and 
results for complex x and p(x) in some of the references 
given at the end of the paper. 

TRANSITION POINTS 

2. Outline of the Method and Results 

We introduce a new variable x in (1.2) by the 
substitution, 

t=cf>(x), w=[cf>'(x)Jiy, 

thus changing (1.2) in 

(d2Y/dx2)+ (X2cf>cf>'2+Hcf>,x})Y =0, 
where 

{cf>,x} = W"/cf>')-!W'/cf>')2 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

is the Schwarzian derivative of cf> with respect to x. The 
differential equations (Ll) and (2.1) will be nearly 
identical for large X if we choose cf> so that 

(2.3) 

With this choice of cf>, (1.1) may be written in the form, 

(d2y/dx2)+ (X2cf>cf>'2+Hcf>,x) )y=F(x,X)y, (2.4) 
where 

F(x,X)=Hcf>,x) -r(x,X). (2.S) 

In this exposition we shall discuss (2.4) rather than 
(Ll) and will express conditions of validity with refer
ence to cf> and F rather than p and r. Once cf> has been 
determined from (2.3), F is also known and it is usually 
easy to verify that the conditions of validity are 
satisfied. 

If F(x,X) is small in comparison with X2cf>cf>'2+Hcf>,x} , 
then (2.1) and (2.4) will be nearly identical, and we shall 
expect the known solutions of (2.1) to be good ap
proximations to solutions of 2.4. In order to estimate the 
difference y- Y, we regard for the moment the right 
hand side of (2.4) as a given function of x, and apply the 
method of variation of parameters to (2.4), obtaining 

In order to find approximations for a solution of (2.4), 
which is characterized by initial conditions at an interior 
point of (a,b), or by its behavior as x -t a or x -t b, we 
choose x' to be the point in question and Vex) to be that 
solution of (2.1) which is characterized by the same 
conditions as y(x). We then establish the existence of a 
solution of the integral equation (2.6), prove that this 
solution is differentiable and satisfies (2.4), obtain a 
rough estimate of y(x), and use this estimate in the 
integral in (2.6) to obtain an improved estimate of 
y(x)- Vex). In order to carry out this program, it will 
be necessary to introduce some notations. 

Clearly, cf> must be assumed to be three times differ
entiable on (a,b), and it will also be assumed that cf>' is 
either positive throughout (a,b), or else negative 
throughout (a,b). We set 

<I? = <I? (x) = <I? (x,X) = Icf>'(x) I i(1+Xl/61cf>(x) It), (2.7) 

Om=Om(X) = Om (x,X) = -X1wmcf>(x), m=O, ±1 (2.8) 

O2=00=0 

u=jOi, Um=jOml , m=O, ±1, 2. 

It is seen from (1.3) that 

Y m(x)= [cf>'[-iAi(Om) m=O, ±1 

Y 2(x) = 1cf>'[-iBi(O) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

are solutions of (2.1). The approximations to y will be 
expressed in terms of these solutions. In the error 
estimates certain complications arise due to the zeros of 
the Airy functions. In order to cope with these, we set 

_ Y m(x) except when Om<O 
Ym(x) = 

[cf>' [-i[ [Ai(Om) [2+ [Bi(Om) [2Ji if Om <0 

d (2.11) 
_[[cf>'[iYm(x)J exceptwhen Om<O 
dx 

Zm(X) = 
Xfcf>'[[Ai'(Om) [.2+ [Bi'(Om) [2Ji if Om<O. 

These functions will be used in estimates only. Y m is not 
a solution of (2.1), and Zm(X) is not the derivative of 
[cf>'[iym, if Om<O. 

Lastly, we set 

G(x,X) = XiF(x,X)[<I?(X,X)J-2. (2.12) 

y(x)= Y(x)+ fX K(x,t)F(t,X)y(t)dt, 
x' 

x and t range over a, b j and X> O. All bounds, including 
(2.6) those implied by the 0 symbols, are independent of x, t, 

X. C is a generic bound which may be different at each 

where x' is some fixed point of the interval, Vex) is a 
solution of (2.1), and K(x,t) is the Green's function of 
(2.1). For a fixed t in (a,b), K(x,t), as a function of x, 
satisfies (2.1) together with the initial conditions 
K(t,t)=O, (oK/ ox) (t,t) = 1. 

occurrence. 
It is seen from (2.3) that cf> and p vanish at the same 

point, and have the same sign where they do not vanish. 
Thus cf>'(x»O if p(x)<O for a<x<c and p(x»O for 
c<x<b, and cf>'(x) <0 if p(x»O to the left, and p(x) <0 
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to the right of c. For the former case, we shall establish asymptotic formulas, 
the following result: 

If (i) cf> is three times continuously differentiable, and Ai(z)=Pr-iz-1e-f [1+0(r-1)J z~ 00, 

cf>'(x»O, for a<x<b, and cf>(c)=O,. (ii) for each fixed - 7r < arg z < 1f (3.1) 
positive X, F(x,X) is a continuous function of x for 

a<x<b,. (iii) IG(x,X) I :::;A(X)g(x) where (l+X)-lA(X) is Ai( -z)=1f-iz-l[cos("-~4)+O("-1)] 
a bounded function of X for X>O, and g(x) is integrable ~ ~ 

over (a,b),. and if we set 

(2.13) 

then the integral equation, 

Ym(X) = Y m(X)+ IX K(x,t)F(t,X)y(t)dt (2.14) 
Xm 

has a unique solution for each m=O, ±1, 2 and each X>O, 
this solution is twice continuously differentiable and 
satisfies (2.4) for a<x<b, and 

[
A(X) fX ] 

Ym(X) = Y m(X)+O -Y m(X) g(t)dt 
X Xm 

(2.15) 

for x>o and a<x<b. 
This result can easily be adapted to the case when 

p(x»O for a<x<c and p(x)<O for c<x<b. 
If cf>'(x) <0, 

and otherwise the conditions (i) to (iii) hold, then the result 
enunciated in the foregoing also holds. 

It follows from (2.15) that Y m(X) is an asymptotic 
representation of Ym(X) as X ~ 00, which holds uni
formly in x; and also for fixed X as x ~ xm • This is an 
especially valuable feature when solutions of (2.1) are 
characterized in terms of their behavior as x ~ x'. It can 
further be proved that Ym' is also represented asymp
totically by Y",' [4J. 

Y m may be regarded as a first asymptotic approxima
tion to Y",. Higher approximations may be obtained 
either by expanding the solution in descending powers 
of X (Langer [13J, Olver [17,18J) or else by using in 
place of cf> a change of variable which itself depends on X 
(Cherry [2J). 

3. Auxiliary Estimates 

In the derivation of (2.15) certain estimates are 
needed. These are in essence estimates on Airy func
tions. The reader is referred in this connection to [15J 
and [16J. 

Ai(z) and Bi(z) are entire functions. All zeros of 
Ai(z) and Ai'(z) are situated on the negative real axis 
and all zeros of Bi(z) or Bi'(z), either on the negative 
real axis or in one of the two sectors 1f/3<±argz<7r/2. 
Moreover, on the negative real axis, the zeros of Ai(z) 
and Bi(z) interlace, and so do the zeros of Ai'(z) and 
Bi'(z). The behavior of Ai(z) at infinity follows from the 

z>O, z ~ 00, (3.2) 
where 

(3.3) 

The behavior of Bi(z) can be deduced by means of the 
relation, 

Bi(z)=i[w2Ai(w2z)-wAi(wz)], (3.4) 

It follows that the functions, 

(1+ Izll)Ai(z)et, 

(1 + I z Il)Bi(z)e-t , 

(1 + I z Il)Bi(z)et, 

(1 + I z Il)-lA i' (z)ef I argz I :::;1f 

(1+lzll)-lBi'(z)e-t largzl:::;1f/3 

(1 + I z Il)-lBi' (z)et 

1f/3:::; largzl :::;1f, 
and the reciprocals of the functions, 

(1+ Izll)[IAi(z)12+ I Bi(z) 12Jief 

(1+ I zll)-l[ I Ai'(z) 12+ I Bi'(z) 1 2Jiet argz= ±7r 

are bounded. 
As a consequence we have the following: 

Lemma 1 

The following functions are bounded: 

<p(x)Y m(X) exp[um(x)J, {[<P(X)Ym(X) exp[um (x)J}±l 

for m=O, ±1 and I argO", I :::;1f or m=2 and 0<0 

[<p(x)Y2(x)e-u (x)J±1 for I argO I :::;1f/3. 

There are also corresponding results involving the .2 m 

and the derivatives of the Y m, but these will not be 
noted in detail (see [4J, lemma 2). 

Since Y m and Y m' are linearly independent solutions 
of (2.1) when m, m'=O, ±1, 2 and m~m', the Green's 
function can be expressed as a linear combination of any 
pair of these, indeed, 

where 

1 
K(x,t) =-[Y m(X)Y ",,(t)- Y m(t)Y m'(X)J, (3.5) 

.l 

.l= Y m'(t)Y ",,(t)- Y m(t)Y m/(t) 

is the Wronskian of Y m and Y m', which is independent 
of t and can be computed from the known values of 
Ai(O), Ai'(O), Bi(O), and Bi'(O). 

For the Green's function, we need the following 
result: 
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Lemma 2 

If m=O and a<t5,x<b, or m=±l and a<x5,t<b, 
or else m=2 and either a<x5,t5,c or c5,t5,x<b, then 

and 

I:x [It/>'(x) I !K(x,t)]Ym(t) I 
5,CX-f lcI>(t) 1-2 IZm(x) I. (3.7) 

We shall prove (3.6) for m=O. The proof of (3.7) and 
the discussion of the cases m= ± 1, 2 are similar. 

We use (3.5) with m=O, m'=1, say, obtaining 

and consequently, 

1 I Yo(t) I I Yo (x) I -X1cf>2(t) K(x,t)-- 5, -_- 1cI>2(t)YO(t)Y1(t) I 
2~ ~~) ~(~ 

+ -- I cI>2(t) Yo(t) Yo(t) I. (3.8) I 
Y1(X) I 
Yo(x) 

Here, we take arg8=O and arg81=2~/3 if x<c; and 
arg8= -~ and arglh= -~/3 if x>c; noting that in 
either case 0-1= -0-, and Reo-(x) is a decreasing function 
of x. Clearly, I Yo(x)/Yo(x) 15, 1, and cf>2(t)YO(t)Y1(t) is 
bounded by lemma 1. Thus, the first term on the right 
hand side of (3.8) is bounded. Furthermore, 

Y1(X) _ 
__ e 2u (x) and cf>2(t) Yo(t) Yo(t)e2u(t) 
Yo (x) 

are bounded (lemma 1), and I e2u(x)-2u(t) 15, 1 since t5,x 
and Reo-(x) is a decreasing function of x. Thus, the 
second term on the right hand side of (3.8) is also 
bounded, and (3.6) is proved in this case. 

4. The Integral Equation and Its Solution 

We shall now solve the integral equation (2.14) by the 
method of successive approximations. Under assump
tions (i) to (iii) of Sec. 2, we fix m and X, and set 

Uo(x) = Y m(X) (4.1) 

Un+1(X) = IX K(x,t)F(t,X)un(t)dt n=O, 1,2, ... : (4.2) 
"'m 

In order to prove the convergence of L un(x), we first 
remark that according to assumption (iii) and lemma 2, 

I K(x,t)F(t,X)Y m(t) 15, (C/X) I Y m(X) II G(t,X) I 
5,(CA/X)IYm(x)!g(t) (4.3) 

Next, we prove by induction that 

I un(x) 15, 1/ (n!)( (CA/X) I L~ g(t)dtl) n I Y m(X) I 

n=O, 1,2, .... (4.4) 

Indeed, (4.4) is true for n=O. If it is true for any n, then 
it follows from (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) 

Since 

this proves (4.4) for n+ 1, and hence for all n. 
After proving (4.4), we note that, by assumption (iii), 

A(X)/X is a bounded function on forX;:::Xo>O, and 

IX g(t)dt 
"'m 

is a bounded function of x, so that 

1 
I Un (x) 15,-A n I Y m(X) I n=O, 1,2, .. " (4.5) 

n! 

where A is independent of x and X. It follows that 

L un(X)/Ym(x) 

converges uniformly and absolutely for a<x<b, and 

'" Ym(x) = L un(x) (4.6) 
n=O 

defines a function which is clearly continuous for 
a<x<b, and satisfies (2.14). Also, 

IYm(X) 15, Ym(x) I exp(C: IL~ g(t)dt\) 

5,IYm(x)!eA • (4.7) 

The uniqueness of the solution can be proved in the 
usual manner. 

To prove the differentiability of Ym(X), we first form 

d/ (dx)[un(x)t/>'!(x)] 

= i~ 0/( ox) [K(x,t)t/>'! (x) ]F(t,X)Un_l(t)dt. 

Here, we use assumption (iii), lemma 2, and (4.4) to 
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show that 

1 ~[Un(X)4>'!(X)JI ~~(CA I rx gCt)dtl)" JZm(X) J, 
dx n! X Jxm 

and conclude that the series 

converges uniformly, and hence that L unrjJ'i may be 
differentiated term by term to yield (YmrjJ'l). Finally, 

t/>" 
Ym' (x) =rjJ'-i[YmCX)rjJ'l(x)J' -!--:-}'m(X) 

rjJ' 
is continuous for a<x<b. 

Next, we remark that it is seen from (4.2) that 

f
x a2 

u,," (x) = F(X,X)Un-I(X)+ -K(x,t)F(t,X)U,,_I(t)dt 
Xm ax2 

= F(x,X)Un_1 (x) - [X2rprp'2+H rjJ,x} Ju,,(x) 

since K (x,t) satisfies (2.4). As before, it follows that 
(4.6) may be differentiated a second time, Ym"(X) is 
continuous, and Ym(x) satisfies (2.4) for a<x<b. 

To estimate Ym- Y m, we use (2.14), (4.7), and (4.3). 

J Ym(X)- Y m(X) J ~eA I.£~J K(x,t)F(t,X) fm(t) J dtl 

~C\AJ fm(X)Jli" g(t)dtl. 
X Xm 

This completes the proof. 

5. Application to Bessel Functions 

We shall now apply our results to Bessel functions of 
large order. The asymptotic forms of these functions 
were determined from the differential equation they 
satisfy by Langer, Cherry, Olver, and also in [3J, Sec. 
4.8. Here, we shall show that the leading term of the 
asymptotic expansion follows from our result without 
much effort. 

The functions, 

xiJx(Xx), xiH}.(l) (Xx), xiH}.(2) (Xx), (5.1) 

satisfy the differential equation, 

d2y + [X2( 1-~ )+_1 ]Y=O. 
dx2 x2 4x2 

(5.2) 

This equation is of the form (1.1) and it will turn out 
that all our conditions are satisfied on the interval 
o<x< 00. According to (2.3) we set 

(5.3) 

and obtain by integration 

Ie y i[ -rjJ(x)J'=a(x) = f ~-1 dt 

= - (1-x2)1+log[1+(1-x2)iJ-Iogx 

i[rjJ(x)J!= 13 (x) = J" (1-~ydt 
O<xSl (5.4) 

1 
= (x2-1)l-cos-1 - lSx<oo. (5.5) 

x 
We note that 

a(x) = -logx+ log2-1 +0(x2) as x~O 

1 (5.6) 
a'(x) = --+O(x) as X~O 

x 

11" 

i3(x)=x--+O(1/x) 
2 

as x~ 00, 

(5.7) 
,8' (x) = 1 +0(1/ x2) as x~ 00. 

The differential equation (5.2) may now be written 
in the form (2.4) with 

F(x,X) = F(x) =t{rjJ,x} -1/(4x2). (5.8) 

We proceed to verify that the conditions (i) to (iii) of 
Sec. 2 are satisfied. Clearly, rjJ(x) is three times con
tinuously differentiable (indeed it is analytic). Also 
rjJ'(x»O, and it follows that F(x) is continuous (in fact, 
analytic). We also have 

I

XIF(t) I JF(t)J 
JG(t,X)J= --<---

1>2(t) JrjJ(t) J irjJ'(t) 

and in order to verify assumption (iii), we shall investi
gate the behavior of F(t) as t ~ 0 and as t ~ 00. To do 
this, we use the chain rule 

for the Schwarzian derivative, setting x=a when 
O<x< 1, and x=,8 when 1 <x< 00. Thus, 

5a'2 1 5a'2 4+x2 
F(x)=-+Ha,x} 

18« 4x2 18a2 4Cl-x2)2 

0<x<1 (5.9) 
. 5,8'2 4+x2 

F(x) l<x<oo. (5.10) 
18132 4(1-x2)2 

From these formulas, in conjunction with (5.6) and 
(5.7), it is seen that 

F(x)=O[(x logx)-2J as x~ 0 

F(x) = o (:c-2) as x~ 00. 
(5.11) 
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It follows that 

(5.12) 

is bounded when o<x< 00, and we may set 

(5.13) 

and A some fixed number (independent of t and X) in 
assumption (iii). Clearly 

i'" g(t)dt< 00, 

and we note in passing that 

~'" g(t)dt=O(1/logx) as x~ 0 

(5.14) 

J'" g(t)dt=O(1/x) as x~ 00. 

On verifying all assumptions, we know that there 
exist solutions Ym(X) of (5.2) for which (2.15) holds. It 
remains to identify these solutions in terms of the 
functions (5.1). 

Let us start with yo(x). By fixing >->0, and making 
x ~ 0, we have from (2.15) and (5.14), 

yo(x)=q,'-lAi(-XJq,{1+0Co~x)] as x~O. 

Since -q, ~ 00 as x ~ 0, we may use (3.1) and (5.6) to 
write 

exp[ -xa(x)][ (1)] 
yo(x) 1+0 - as x~ o. 

2('II'"q,')t( _q,)l logx 

Here, we use (5.6) and (5.3) to obtain the asymptotic 
behavior of yo(x) as x ~ 0, X being fixed. 

yo(x) = !1I"-t2-xX-l/6eXxHl 

X[1+0Co~x)] as X~O (5.15) 

In order to avoid inessential complications, let us 
assume that X is not an integer, so that J x and J -x are 
linearly independent. Then, yo(x), being a solution of 
(5.2), must be of the form, 

yo (x) = Xi [Cl(X)JX(Xx)+C2(X)J_X(Xx)]. (5.16) 
Now, 

(XxI2)±>. 
J±x(Xx) [1+0(x)] as x~O, 

r(l±X) 

and substituting in (5.16) the asymptotic form of each 
term as x~o, we see that 

cl(X)=!1I"-iX-H/6eXr(X+l), C2(A) =0, 

so that 

We then have 

Jx(Xx) 
2'11'"1 

---eXXHl/6(xq,')-IAi( -Xlq,) 
r(X+l) 

Xll+0(~) ] 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

for X>O and O<x< 00, except that in case x> 1, the 
error term must be modified in order to take account of 
the zeros of Ai. When x<l, O(X-l) in (5.18) may be 
replaced by O[ (X logx)-l]' The asymptotic form of the 
derivative may be obtained similarly. 

A somewhat simpler asymptotic form results if 
Stirling's formula is used for r(X+l). 

Jx(Xx) = (!Xlxq,')-lA i( _Xfq,)[1 +O(X-l)] (5.19) 

for X>O and O<x< 00, with the same modification of 
the error term near zeros of Ai ( - X lq,) as before. In 
(5.19) the 0 symbol cannot be strengthened forO<x< 1. 

We now proceed to Yl(X), fix X>O, and make x ~ 00. 

From (2.15) and (5.14), 

Yl(X) =_l_Ai( -XJwq,)[1 +O(~)] as x ~ 00. 
q,'-l x 

Since q, ~ 00 as x ~ 00, we may use (3.1) and (5.7) 

as x~ 00. 

Yl(X), being a solution of (5.2), must be of the form, 

Yl(X) = X![ca(A,)Hx (1) (Xx)+c,6..)Hx (2) (AX)]. 

We know that 

where + is for Hx(1) and - for HX(2), and conclude, 
similarly to the previous case, that 

xiHx (1) (Xx) = 2IX-ie- .. i/aYl (x) , (5.20) 
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and hence 

x[ 1+0(~)] (5.21) 

for X>O and O<x< 00. If x> 1, 0(X-1) may be replaced 
by 0[(XX)-1J. The corresponding asymptotic form for 
the second Hankel function for X>O and O<x< 00 is 

X[1+0(~)] (5.22) 

with the same remarks about the error term as before. 

6. Application to Hermite Polynomials 

Next we shall apply our results to Hermite poly
nomials of large order. The asymptotic forms of these 
have been the subject of several investigations. For 
references and a summary of results see [21]. Since 
Hermite polynomials are connected with parabolic 
cylinder functions, results regarding the latter functions 
are also relevant [8J, [11]. Here, we shall follow the 
discussion given by H. Skovgaard [19]. 

n is a nonnegative integer, and N = 2n+ 1 throughout 
this section. It is known [7, Vol. II, p. 193 Eq. (13)J 
that 

exp( -!Nx'A)H ,,(Nix) 

satisfies the differential equation, 

d2y 
-+N2(l-x'A)y=O, 
dx2 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

whose general solution may also be written in the form, 

c1D,,[(2N) iX J+c2D_n-l[(2N) Ix]. (6.3) 

(6.2) is of the form (1.1) on (a, 00), where -1 <a<O, 
and N takes the place of X. Since p(x) changes here 
from positive to negative values as x increases, we shall 
have,p' (x) <0 and will use the second form of the results 
summarized in Sec. 2. Accordingly, we set 

,pq/2=1-x2 

and obtain 

!4>J=a(x) = f1 (1- t2)ldt 

'" 
= -!x(1-x'A)1+! cos-1x a<x:::;i, (6.4) 

i( -,p)'=(3(x) = fX (t2-1)ldt 

=!x(T-1)1-! cosh-1x 1::;x< 00, (6.5) 

wh~re cos-1 and cosh-1 denote the principal branches of 
the inverse functions. We then have (2.4) with 

F(x,X) =F(x) = H,p,x} 

1-x'A 3x'A+2 
= 1

5
6 -- - x~ 1, (6.6) 

,p3 4(1-x'A)2 

and, if we define F(1) = limF(x) as x ~ 1, F(x) is con
tinuous for a=:;x< 00. Moreover, it can be shown that 
(1+x)2F(x) is bounded on (a, 00). Thus all the condi
tions of Sec. 2 will be satisfied if we takeA(X) to be some 
suitable number independent of x and X, and set 

g(x) = (1+x)-2/1-x'A/-1. (6.7) 

Since g(x) = o (x-S) as x~ 00, we also have 

f~ g(t)dt=o(_l_) a<x<oo. 
x 1+T 

(6.8) 

We now apply the results of Sec. 2 with m= 0, N fixed, 
and x~ 00. Since -,p(x) >0 in this case, Yo=Yo and 
we have from (6.8) 

yo(x) = /,p'/-iAi( -Nf,p{ 1+0(1:T) 1 
Since -,p ~ 00, we use (3.1) to obtain 

exp[ -N(3(x)J 
yo (x) [1 +0 (x-2)J as x~ 00. 

27rlN1/6( _q"p/2)i 

From (6.5) 

(3 (x) = !x'A-! 10g(2x)-t+0(x-2) x~ 00 

and hence, 

(2x)n 
yo (x) exp[ -!N(T-!)J 

(27r)W1/ 6 

x[1+0(x-2)J x~ 00 (6.9) 

In particular, it is seen that yo(x) ~ 0 as x ~ 00. 

yo (x) , being a solution of (6.2) is of the form (6.3). Now, 
in (6.3), the first term vanishes, and the second term is 
unbounded, as x~ 00 [7, vol. II p. 122, Eq. (l)J. It 
follows that C2=0 and yo(x) is a constant multiple of 
(6.1). From the explicit formula for Hermite poly
nomials [7, vol II, p. 193, Eq. (9)J, 

exp( -!Nx'A)H ,,(Nix) 

= (2N1x)" exp( -!Nx'A)[1+0(x-2)J (6.10) 

as x ~ 00 and a comparison of (6.9), and (6.10) shows 
that 

H n(Nix) = (27r)W,,/2+1/6 exp[!N(x'A-!) JyO (x). 

If we combine this result with (2.15), we obtain the 
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asymptotic formula, 

H,,(Nix)= (27r)WnIHl/6 exp[!N(x2-!)J 

X 1 q,'l-tAi( -NJq,)[1+0( 1 )], (6.11) 
n(1+x2) 

which is valid uniformly in -1 <a<x< 00 as n ~ 00, 

except that the error term must be modified to take care 
of the zeros of the Airy function when a<x< 1. This 
result can be extended to - 00 <x<o by using H .. ( -x) 
= (-1)"Hn(x). 

Simpler asymptotic formulas holding for restricted 
ranges of x may be deduced from (6.11). In [19J all the 
known formulas are so deduced, in part with improved 
conditions of validity. Here, we shall restrict ourselves 
to a brief indication of two of these results . 
. If we take 0~x<1 and set x=cos8, 0<8~7r/2, we 
have 

a=H28-sin28) 

from (6.4). By using (3.2) in (6.11) we then obtain 
H,,(Nt cose) 

= 2Wn/2 sin-iO exp(i-N cos20) 
X {cos[i-N(20-sin20)-hr J+O(n-1e-3)}. (6.12) 

For x> 1, we set x= coshO, 0> 0, and obtain similarly 

Hn(NiCOshO) = (2 sinhO)-WnI2 exp[i-N(20+e-26)J 

X[1+0(n-lsinh-3~)J (6.13) 

SINGULARITmS 

7. Outline of the Method and Results 

Here, we shall give only a brief outline of the method 
following Swanson and state the result. The proofs are 
similar to those given in Sec. 3 and 4 for the transition 
point case and can be found in [20J. By using (1.4) as 
our comparison equation, we introduce a new variable 
x by the substitution, 

t= 1/1 (x) , w= W (x) 1 iU, 

thus changing (1.4) into 

~U [(~ 1-~) ] -+ -+-- 1/I'2+HI/I,x} U=O, 
dx2 1/1 41/12 

(7.1) 

an equation whose solutions are known from (1.5). 
{I/I,x} is defined by (2.2). The differential equations (1.1) 
and (7.1) will be nearly equal for large X if we choose 
1/1 so that 

(7.2) 

With this choice of 1/1, (1.1) may be written in the form, 

~y [('A2 1_1'2) ] -+ -+-- 1/I'2+HI/I,x} y=F(x,'A)y, (7.3) 
dx2 1/1 4~ 

where 

(7.4) 

As in the case of a transition point, we shall assume 
that the differential equation has been transformed to 
this form and, moreover, that I' has been so chosen that 
1 p(x) l-tF(x,X) is an integrable function of x for each 
'A>O. 

As a typical case, let us assume that (x-c)p(x) is a 
twice continuously differentiable function of x and 
(X-C)2r(X,X), for each X>O, a continuously differ
entiable function of x, for a<x<b so that 

p(x) = qo(x-c)-1[1 +O(x-c) J 
r(x,X)=ro(x-c)-{1+0(x-c)J as x~ c 

and assume qo>O, ro~i-, ro independent of 'A. Then 
1/1 (x) = qo(x-c)[1 +O(x-c) J from (7.2), 1/1' (x)N(x) 
= (x-c)-1[1+0(x-c)J, N,x}=O[(X-C)-lJ and 

F(x,X) 
1-J12-4ro 
---+O[(X-C)-lJ x~c, 
4(X-C)2 

and the integrability condition is satisfied if and only if 
1'= (1-4ro)t. 

If F(x,X) =0, (7.3) is identical with (7.1), In general, 
we obtain from (7.3) by the method of variation of 
parameters, the integral equation of Volterra type, 

y(x)= U(x)+ J~ K(x,t)F(t,'A)y(t)dt (7.5) 

satisfied by solutions of (7.3). Here, U is a solution of 
(7.1), x' is a fixed point of the interval, and K(x,t) is the 
Green's function of (7.1). For a fixed t in (a,b), K(x,t), 
considered as a function of x, satisfies (7.1) for x¢t, 
and also satisfies the initial conditions K (t,t) = 0, 
(oK/ ox) (t,t) = 1. 

The significant solutions of (7.1) are obtained from 
(1.5) as 

Uo(x) = (I/IN')lJ.(2'Al/lt), 

U1(x) = (I/IN')tH'<1) (2'Al/lt) , (7.6) 

U_1(x) = (I/IN')tH.(~)(2'AI/I1). 

For the error estimates, it is desirable to modify Uo in 
the region where it has zeros. Let a>O be so chosen that 
J,(z»O for O<z~a, and set 

Uo(x) = Uo(x) if 4'A~~a2, 

= (I/IN')t[IJ,(2Nt-t) 1
2+ 1 Y.(2'Al/lt) 1

2J1 (7.7) 
if 4X~>a2, 

U±l(X) = U±l(X). 

It is known from the theory of Bessel functions that 
the functions 

z-'(1+ 1 zll+')e-11m.IJ,(z) 

z'(1+ Izl l-»e""·H.(l,2)(z) 
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are bounded when largzl :::;11", except that a slight 
modification of the second function is necessary when 
11=0 and H O(l·2)(Z) has a logarithmic singularity. Also, 
in the second function the upper sign is taken for H.(1) 
and the lower sign for H .(2). Moreover, the second 
function has a bounded reciprocal. 

This information can be used to develop results which 
correspond t~ lemma 1 and give bounds for the V m, 
V m', Um, l/Vm. These results are in turn used to prove 
under certain conditions [see (iv) below J, 

I K(x,t)Om(t) I :::;CX-I I p(x) I-II Om(X) I, 
together with a corresponding estimate for iJK(x,t)/iJXj 
in fact, to establish an analogue of lemma 2 in this case. 

From here on, the investigation resembles that de
scribed in Sec. 4. The integral equation is solved by 
successive approximations, and the uniqueness and 
differentiability of the solution is proved. The estimates 
arising out of the successive approximations are used 
under the integral sign to provide a better estimate of 
y(x)- Vex). There is one new feature, though. x=c is a 
singular point of the integral equation and it is im
possible to continue a general solution of (7.3) across 
this point. Accordingly, solutions corresponding to x' = a 
or x' = b exist only on the intervals (a,c) or (c,b), re
spectively. Again, for X'=C, the integral equation has a 
solution only if U(x) in (7.S) is a multiple of Uo(x). This 
solution can be continued across x= c, but the continua
tion is not unique: indeed, in Uo(x) itself we may take 
arg}/li=1I"/2, or arg}/li= -11"/2 when x<c. 

Apart from this, the discussion of the integral equa
tion resembles the discussion given in Sec. 4 and leads to 
the following result: 

If (i) !/I(x) is three times continuously differentiable and 
!/I'(X»O for a<x<b, and !/I(c).=O,· (ii) for each fixed 
X>O, F(x,X) is a continuous function of x for a<x<c 
and c<x<b,. (iii) I p(x) I-il F(x,X) I :::;A(X)g(x) for x~c 
where (1+X)-IA(X) is a bounded function of X and g(x) 
is integrable over (a,b),. and (iv) either m=O, Xo=C, and 
a<x<b or m=±l, xm=a, argrp=m1l", and a<x<c or 
m=±l, xm=b, argrp=O, and c<x<b; then the integral 
equation, 

um(x) = U m(x)+ i~ K(x,t)F(t,X)um(t)dt (7.8) 

has a unique solution for each X> 0,. this solution is twice 
continuously diiJerentiable and satisfies (7.3), except pos
sibly for x= c in case m= 0, and on the intervals specified 
in (iv), 

um(x) = Um(x)+O[A(X) Om (x) i" g(t)dt]. (7.9) 
X Xm 

There is a corresponding formula for Ym'(X). 

8. Application to Laguerre Polynomials 

Laguerre polynomials of large order have been in
vestigated by several writers. References and a sum-

mary of results will be found in [21]. Of more recent 
investigations especially those by Tricomi [22J are 
noteworthy. Since these polynomials are connected with 
confluent hypergeometric functions, results regarding 
the latter functions are also pertinent j see [9J and the 
references given there. 

Laguerre polynomials present an especially interesting 
feature in that the differential equation which they 
satisfy has both a singularity and a transition point. 
Accordingly, we shall obtain two asymptotic repre
sentations, one in terms of Bessel functions and the 
other in terms of Airy functions. The regions of validity 
of the two representations overlap, and in the overlap
ping part the two representations are asymptotically 
equivalent. 

We shall consider Laguerre polynomials L,.a(z) with 
fixed a2:0, large n, and unrestricted real z. Throughout 
this section, N=n+(a+l)/2. It is known [7, Sec. 
1O.12J that 

(8.1) 

satisfies the differential equation, 

d2y [ (1 ) l-a2] -+ 4N2 --1 +-- y=O. 
dx2 x 4x2 

(8.2) 

Here, N is the large parameter, and the differential 
equation has a singularity at x=o and a transition point 
at x= 1. We shall first study the asymptotic repre
sentation on an interval including the singularity. 

From (7.2), 

and we obtain 

!/I (x) = -[(x2-x)i+sinh-I( -X)!J2 x:::; 0, 
= [(x-x2)i+sin-IxiJ2 O:::;x<1. (8.3) 

Here, all square roots are nonnegative, and sin-I, sinh-I 

denote the principal branches of the respective func
tions. Also, l' (x,X) = (1-a2)/(4x2), 1'0= (1-a2)/4:::;t 
here, and we obtain 11= (1-4ro)i=a. (8.2) can then be 
written in the form (7.3) with 

1-a2 l-a2 
F(x,X)=F(x)=-if;'2+!{!/I,X}--- X~O. (8.4) 

4if;2 4x2 

From the behavior of !/I(x) near x=o and x= - 00, it is 
easy to show that IxI1F(x) is bounded in some neigh
borhood of x=o and x2F(x), for say, x:::; -1. We can 
now verify conditions (i), (ii) , (iii) of the preceding 
section on the interval- 00 <x<b< 1, the last condition 
with A(X) a constant and g(x)=[lxl (l-x)J-I so that 

f " ( Ixl )i g(t)dt=± - . 
o l-x 

(8.S) 

We now apply the results of the preceding section 
with m=O. By fixing N and making x ~ 0, we have 
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~(x)=4x[1+0(x)], ~'(x)=4+0(x) and from (7.9) in 
combination with the known behavior of J "(z) near the 
origin, 

uo(x) = (;) lJa(2N~i)[1+0(1 xli)] 

(2N) "xCaHl/2 
---[1+0(lxl i)] x~O. (8.6) 

r(a+l) 

From the behavior of the general solution of (8.2) at 
x=O, it follows that (8.1) and uo(x) are numerical 
multiples of each other. Moreover, from the explicit 
representation of Ln"(z) [7, Vol. II, p. 188 Eq. (7)J, 

XCa+1l/2e-2N XLn" (4N x) 

r(n+a+1) 
----xCa+1l/2[1+0(x)J x~ ° (8.7) 
n!r(a+1) 

and from a comparison of (8.6) and (8.7), 

r(n+a+l) 
L,. " (4Nx) ;rCaHl/2e2Nxuo(x). (8.8) 

n!(2N)" 

From this formula in combination with (7.9), we 
obtain the asymptotic representation, 

r (n+a+ 1) (I/I)i 
Ln"(4Nx) X-<a+1l/2e2Nx -

n!(2N)" ~' 

XJ"(2N~i{1+0(~ll:xl)] (8.9) 

valid, with N=n+(a+l)/2 and ~ given by (8.3), for 
n=O, 1,2, ... and - 00 <x<b< 1, except that the error 
term must be modified in the vicinity of zeros of J ct, 
which occur when x>o. For x<o, argx=ar~ must be 
taken in (8.9) : with this convention, the right hand side 
of (8.9) is defined unambiguously. 

We now turn to the transition point. According to 
(2.3), we set 

and obtain 

a(x)=i¢'=cos-1xi-(x-x2)i 0<x~1 

,8(x)=H-¢)I=(x2-x)i-cosh-1xi l~x<oo (8.10) 

with the same conventions about many valued functions 
as in (8.3). In this case 

F(x,X) =F(x) = H¢,x} - (1-a2)/ (4x2) 

is continuous for O<x< 00 and is O(;r2) as x. ~ 00, and 
on any interval O<a<x< 00, the conditions of Sec. 2, 
with ¢'(x) <0, can easily be verified with A (X) a suitable 
constant, and g(x)=x-1Il-xl-i. It follows also that 

~~ g(t)dt=O(;) a<x< <Xl. (8.11) 

We now apply the results of Sec. 2 with m=O, xo=b. 
By fixing n and making x ~ <Xl, we see that 

Yo(x)/Yo(x) ~ 1. 

Moreover, in the expression (2.10) for Yo, we may use 
(3.2), and in the resulting asymptotic form, 

,8(x)=x-Iog(2xi)-!+O(;ri) x~ 00, 

and we finally find 

yo(x) 
(4x) Ne-2Nx+N 

----[1+0(x-i )J 
2 (2'11-) tNl/6 

x~ <Xl (8.12) 

In particular, yo(x) ~ ° as x ~ <Xl. It being known that 
numerical mUltiples of (8.1) are the only solutions of 
(8.2) vanishing as x ~ 00, we conclude that (8.1) is a 
numerical multiple of yo(x). Moreover, from the explicit 
formula for Laguerre polynomials [7, vol. II, p. 188, 
Eq. (7)J. 

(-4N)n 
_-_xNe-2N"D+O(;rl)] x~ <Xl (8.13) 

n! 

and from a comparison of (8.12) and (8.13), L,,"(4Nx) 
can be expressed in terms of yo(x). Lastly, we use (2.14) 
and (8.11) to obtain 

valid, with N=n+(a+l)/2 and ¢ given by (8.10), for 
n=O, 1, 2, ... and O<a<x< 00, except that the error 
term must be modified in the vicinity of zeros of Ai 
which occur when O<x<1. 

Since we may choose O<a<b<l, the regions of 
validity of the two asymptotic representations (8.9) and 
(8.14) between them cover the entire real axis. More
over, these regions overlap. In the common part, 
a<x<b, both forms are valid, the known asymptotic 
forms may be used for the Bessel function in (8.9) and 
the Airy function in (8.14), and the asymptotic equiva
lence of (8.9) and (8.14) for a<x<b follows from the 
relation a+¥-1=1r/2 which is an immediate consequence 
of (8.3) and (8.10). 

Simpler asymptotic forms may be derived from (8.9) 
and (8.14). If one is satisfied with an error term O(N-l), 
the gamma function and the factorials may be replaced 
by their approximations obtained from Stirling's for
mula. In another direction, restriction of x to narrower 
intervals will make it possible to use approximations for 
the Bessel functions in (8.9) or the Airy function in 
(8.14), and will result in asymptotic representations 
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involving elementary functions only. Some of the re
sulting formulas are noted in [6]. Compared with the 
host of simpler representations, the results developed 
here have the by no means inconsiderable aclvantage 
that two formulas suffice to cover all cases, and that 
they describe the behaviour of L",a(x) both for unre
stricted n as x ~ 0 or x ~ 00, and for unrestricted x 
as n~ 00. 
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The nature of the extremum of the phase shift in the variation principles, which are all based on the 
Schrodinger differential equation directly, is investigated in detail. If the system has no bound state, the 
scattering length determined by the original Hulthen method (5,29) is proved to have the minimum charac
ter. The minimum nature is maintained even for the system which has several bound states, if the trial 
function is taken to be orthogonal to the bound state wave functions. The Kohn method and the second 
Hulthen method (15) give neither an upper bound nor a lower bound for the phase shift in general. The 
sufficient condition is, however, obtained for each case, under which the stationary expression for the scatter
ing length has the minimum character. The condition does not hold true for the electron-hydrogen atom 
scattering for the Kohn method and for the second Hulthen method. It is pointed out that a comparison of 
approximate values obtained by different methods using the same trial function does not afford any informa
tion about the "proper source of errors" of the results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE Rayleigh-Ritz variation principle provides a 
very powerful method of calculating the energy 

value of the ground state in the quantum mechanical 
systems. A remarkable feature of this method is the 
minimum nature of the stationary expression for the 
energy eigenvalues. The calculated values are always 
larger than the true eigenvalue, so far as the lowest 
eigenvalue is concerned. A better trial function would 
give a lower value for the eigenvalue. On the other 
hand, no such a simple rule is known in the variational 
methodsl- 4 for the scattering problems. The stationary 
expressions for phase shifts have been believed to give 
neither minimum nor maximum. One exception of this 
statement is found in the Schwinger method. Kat05 has 
proved that the Schwinger method gives an upper 
(lower) bound for k cot'l] ('1]= phase shift), if the central 
short-range potential is everywhere attractive (re
pulsive), and if the absolute value of phase shift is less 
than 7r. The Schwinger method, which is based on an 
inhomogeneous integral equation, can, in principle, be 
extended to more complex cases, such as the scattering 
of electrons by hydrogen atoms. However, actual 
application would be extremely difficult because of the 
unclosed form of the kernel of the integral equation. 
On the contrary, the Hulthen type variational 
methods,r-a which are all based on the differential 
equations, have been (and will be) widely used for 
many complicated problems. The purpose of the 
present paper is to investigate the nature of the ex
tremum of the phase shift in the Hulthen type varia
tion principles. 
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II. ORIGINAL HULTHEN METHOD. 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 

The simplest example in scattering problems, s wave 
scattering by a central potential, is considered in this 
section. Let u(r) be the (regular, i.e., u(O) =0) solution 
of the equation, 

Lu(r) = (tV/dr2+W(r)+k2)u(r) =0, r~O, (1) 

where W(r) is a short range potential function. The 
potential is attrative (repulsive) when W(r»O 
(W(r) <0). The normalization of the wave function 
can be fixed arbitrarily. For convenience in later 
discussions, the normalization is specified by the 
following asymptotic form, 

u(r)---7coskr+Asinkr, A=cot'l], (r---7oo). (2) 

We seek an accurate value for A by the variational 
method. The trial function ut(r) has an approximate 
asymptotic form, such as, 

Ut(r) ---7 coskr+ (A+.lAt) sinkr, 
A+.lAt=cot'l]t, (r---7 ~). 

Then we put u(r) and ut(r) as follows, 

u(r) = y(r) + coskr+A sinkr, yeO) = -1, (3) 

Ut(r) = u(r) +.ly(r) +.lAt sinkr, .ly(O) =0, (4) 

where y(r) and .ly(r) will tend to zero rapidly as r 
increases. The original Hultben method imposes the 
following condition on the trial function: 

(5) 

Equation (5) guarantees the extremum property of 
the approximate phase shift '1]1 as first shown by 
Hultben, that is, .lA=cot'l]l-cot'l] is a quantity of 
O[ (.ly)2J. In order to know the nature of this extremum 
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property more clearly, (4) is substituted into Eq. (5). 

f""u,Lutdr= (LlAt?f W sin2krdr 
o 

+LlXtJ W sinkr(u+2Lly)dr 

+ f LlyLLlydr=O. (6) 

The error LlX of the Hulthen method is calculated by 
the formula (6). By using the relation, 

f W(r) sinkru(r)dr=k, (7) 

we derive the following result: 

Ll(k cot,,) = - {f LlyLLlydr+ (MX)2 

X f k-2W sin2krdr} (1 + 2e)-t, (8) 

where ek=JW(r) sinkrLly(r)dr and Ll(k cot,,)=MA. 
I e I should be a small quantity in the practical calcu
lation. The proof of (7) is easy. The solution of (1) with 
the normalization specified by (2) satisfies the integral 
equation, 

u(r) =A sinkr+k-1 f"" sinkr <coskr>W(r')u(r')dr'. (9) 
o 

The symbol < represents the smaller one of rand r', 
and> the larger one of rand r'. By comparing (2) 
and (9) for large r, we get the relation (7). It is clear 
from (8) that the extremal nature at the vicinity of 
Ut= U is determined by the sign of the main term: 
Jo"'LlyLLlydr, since the factor (MX)2 is a quantity of 
order (Lly)4. By defining H as an "energy" expectation 
value of the function Lly(r), 

f
'" (d2Lly(r) ) 

H=- 0 Lly(r) ----;;-+W(r)Lly(r) dr 

X {~"" (Lly(r»2dr r1

, (10) 

we obtain an expression for Ll(k cot,,) = k cot"t- k cot" 
correct up to the second order of Lly, 

Ll(kcot,,)=- f""LlYLLlYdr=(ii-k2)f""(Lly)2dr. (11) 
o 0 

Since Lly(O) =0, and Lly(r) tends to zero rapidly at 
infinity, therefore Lly certainly belongs to a Hilbert 
space. If the system has no negative eigenvalue for the 
hermitian operator - (d2/dr+ W(r», H is necessarily 

positive. Thus the right-hand side of (11) is always 
positive at zero incident energy (k2=0), if there is no 
bound state. k cot" at zero energy is related to the 
scattering length a by the relation, 

(k cot")k=o=-a-1, (k cot"t)k=o=-at-1. 

Then (11) tells us the maximum nature of (l/at), 

A(~)=~-~= a-at = -Hf"" (Lly)2dr~0. (12) 
a at a aat 0 

Accordingly, the original Hulthen method gives an 
upper bound for the scattering length except for the 
critical case where aat is negative. When there are 
discrete eigenstates, which correspond to bound states, 
the minimum property of the scattering length does not 
hold any more, because the "energy" expectation value 
H can be negative as well. In order to avoid this 
undesirable situation, the trial function must be taken 
to be orthogonal to the bound state wave functions. 
The proof will be given in Appendix 1. We do not discuss 
this further, since this additional condition on the 
trial function may cause a troublesome calculation in 
actual application. 

Numerical Example 
To illustrate the results obtained in the preceding 

arguments, we will give numerical examples, assuming 
the square well for W(r), 

{ 
V, 0~r~1, 

W(r) = 
0, 1<r. 

The trial function is of the simplest form, 

{ 

(2-a,-1)r-r, O~r~ 1, 
u,= 

1-a,-Ir, 1<r. 

(13) 

(14) 

The original Hulthen method determines a, by the 
condition, 

f'" u,Lutdr= (30a,2)-1 
o 

X {10V - (25V -30)at+(16V -40)an =0. 

The present example, can, of course, be solved exactly. 
The exact scattering length is given by 

{ 
I-tan(V)i/[(V)iJ, if V>O, 

a= 1-tan(-V)ij[(-V)iJ, if V<O. 

There is no bound state in the system only if V <71"2/4 
=2.4674. The values of the scattering length deter
mined by the original Hulthen variational method are 
tabulated in Table I together with the exact values. 
It is seen from Table I that the approximate values are 
always larger than the exact values when the system has 
no bound state, that is, V <71"2/4. The same is true for 
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v = 2.5"-'4. The latter fact is due to the positive nature 
of ii in the present example even for V = 4, although 
the positive nature of ii is not guaranteed by the 
theorem which is applicable for all trial functions. The 
approximate values give lower bounds between V = r /4 
and 2.5. This is not due to the existence of the bound 
state but the different signs between exact and approxi
mate values. Thus the lower bound nature between 
V =r/4 and 2.5 essentially originates from the singular 
nature of the scattering length at V =11"2/4. At the 
vicinity of this singularity, the statement of the theorem 
has to be replaced by, "the inverse of the scattering 
length calculated by an approximate function gives a 
lower bound for the true value," as the inequality (12) 
means properly. 

III. SECOND HULTHf:N AND KOHN METHODS. 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 

The ambiguity and inconvenience appearing in the 
actual calculation connected with the use of the 
quadratic equation f utLu"dr= 0 in the original Hulthen 
method were removed independently by Hulthen2 and 
Kohn.3 Although the principal ideas of these authors for 
the improvement of the method are almost the same, 
the difference in the normalization of the trial wave 
function affects the results in approximate calculations. 
We refer to these two methods as the second Hulthen 
and the Kohn method. The extremum nature in those 
methods will be examined in the present section. 

In the second Hulthen method, the way of normal
izing the wave function is given by (3) and (4). The 
stationary expression of k cot'l/ is given by 

k cot'l/H=kAH=kAt- fOOUt(r)LUt(r)dr. (15) 
o 

The error of the stationary value (k'AH) for k'A= k cot'l/, 
and the error of kAt= k cot'l/t in the trial wave function 
are defined by ktJ.AH=kAH-kA, and ktJ.At=kAt-kA, 
respectively. It should be noted in this case that ktJ.At 
is a quantity of O(tJ.y) rather than OC CtJ.y)2). k!J.AH can 
readily be rewritten in the following way: 

tJ.(k cot'l/H) = ktJ.AH = ktJ.At- f"'UtLUtdr 
o 

= - f
oo

tJ.YLtJ.Ydr-2(k!J.At) fook-1W sinkrtJ.ydr 
o 0 

TABLE I. Scattering length calculated by the original HultMn 
variational method is compared with the exact ones. The HuItMn 
method gives an upper bound for the scattering length if the 
system has no bound state, that is, V <n-2/4. 

V Original HultMn Exact value 

-1 0.24091 0.23841 .a - (./3)-0.1296.2 - (./3)-0.1333.2 

1 -0.5497 -0.5574 
2.25 -7.330 -8.401 
... ... ... 
n-2/4-0 -61.516 - 00 
n-2/4+0 -61.516 +00 
... ... ... 
2.5-0 - 00 62.161 
2.5+0 +00 62.161 
... ... ... 
4 2.1321 2.0925 

• 1_1«1. 

the sign of ktJ.At is independent of the sign of the integral 
f k-1W sinkf'tJ.ydr. The sign of the third term depends 
on the sign of the potential W(r). Thus tJ.(k cot'l/H) 
can be positive or negative, and on that account the 
stationary behavior of the phase shift reached for 
Ut= U in the second Hulthen method has no definite 
maximum and minimum, when we just insert some 
prepared function Ut into the expression (15). However, 
according to the revised procedure by Hulthen, the 
sign of tJ.At is not completely independent of the sign of 
fk-1W sinkrtJ.ydr. Let .1y be a given function. On 
following Hulthen,6 we determine k!J.)..t by 

-2(f k-1W sinkrtJ.ydr 

+ (k!J.At) f k-2W sin2krdr) =0. (17) 

We notice that the Eq. (17) is equivalent to the condi
tion imposed on Ut, 

(18) 

which means that 

f k-1tJ.uW sinkrdr=O. 

On substituting the value of ktJ.At determined by (17), 
we get an expression for ktJ.AH, 

f
oo ktJ.AH= -ftJ.YLtJ.ydr+(!k-1W sinkrtJ.Ydr)2 j 

- (k!J.At)2 k-2W sin2krdr. (16) 
o 

Use has been made of (15) and (6) in the course of 
derivation of (16). The sign of the first term on the 
right hand side of the Eq. (16) is positive at low energies 
if the system has no bound state. The sign of the second 
term, however, can be negative as well as positive, if 

S In ordinary notations, HultMn proposes the equation, 

aJutLutdr/a (kAt) = 1, 

which is equivalent to (17). 
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We can see from (19) that kAH has minimum character 
at zero energy provided that there is no bound state 
in the system and that frWdr>O. In the case of 
fk-2W sin2krdr<0, the extremum nature of the second 
Hulthen method is that of the saddle point. 

The situation is somewhat similar in the Kohn 
method. The stationary quantity in the Kohn method 
is tan'1 rather than cot'1. The normalization of the wave 
function is different from the one in the second Hulthen 
method, and is specified by the unit amplitude of the 
sinkr term, 

Uk~At-l(coskr+Atsinkr), At=cot'1t, (r~ 00). 

Then the Kohn trial function Uk may be set, correct to 
the first order of .:l, 

Uk=A-1(U+.:ly+.:lAt sinkr){l- (.:lAtIA)} , 

where u=y+coskr+A sinkr, and .:lAt=At-A. The 
stationary expression for tan'1 in the Kohn method is 
given by 

Ak-1=At-1+k-1 fa) Uk (r)LUk(r)dr. (20) 
o 

The error of Ak is calculated in a similar way as in the 
Hulthen method, 

(MAk) = (MAt)2/ (kA) - { J:'" .:lyL.:lydr 

+2 (MAt) f'" k-1W sinkr.:lydr+ (MAt)2 
o 

The sign of the first term depend on the sign of kA. The 
following three terms have the same forms and same 
signs as in Eq. (16) for the second Hulthen method. 
Hence the Kohn expression, again, represents the saddle 
point character of extremum, when we just insert a 
prepared function Ut into the expression (20). 

However, if we determine At according to the method 
proposed by Kohn, which is written in terms of .:lAk 
and .:lAt as 

(22) 

the resulting expression for .:l(k cot'1k) is again similar 
to (19), namely 

MAk= - f .:lYL.:lYdr+(f k-1W Sinkr.:lYdr) 2 / 

(f k-2W sin2krdr- (kA)-1) + O[(.:ly) 3]' (23) 

From (23) we recognize that kAk has minimum character 
at zero energy, if there is no bound state and if 
frWdr+a>O. (a; scattering length). 

We shall summarize the conditions under which the 
second Hulthen and the Kohn procedures give upper 
bounds for the scattering length; 

no bound state, and 

no bound state, and 

f"'r2wdr> 0, 
o 

(Hulthen) (24) 

(Kohn) (25) 

although we must pay special attention to the location 
of the singular point of the scattering length. For 
energies near the singular point, where the absolute 
value of the scattering length may tend to infinity, 
the theory guarantee the lower bound of the inverse 
of the scattering length under the condition (24), 
or (25). 

If we take the unperturbed function as a trial 
function, the Kohn method gives the (first) Born 
approximation result. Our discussion, however, does 
not apply to this case, because we always assume that 
the trial function is close to the actual function. With 
the Born trial function, .:lAt is no longer small. It is 
± 00 indeed! Nevertheless, it has been proved7 that the 
scattering length calculated by the Born approximation 
aB gives an upper bound, if there is no boundstate. 

where c is a constant which relates to the convergence 
radius of the Born expansion. 

It may be worthwhile to remark that the error coming 
from the term - f .:lyL.:lydr is commonly contained in 
three different methods treated in this paper. Conse
quently, a comparison of the three results would not 
provide any idea about the magnitude of f .:lyL.:lydr. 
On the other hand, the errors due to terms which have 
the factors .:lAt and (.:lAt)2 in (16) and (21) can be 
estimated roughly by varying the value of At a little 
bit and by noting that At- Ak=§= At- AH=§= .:lAt. The term 
f .:lyL.:lydr should be considered as the proper source 
of errors. 

In the following we shall bring out the merit of the 
original Hulthen method for the calculation of the 
scattering length. Actual calculational effort involved 
in the original method is by no means enormous when 
compared with the revised procedures, so far as the 
linear trial function is used. The situation may be 
explained below. Let the trial function be set in the 
form, 

n 

ut(r) = L: a;fi(r)+coskr+At sinkr. (26) 
i=1 

7 T. Ohmura (formerly Kikuta), Progr. Theoret. Phys. 12, 225 
(1954); See especially p. 230. 
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This leads to the simultaneous linear equations for ai 
and >'t with the calculated constants Ci;, b;, and dj • 

n 

L Cijai=bj+>.tdj. (j=1,'" n). 
i-l 

Then the unknown variable ai is expressed by the form, 

ai=Bi+DMt. 

On inserting at in Eq. (26), we get, with some known 
simple constants Ai;' 

.. 
+[A I2 - L (d.Bi+b.Di)J>'e 

.... 1 

n 

+ (A 22- L d.D.)>'t2=O. (27) 
i-=l 

All the coeff Cij do not appear any more in the formula 
(27). The variational calculation of the original Hulthen 
method will be easily completed by finding the value 
of At from (27). On the other hand, the second Hulthen 
and the Kohn method lead to a similar type of equation, 

,,+1 
L Cija.=c;, (j=1,'" n, n+1). 
i=1 

Thus the main trouble in the original method over the 
revised ones is to solve two inhomogeneous linear 
equation of order n instead of one equation of order 
n+ 1. The electronic computers will eliminate this 
trouble. The calculating effort of the matrix element 
is just the same for the three methods. On that account, 
if there is no bound state, the original Hulthen method 
is most superior for the calculation of the scattering 
length over other methods due to the following two 
reasons. If the second Hulthen (or Kohn) method is not 
guaranteed to give an upper bound for a, namely, when 
the condition (24) (or (25» is not satisfied, only the 
original Hulthen method gives an upper bound for a. 
Even when the second Hulthen (or Kohn) method is 
guaranteed to give an upper bound for a, the original 

Hulthen method will produce the best result or at least 
the same order of accuracy as the other methods. This 
is understandable if we compare Eq. (11) with Eq. (19) 
and Eq. (23), and assume that the !:1y contained in (11), 
(19), and (23) are all the same, 

M>'original = M>'H- (/:,.2/ fW "'dr) 
= M>'k-!:12/(fWr2dr+a) >0, 

where !:1sfk-1W sinkr!:1ydr. 

Numerical Example 

We shall take the same example as given in II in 
order to understand the general situation of the subject 
we already discussed for the one dimensional problem. 
The potential (13) and the trial function (14) are the 
same. The second Hulthen and the Kohn scattering 
lengths are calculated by (15) and (20). We shall write 
the results only for completeness. 

aH=(V/80+7/6-3/V)-1, aB=-V/3, 

ak= - (V /3)+ [12sV2/192 (2V -5)]. 

The calculated scattering lengths for various depths of 
the potential in various methods are tabulated in 
Table II, where the values of fWr2dr and fWr2dr+a 
are added. The latter quantities appear in the conditions 
(24) and (25). We can see from Table II that the second 
Hulthen results are not superior to the original Hulthen 
when the former is assured to give an upper bound for a. 
The Born approximation is not good, though it gives an 
upper bound. All values of fWr2dr+a have the 
negative sign, so we cannot say the Kohn method would 
give an upper bound. We also understand from Table II 
that - f !:1yL!:1ydr may be the main source of error, 
because the approximate values in three methods are 
much the same, but the exact values are definitely 
different from the approximate values. 

IV. ELECTRON-HYDROGEN S WAVE 
SCATTERING 

The arguments developed in II and III can be 
extended without difficulty to more complicated cases. 
In this section, we shall take up a quantum mechanical 
three-body problem, the S wave scattering of electrons 
by hydrogen atoms. This problem was systematically 

TABLE II. The scattering lengths calculated by various variational methods are 
compared to each other and with the exact ones. 

V Exact value Original Hulthen Second Hulthen Kohn First Born fWr'dr a+fWr'dr 

-1 0.23841 0.24091 0.24072" 0.24033" 0.3333 -0.3333 -0.0949 
E E E E 2Et 

---0.1333e2 ---0.1296e2 ---0.1296E2 ---0.1302E2 • 
3 3 3 3 3 3 15 

1 -0.5574 -0.5497 -0.5492 -0.5503" -0.3333 0.3333 -0.2241 
2.25 -8.401 -7.330 -7.218 -7.342" -0.7500 0.7500 -7.651 

• Indicates that these values are not theoretically assured to give an upper bound or a lower bound for the scattering length. 
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studied by Massey and Moiseiwitch8 among others,9 
using the Hulthen and the Kohn methods. The so-called 
"effective range approximation" has been shownlo to 
produce the Massey-Moiseiwitch results reasonably 
well even for high energies. In that approximation, the 
scattering length and the effective range are the only 
quantities which describe the scattering. In this 
consideration, we shall confine our attention to the case 
of zero incident electron energy. The '"effective range 
can be calculated if the wave function at zero energy 
is known. 

The wave function u of the system having two 
electrons and one infinitely heavy proton can be written 
in the following form, 

u±(rl,r2,rd 
=y±(rl,r2,r12)+e-rl/271"r2(coskr2+~ sinkr2) 

±e-rS/271"rl(coskrl+~ sinkrl), (28) 

where the atomic unit is used, and y tends to zero 
rapidly as rl (or r2) increases. A+ and L are cotangent 
of the s phase shifts for the singlet and the triplet 
states. The wave function u satisfies the fundamental 
equation of the system, 

The trial function Ut differs from u by Lly and LlAt term 
as follows, 

(
e- r1 sinkr2 e- rs Sinkrl) 

ut=u+Lly+ ---±--- LlAt. 
271" r2 271" rl 

The original Hulthen method imposes the condition, 

(29) 

on the trial function Ut. Let us first estimate the error of 
kAt in the original Hulthen method. With arguments 
similar to those in II, we readily obtain the following 
formula, 

Ll(k cot?])=k.1A t 

= - J LlyLLlydT l dr2 / ( k-1J ULVdTl dT2) , (30) 

where v is defined by 

e-q sinkr2 e-r2 sinkrl 
V=---±---. (30a) 

271"'2 271" rl 
8 H. S. W. Massey and B. Moiseiwitch, Proc. Roy. Soc. 

(London) A20S, 483 (1951). 
9 M. J. Seaton, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A24l, 522 (1957); 

S. Borowitz and H. Greenberg, Phys. Rev. 108, 716 (1957); 
Bransden, Dalgarno, John, and Seaton, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 
71, 877 (1958). 

10 Ohmura, Hara, and Yamanouchi, Progr. Theoret. Phys. 20, 
82 (1958); 22, 152 (1959). 

The denominator of the right hand side of (30) can be 
shown to be unity. The proof will be given in Appendix 
II. Equation (30) may be brought into a form very 
similar to Eq. (11), 

Ll(k cot?]) = ( w - :) J (Lly)2dT1dT2, 

if we define that W -! is the expectation value of the 
energy for a state Lly, -! being the ground state energy 
of hydrogen atoms. The singlet system of the electron
hydrogen atom has one bound state with very small 
"binding energy" (-0.028). Therefore, the value of W 
can be negative, only if the unnormalized "wave 
function" Lly is so close to the bound state that the 
usual Ritz variational expression gives a positive 
binding energy. W is always positive for the triplet 
state. A very similar consideration as in II leads to the 
following conclusion: the scattering length computed 
by the original Hulthen method gives an upper bound 
in the triplet state of the electron-hydrogen atom 
system. In the singlet state, it will he only presumed 
that the same method would also give an upper bound 
for the scattering length because of smallness of the 
electron affinity. 

Consideration about the errors in the second Hulthen 
and the Kohn methods can be done with closely 
parallel arguments to III. We shall just write down the 
corresponding equations to (19) and (23), 

Ll(k cot'l7H) = - f LlyLLlydT1dT2 

(J k-lLlyLVdT1dT2) 
2 

+ (31) 

f k-2vLvdT1dT2 

Ll (k cot'l7k) = - f LlyLLlydndT2 

(J k-I LlYLVdT1dT2)

2 

+ (32) 

The denominator of the second term of (31) has been 
calculated at k2=0. This is -S for the triplet state and 
7 for the singlet state. The scattering length, which 
equals to - (k cot'l7)-l at k=O, is roughly estimated9•1o 

to be 2.33 for the triplet state, and 6-7 for the singlet 
state. Hence, the second term for each Eq. (31) or (32) 
is negative in the triplet state, though the first term 
is positive. While the second term for each equation 
is positive in the singlet state, the first term has no 
definite sign because of the existence of one bound 
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state. Thus the second Hulthen and the Kohn method 
give neither an upper bound nor a lower bound for the 
scattering lengths of electron-hydrogen scattering. 

V. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 

The extremum nature of the ordinarily used varia
tional methods in scattering problem is investigated. 
In general, these methods give neither an upper bound 
nor a lower bound for the phase shifts. In the scattering 
states corresponding to the lowest energy state, namely, 
at zero incident energy of particles if the system has no 
"bound state," however, we can find some cases where 
the maximum or minimum nature of the phase shift is 
guaranteed. 

It has been proved in II that the original Hulthen 
method guarantees the minimum nature of the scatter
ing length, if there is no bound state. In other words, 
the Hulthen (original) method gives an upper bound 
for the scattering length when we take an approximate 
trial function which is close to the exact function and 
will converge to the exact value from above as the trial 
function is improved. By applying this theorem to 
various problems, we understand that the original 
Hulthen method gives an upper bound for the scattering 
length in proton-proton collision, electron scattering by 
hydrogen atoms in the triplet state, electron scattering 
by helium atoms, nucleon-deuteron scattering in the 
quartet state, nucleon-helium nucleus scattering, etc. 
In order to preserve the minimum nature of the scatter
ing length for the system which has bound states, such 
as the singlet state of the negative hydrogen ion, the 
trial function must be taken to be orthogonal to the 
bound state wave functions. This additional condition 
may cause complicated calculation. 

The sufficient condition (24), (25) has been derived in 
III, under which the stationary expression for the scat
tering length in the second Hulthen method and in the 
Kohn method is minimum. It is shown in IV, however, 
that this condition is not satisfied in the case of electron
hydrogen scattering. 

It is customary to compare the results obtained by 
different methods but using the same trial function, 
in order to get a rough idea of the accuracy of the 
results. Concerning this matter, it is pointed out in III 
that a comparison of three methods considered in the 
present paper does not provide any information about 
the term: - fo"'llyLllydr. 

The original Hulthen method, which is not very 
complicated in actual application when compared with 
the Kohn method or the revised Hulthen method, is 
considered to be the best one for the scattering length 
calculation, because it has the same nature of extremum 
as the usual Ritz method does. 

Note added in Proof. If the phase shift approaches 
zero at the zero energy limit, f3 .. /2 defined in footnote 
5 becomes infinity at zero energy. Consequently, the 
formula (23) in footnote 5 tells us that the Kohn 

method, as well as the original Hulthen method, give 
an upper bound for the scattering length in the one
dimensional problem, if the phase shift vanishes at 
zero energy. A special consideration is needed concern
ing an associated eigenvalue problem, if this (Kato's) 
method is applied to more complicated cases. 
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APPENDIX I. BOUND STATE CONTRIBUTION TO 
f4.yL4.yd'f; 

It will be shown here that the minimum nature of the 
scattering length in the original Hulthen method is 
maintained even for the system which has several 
bound states, if the trial function is set to be orthogonal 
to the bound state wave functions. 

We shall consider the one dimensional problem as 
treated in II and III. Let 'Pi be the normalized wave 
function of ith bound state with the energy E i • The 
assumed conditions imposed on the trial function Ut are 

(A.1) 

The correct wave function u(r) is, of course, orthogonal 
to 'Pi. 

(A.2) 

By using Eq. (4), we get from (A.1) and (A.2) the 
following relation, 

i'" lly(r) rpi(r)dr= - llAti'" sinkr'Pi(r)dr. (A.3) 
o 0 

It should be noticed that the magnitude of the right 
hand side of (A.3) is of order (lly)2. The error in the 
original Hulthen method is given by (11). Let us 
rewrite (11) in order to understand the role of the 
bound states more clearly. lly(r) may be expanded in 
'Pi and 'P(E), the latter representing the correct wave 
function normalized to energy E, 

lly= L hrpj+ '£"" feE) rp(E)dE. (A.4) 

By substituting (A.4) to (11), we get, 

-i"'llYLllydr = L EiN+i"'EJ2(E)dE, (A.5) 
o (k~) 0 

where all K are negative. If lly in (A.3) is replaced by 
(A.4), all terms disappear except one term by virtue 
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of the orthogonality, 

f.= -baXt!."" SinkrlPi(r)dr. 
o 

(A.6) 

Thus the coefficients j. turn out to be quantities of 
second order in bay. This means that the sum appearing 
in the right hand side of (A.S) is of the fourth order in 
bay. Therefore, the sign of (A.S) is determined by the 
second term which is a positive quantity, when bay 
tends to zero. The scattering length is thus a minimum. 

APPENDIX II. PROOF OF fuLvd-c =k 

We shall prove that the denominator of Eq. (30) 
in its right-hand side term is unity. 

By following Mott and Massey,!l the (unsym
metrized) wave function of one electron and one 
hydrogen atom may be expanded in terms of the 
normalized wave functions of the hydrogen atom 1/1" 
with coeff F n (or Gn). 

(A.7) 

where rl represents the coordinate of the incident elec
tron with incident energy k2/2. The function Fo(l), 
which is the coefficient of the ground state function 
1/10(2), is expressed by 1,0(1,2), as 

f 
eiklrl-rl'l (2 2 ) 

FO(rl')=eikz1'+ ---
4?r1 rl-rl'l 1'1 1'12 

X1/Io(2)1P(1,2)dTldT2. (A.8) 

The corresponding expression for Go has no incoming 
wave, 

f 
eiklrl-rl'l (2 2 ) 

Go(rr') = ---
4?rlrl-rl'l 1'1 1'12 

X1/Io(2) 1P(2,1)dTldT2. (A.9) 

For the S wave part in (A.8) and (A.9), and for large 

UN. F. Mott and H. S. W. Massey, The Theory of Atomic 
Collisions (Clarendon Press, Oxford, England, 1949), 2nd edition, 
p.136. 

1'1', Fo and Go have the following asymptotic behavior, 

Sinkrl' U++ f-) eikr1' 
Fo(1')~--+ , 

krl' 2 krl' 
(A.l0) 

(A.H) 

where 

x {1P(1,2)± 1P(2,l)}dTldT2' (A.12) 

Hence, the asymptotic form of the symmetrized wave 
function 1,0(1,2) ± 1,0(2,1) is, when only elastic scattering 
is possible, 

1,0(1,2) ± 1,0(2,1) ~ 1/10(2) {(sinkrJkrl) 
+ f±eik1/kr1}, (1'1 ~ 00), 

~ ±1/Io(1){ (sinkr2/kr2) 
+ f±eikr2/kr2}' (1'2 ~ 00). 

It is clear from (A.13) that 

f±=sin'l7±ei~±. 

On comparing (28) and (A.13, 14), we can set 

1,0(1,2) ±1P(2,1) 

(A. 13) 

(A.14) 

= ± (211' sin71±ei~±/ (11') lk)u± (1'1,1'2,1'12). (A.1S) 

By substituting (A.1S) into (A.12), and making use of 
(A.14), we obtain the result, 

Finally, we calculate Lv by the definition of v, (30a), 

Lv= (~_~)eT1 sinkr2 

1'2 1'12 211'1'2 

±(_1 _~)e-r2 sinkrl, 

1'1 1'12 211'1'1 

(A.17) 

and by comparing (A.16) and (A.17), get 
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A variation principle is presented for the effective range of s wave scattering. This principle applies both 
to the bound state and to the scattering state. It is proved that some of the stationary expressions for the 
effective range has the minimum value for the exact solution, thus the calculated value by using an approxi
mate wave function gives an upper bound for the effective range. 

A modified method is also proposed which may simplify the calculation in an actual application. The 
stationary expression gives, however, neither an upper bound nor a lower bound. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE so-called effective range theory was put 
forward originally by Schwingerl with reference 

to nucleon-nucleon scattering problems, and afterwards 
derived by Bethe2 in an illuminating manner. According 
to the theory, the scattering in a low energy region is 
described by two parameters, the scattering length a, 
and the effective range, 1'0 or p. Hence, all potentials are 
equivalent3 as far as the low energy nucleon-nucleon 
scattering is concerned, provided they correspond to the 
a and 1'0. The course of analyzing the problems is 
reversed in the case of atomic scatterings. Here, we 
already know the interactions between electrons and 
nuclei. We can calculate the cross section in a variety 
of approximate methods. For this case, the low energy 
scattering is again described by a and 1'0, if these 
quantitiesl are calculated by using the zero energy 
wave function or by "bound state" wave function. The 
purpose of the present paper is to present a variational 
method for the effective range. We shall take up the 
simplest problem, the s scattering from a central field. 
The direct numerical method is applicable for this 
one dimensional solution, hence nothing is saved by an 
application of variational method for the effective 
range in this simplest problem. But the variational 
method can be extended to more complicated cases, 
where the direct numerical solution is almost impossible. 

It has been found that the s scattering of electrons by 
hydrogen atoms may be described by the effective 
range approximation' up to quite high energies. The 
scattering lengths of electron-hydrogen scattering are 
now being calculated in our group by the Hulthen 
variational method using many parameters. In the 
present work, the construction of a variational method 
for the effective range is attempted. 

* National Research Council Postdoctorate Fellow, on leave 
of absence from Department of Physics, Universio/ of Tokyo. 

1 J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 72, 742A (1947); J. M. Blatt and 
J. D. Jackson, Phys. Rev. 76, 18 (1949). 

2 H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 76, 38 (1949); G. F. Chew and M. L. 
Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 75, 1637 (1949). 

S Breit, Condon, and Present, Phys. Rev. SO, 825 (1936). 
• Ohmura, Hara, and Yamanouchi, Progr. Theoret. Phys. 22, 

152 (1959). 
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n. ZERO ENERGY STATE 

Let u(r) be the radial wave function multiplied by 
1', for a s state. Then, u(r) satisfies the Schrodinger 
equation, with a short range potential [-W(r)]. 

d2ujdr2+[W(r)+k2]u=Lu= 0. (1) 

Let u(r) be normalized by, 

u(r) ~ coskr+cot7] sinkr, u(o) = 0. (2) 

We expand u(r) in powers of k2 at k2=0, 

u(r) = Uo (1') + k2v (1') + .. " (3) 

then uo(r) is the solution of (1) at k2=0, and vCr) 
satisfies the following equation: 

d2v/dr2+ W(r)v+uo=Lov+uo=O. (4) 

The asymptotic forms and the initial conditions for Uo 

and v are derived from (2) by expanding in power 
series of k2, 

k cot7] = -1/ a+ (ro/2W+' . " 

l' 
uo~l--, (1'~oo), uo(O) =0, 

a 

1'0 r2 r 

(5) 

v~-r--+-, (r~ 00), v(O) = Lov(O) =0, (6) 
2 2 6a 

where a and 1'0 are the scattering length and the effective 
range, respectively. We now consider the expression, 

f"'WLo2wdr, (w=2v), 
o 

where w(r) satisfies the following equation and the 
conditions, 

L o2w=O, (7a) 

w(O) = Low (0) =0, w(r) ---+ror-r+(r/3a). (7b) 

The function w(r) is completely determined by (7a) 
and (7b). Lu2 is a fourth order differential operator, so 
there are four independent solutions for w, if (7b) is 
not imposed on w. The last condition of (7b) means the 
lack of a constant term at large distances. The three 
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conditions of (7b) select one solution among the possible 
four. The normalization of w is fixed so as to give -1 
as the coefficient of r at large distances. By taking 
variations from the exact solution wand making use of 
the following boundary conditions, 

ow (0) =0, ow -+ roro+ (r/3)0(1/a), 

d(ow)/dr-+oro+ro(1/a), Low-+ -2+ (2/a)r, 

LoOw(O) =0, LoOw-+ 2ro(1/a) 

d(LoOw)/dr -+ 20 (l/a) , 

which are all derivable from the conditions (7b), we get 
a simple result, 

f
oo d(Lo8w) 

o wLo2wdr=wl----
o dr 

=-20ro. 

dw 
Lo(ow) 

dr 
d(6w) 

+ Low
dr 

d(Low) 1
00 

---nOw 
dr 0 

Thus the following quantity is a stationary expression 
for the effective range, 

roB=ro+! foowLo2wdr. (8) 
o 

Our variational principle for ro may be used as 
follows. Let Wt be a trial function with n adjustable 
parameters Ct , and satisfy the conditions (7b), where 
ro and a should be considered two additional adjustable 
parameters, rOt and at. By differentiating roB by C;, at 
and rOt, we get n+2 equations, 

o 00 - i wJ-02wtJr=O, (i= 1, ... n), 
oc. 0 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

Equations (9) will determine the n+ 2 unknown 
parameters c;, at and rOt. By inserting the determined 
values of Ct , at and rOt into Wt, we get the final approxi
mate value roT for the effective range. 

(10) 

(8) can also be used in a slightly different way. If 
we impose the condition, 

f'" wtLo2w tdr=O, (11) 
o 

instead of (9c), we have the result, roT = rOt. This 

corresponds to the original Hulthen methodi for the 
phase shift. If we know an accurate value for a before
hand, at is no longer to be adjusted, and (9b) can be 
removed from the set of Eqs. (9). (9a) and (11) may 
be conveniently used to get an upper bound for the 
effective range, as explained in V. 

In order to obtain a clear picture of the general 
behavior of w(r), we write down the exact solution 
where the potential is an attractive square well. 

{ 
V>O, O~r~ 1, 

W(r) = 
0, r>1. 

The exact values of a and ro, together with the solutions 
Uo and w, are given by (12), 

a= 1- (V-l)i tan(V)i, 

1 
ro=l+-------

(V)t[tan(V)i- (V)i] 

(12a) 

v 

sin[(V)ir] 

(12b) 
3[tan(V)i- (V)ti 

(12c) Uo 
sin(V)i- (V)i cos(V)i 

w 1 {r cos[(V)ir] 
(V)i[tan(V)i- (V)]i cos(V)i 

Vlsin[(V)ir] } 
; O~r~1. 

3[tan(V)i- (V)t] - -
(12d) 

The solutions Uo and ware given by the asymptotic 

0.8 r---r----.---,---.,.----.----.---,---.,.-----; 

FIG. 1. w(r) for the square well potential with the 
.. ____ range; unity, and V=1 and 4. 

6 L. Hulthen, Kungl. Fysiograf. Siillskap. Lund Fl>rh. 14, 21 
(1944). 
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forms of (5) and (7b) for r> 1. w(r) is shown in Fig. 1 
for V=1 and V=4. 

It is worth noting that the third term of the k cot11 
expansion can be calculated from Uo and w, 

1i'" T=- (y;oCP-uow)dr, 
2 0 

(13) 

where v,0=1-(r/a), cp=ror-r+(r'l/3a) and T is 
defined by 

1 ro 
k cot11 = --+-k2+Tk4+ .... 

a 2 

Only when the value of I T I is small, can the effective 
range approximation be considered good for the energy, 
the value of which is by no means small. 

III. MODIFIED METHOD 

We have constructed a variational method in II for 
the effective range of zero energy state. We must first 
evaluate the integral, fO"'WtL02wtfi,r. The operator L02, 
however, may be a very complicated one in an actual 
problem. The variational method will be modified in 
this section so as to be easier for the actual application. 

Consider the following integral: 

£'" (wLouo+2u02+uoLow)dr, 

where wand Uo satisfy Eq. (7a) and Louo=O, together 
with (5) and (7b), respectively. By taking infinitesimal 
variations of wand Uo independently, we get 

~ f'" (wLouo+ 2u02+UoLow )dr 
o 

= J (wL~uo+2u~uo+uoL~w)dr 
d(~uo) dw' d(~w) duo I'" 

=w------Ouo+uo----ow 
dr dr dr dr 0 

=~ro. 

Use has been made of the following boundary conditions 
in the course of derivation, 

w(O) =~uo(O) =uo(O) =~w(O) =0, 

~uo----+ -r~(1/a), ~w----+r~ro+(r'l/3)~(1/a), (r----+ 00). 

Then we have a stationary expression for the effective 
range, 

(14) 

because the integrand of (14) vanishes, at exact 
solution, by the equation (4) and Louo=O. The expres-

sion (14) is identical with (8), if we replace Uo by 
- L ow/2. But it is essential that wand Uo in (14) are 
independent, so the nature of (8) and (14), as a func
tional, is quite different from each other. (14) does not 
contain the operator L02. This fact may reduce the 
effort of calculation, even though the number of terms 
in the stationary expression is increased. As to the 
application of (14), the differentiation of Bro with 
respect to the parameter, say bi, contained in Wt does not 
give any equation for bi. Therefore, an explicit explana
tion of the method will be needed. 

In view of computing labor involved, a linear trial 
function may be most convenient. We shall assume the 
following trial function: 

'" ut(r) = L adi(r)+ 1-atr, Ut(O) =0, at= 1/ at, (1 Sa) 
'-1 

.. 
wt(r) = L bigi(r)+rotr-r+ (at/3)r3, 

i-l 

w,(O) = Lowt(O) =0, (1Sb) 

where f.(r) and gi(r) are well damped functions at large 
distances. By substituting (15) into (14), we have, 
in terms of a number of known coeficients, Co, ... s;, 

m m .. 

Bro=rOt+co+ L c,a,+ L Cija,aj+ L d.b; 
i .... l i,j=l i=l 

j=m 

i=n m .. 

+ L d;jb i aj+h1at+h2U?+ L l,aiat+ L: o,b,tXt 
i,J=l i=l i=I 

m 

+protut+qrOt+ L sia,rOI' 
;-1 

Since Bro should be stationary for variations of all 
adjustable parameters, we get a set of simultaneous 
linear equations, 

(16a) 

(16b) 

+liat+s.-rOt=O, (i= 1, ... m) (16c). 

aBro m" 
-=hl+2h2Ut+ L lia,+ L o,b.+prot=O. (16d) 
aat i=1 i=1 

The variables bi are not contained in (16a) and (16b), 
hence the number. of parameters (b.,ro,) should be 
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restricted by the number of Eqs. (16c) and (16d), 

m+l~n+1. 

If m= n, Eqs. (16a, b) determine a. (i= 1, ... m) and 
at, and Eqs. (16c, d) determine b. (i= 1, ... n) and rOt. 
If m>n, Eqs. (16) should be solved as a whole. 

Since the function uo(r) is the solution of the 
Schrodinger equation at zero energy, it is possible that 
ut(r) has already been solved by the ordinary variational 
method to evaluate the scattering length. If this is so, 
n+l Eqs., (16a) and (16b), are unnecessary. We can 
obtain the values of b. (i= 1, ... m) and rOt from Eqs. 
(16c) and (16d). 

The final approximate value for the effective range 
is simply calculated by 

m n 

Tro=co+(rot+qrOt+hlO!t+ 1: Cia.+ 1: dibi)/2, 
i-1 i-1 

where use has been made of Eqs. (16). 
The difference between Tro and the exact value of 1'0 

is of the second order of errors in UOt and W,. An explicit 
calculation shows that 

dTro=dro- ["'[(W+dW)LO(UO+dU) , 

+2(Uo+dU)2+(uo+dU)Lo(w+dw)]dr 

= - f'" {[2(dU)2+dULodW ]+dwLodu}dr, 

° 
where dTro= Tro-ro (exact value), dro=rOt-rO (exact 
value), dU=Ut-UO, dW=Wt-W. If the accuracy of w, 
is inferior to the one of Ut, the error of Tro is of the 
order dWXdU. 

IV. BOUND STATE 

The effective range can be also defined for bound 
states. If the binding energy (-y2) is small compared with 
the characteristic depth of the potential, the effective 
range p thus defined is useful to describe the low energy 
scattering. The effective range defined by Schwinger 
in the triplet neutron-proton scattering was really 
based on the ground state wave function of the deuteron. 

For negative energies, k in (1) is purely imaginary, 
k= -iE. Equation (1) is now 

(d2u/dr2)+[W(r)-~2]u=L.u=0, U(O) =0. (17) 

The solution of (17) has the asymptotic form, 

(18) 

We can easily see from (2), by extending to negative 
energy states, that 

k cot'l7k'_.'= ~fJ. 

The condition of E being a bound state is tri.=O, 
namely cot'l7= -i, or fJ= -1. Let the binding energy be 
-y2(,),>0). The condition of bound state leads to, 

k COt'l7k'_'Y'= -')'. 

On assuming an expansion in powers of (')'2+ k2) at 
k=-i,)" 

p 
k cot'l7= -,),+-(,),2+k2)+O[(,),2+k2)2], ('Y; small). 

2 

The asymptotic form (18) and the solution of (17) are 
also expanded at k= -h, namely, ~=')'. 

U -+ cosh~r+ (k cot'l7/~) sinh~r 
= e-'Yr+ (')'2+k2){1/2')'[P- (l/'Y)] sinh')'r 

+re-'Yr /2,),} +O[ (')'2+ k2)2], 

u(r) = U'Y (1') + (,),2+k2)v(r)+O( (')'2+k2)2). 

vCr) satisfies an equation similar to (4), 

L'Yv+U-y=O. (19). 

We see from (19) that U-y(0) =0 leads to L'Yv(O) =0, and 
L'YU-y=O leads to L'Y2v=O. The analogy of the variational 
expression at zero energy state suggests that the 
consideration of the integral, fo"'wL'Y2wdr, may provide 
a variational method at bound states. W is the solution of 
the following equation with the specified conditions, 

L'Y2w(r) =0, (20a) 

W(O) = L-yw (0) =0, W -+ l/'Y(p-l/'Y) sinh,),r 
+re-'Yr/'Y, (1'-+ (0). (20b) 

Let us take variations of W from the exact solution, 
and we get 

f.
'" d(LyOw) 

~ wL-y2wdr=wI---
dw 
L~w 

dr o dr 
d(~w) d(L'Yw) I'" 

+L'Yw--~w 
dr dr ° 

= - 2e-'Yr cosh')'r~p- 2e-yr sinh')'r~p 

=-2~p. 

The last term of (20b) is important in the derivation, 
because we have used the relations, 

~W -+ (~p/'Y) sinh,),r, d(~w)/dr -+ ~p cosh,),r, 

L'Yw -+ - 2e-'Y', L~w -+ 0, 

d(L'Yw)/dr -+ 2,),e-'Y', d(L'Y~w)/dr -+ O. 

The stationary expression for the effective range p is 
now given by 

(21) 

The binding energy ')'2 has been assumed known 
beforehand. Usually, a sufficiently accurate value of 
the energy is available, so this assumption may not 
cause a restriction from a practical point of view. It 
will be shown in the Appendix that the inaccuracy 
of the binding energy will only give rise to a very 
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small effect which is of the second order in the in
accuracy of the energy. 

The variational calculations based on (21) is very 
similar to those described in II. On assuming n+ 1 
adjustable parameters a, and Pt in the trial function 
Wt(r), which satisfies the condition (20b), we calculate 

a '" - f wtL.lwtlir=O, (i= 1, ... n), (22a) 
aa, 0 

a '" - f wtL·lwtlir= - 2. 
ap 

(22b) 

(22a) and (22b) determine ai and Pt, and we finally 
get the approximate value of p, 

(23) 

Alternatively, we can set instead of (22), as 

a '" - i wtL.lwtlir=O, (i= 1, ... n), (24a) 
aai 0 

(24b) 

The stationary value of P is nothing but Pt on account 
of (24b). The variational method (24) is very useful 
in that an upper bound for P is given as proved in the 
next section. 

A modified method corresponding to (14) can also be 
developed. By replacing Uo, Lo, ro in (14) by Uoy, Loy, p, 
and imposing U-y ~ e-OY', (r ~ 00), we easily have the 
corresponding variational method for the case of bound 
states. 

V. MINIMUM NATURE OF EFFECTIVE RANGE 

The minimum nature in the usual Ritz principle is 
well-known. The Ritz method always gives an upper 
bound for the ground state energy. The original method 
of Hulthen has a similar property6 for the scattering 
length. In this section, it will be proved that the method 
(24) guarantees the minimum nature for the effective 
range. Consideration will also be made for the method 
(11). 

The exact solution of (20), w, and the trial function 
Wt can be set as 

w(r)=y(r)+1/'Y(p-1h) sinh'Yr+re-oy'h, 

w(O) = Loyw(O) =0, 
flp 

flw(r) =wt(r)-w(r) = fly(r)+- sinh'Yr, 
'Y 

flw(O) = Loyflw(O) =0, 
8 T. Ohmura (to be published). 

where y(r) and flyer) must tend to zero faster than 
rrOY'. Let us evaluate the integral, fo"'weLoy2wtdr, using 
the fundamental equation for w and the boundary 
conditions, 

i"'WtL-r2wtlir= i'" (WLoy2flw+ flwL.lflw)dr 

= -2flp+ f"'flWLoy2flwdr 
o 

= - 2flP{ 1-2~i'" W sinh'YrLoyflYdr} 

'" (flp)2 '" 
+f flyLoy2flydr+-2- r W2 sin2h'Yrdr. 

o 'Y Jo 

By applying the condition (24b), we have the expression 
for flp, 

2flp 
1 '" 

1--f W sinh'YrLoyflydr 
2'Y 0 

(25) 

The term, fo"'flyLiflydr, is positive, because fly (0) =0, 
flyeOY'/r~ ° (r~ 00), consequently flyer) belongs to a 
Hilbert space. The right hand side of (25) is, therefore, 
positive so far as the denominator remains positive. 
The main term is of course fo"'flyLlflydr. The mini
mum nature for the effective range at bound states is 
thus proved. 

A similar argument is possible for the method (11). 
On assuming first that the scattering length a is a 
precisely known quantity, we put 

w=y+ror-r2+Ar3, A=1/(3a), 

Wt-W= flw= fly + rflro+r3flA , 

where flro is a quantity of O[(fly)2] and flA is also 
assumed to be O[(fly)2]. We calculate fo"'wtLo2wtlir. 

The second term vanishes by the fundamental equation 
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and the boundary conditions, 

f

oo d(Lor3) dw 
wL02r3dr=w-----Lor3 

o dr dr 

+Low dr
3 

d(LoW) 1'3100 =0. 

dr dr 0 

We also have 

roT-ro=Aro=!fOOAYL02AYdr~o. (Ay--70). (27) 
o 

The minimum nature of 1'0 will be valid only for a 
restricted class of potentials, when the scattering 
length is determined by (9a, b) and (11). We just write 
down the expression for the error Aro. 

Aro=! iooAYL02AYdr-:l ioor3VAYdr r, 
where 

c= foor3L02r3dr= foo (12r4W +r6W2)dr. 
o 0 

(28) 

From (28) we can see that roT has the minimum nature 
only for c<O. 

VI. SUMMARY 

Low energy scatterings can be described by two 
parameters, the scattering length and the so-called 
effective range. The scattering length a is defined by the 
asymptotic form of the wave function of zero energy. 
The effective range 1'0 (or p) is also evaluated by the 
zero energy solution Uo (or by the bound state wave 
function Uy), 

(29a) 

p=2f
OO

(e-2'Y-Uy2)dr, u'Y--7e-'Y, (1'--700). (29b) 
o 

The expression (29a) or (29b) is, however, not 
stationary with respect to small deviations from Uo 

(or Uy). The stationary expressions for 1'0 and pare 
given in (8) and (21). It has been proved that the 
condition (24) guarantees the minimum nature for p. 
The same is true for the conditions (9a, 11) provided 
that the scattering length is known beforehand. In 
view of practical applications, these methods, however, 
seem to be not al ways adequate because of a compli
cated operator L2 in the integral. A stationary expres-

sion (14) for 1'0 (or p) is devised, which has the operator 
L in it instead of V. (14) may be used conveniently 
for approximate evaluation of 1'0 at the expense of the 
minimum character. 
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APPENDIX. EFFECT OF THE INACCURACY OF THE 
BINDING ENERGY 

We have assumed in IV that the binding energy is a 
known quantity. It will be shown here that a deviation 
A from the exact energy value causes a corresponding 
change of the effective range of the order A2. 

Let the exact value of the binding energy be ,,2, and 
let an approximate value, which we take as the binding 
energy, be f2. The asymptotic form of w at k2= - E2 
can be written as 

w --71/ E(P' -1/ E) sinhEr+ (re- or/ E)+ (A/U)(p' -1/ E) 
X{(1/E) sinhEr-rcoshE1'}+O(A2), (A.1) 

where A= ,,2- E2. p' is the effective range at k2= - E2, 
namely 

d(k cot71) 

p' is not sensitive to the energy, so it is nearly the same 
as p. According to the variational method in IV, we 
take a trial function Wt of the form, 

Wt --71/ E(pt-1/ E) sinhEr+re-.r/ E. (A.2) 

Thus we understand that the trial function Wt has an 
error of O(A) in the asymptotic form. By allowing this 
kind of variation together with the variation ~p in the 
asymptotic form, we calculate the variation of 
fwLlwdr. 

f
oo d(L.~w) 

o wL.2wdr=w'---
o dr 

dw 
L.ow 

dr 

d(~w) d(L.w) 1
00 

+L.w-- ow 
dr dr 0 

= -2ap'. 

(A.3) 

There is no term proportional to A in (A.3). This 
means that the effect of A to the stationary quantity, 

p'T=pt'+! fooWtLlwtdr, 
o 

is that of the second order in A. 
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MandeIstam Representation for Potential Scattering 
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A proof of the Mandelstam representation for the nonrelativistic scattering amplitude is given when the 
potential is of the Yukawa form or (by obvious extension) a suitable linear combination of such forms. The 
analytic properties of the scattering amplitude as a function of momentum transfer are established by using 
only a finite sequence of equivalent definitions of the scattering amplitude. By studying the Born series for 
individual partial waves, it is shown in addition that there cannot be an essential singularity at infinity. 
Together, these results imply both dispersion relations for individual partial waves and the Mandelstam 
representation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N view of both the intuitive appeal and practical 
significance of Mandelstam's conjecture concerning 

the analytic properties of elementary particle scattering 
amplitudes,! any inroads into the problem of proof must 
be accounted of some interest. In the present note, we 
show that the Mandelstam representation is valid for 
potential scattering with a Yukawa force law.2 This 
work may then be considered an extension of previous 
studies,3 which established dispersion relations in the 
energy variable for fixed (and limited) momentum 
transfer, albeit for a wider class of potentials. Though 
the latter work in some respect played little more than 
the role of camp follower to the field theoretical hosts, 
the present attempts may aspire to providing some 
heuristic insight into the more difficult and essentially 
untouched field theoretical problem. Of the methods 
exposed in this paper, we feel that at least the method of 
Sec. II, which establishes the analytic properties of the 
scattering amplitude in the momentum transfer variable 
for all finite values of the variable may be at least 

* Supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
t Part of this work was done while the author was a summer 

visitor at RIAS, inc., Baltimore, Maryland. 
1 S. Mandelstam, Phys. Rev. 112, 1344 (1958). 
2 At the time of composition, the author had in hand the 

following manuscripts bearing on this subject: J. Bowcock and A. 
Martin, A M andelstam Representation in Potential Scattering 
(CERN preprint); Blankenbecler, Goldberger, Khuri, and Trei
man, M andelstam Representationfur Potential Scattering (Prince~on 
University preprint); T. Regge, Introduction to Complex Orb~tal 
Momenta, (University of Munich preprint). Of these, the first 
,establishes only the analytic properties of the individual terms of 
the Born series, the second contains essentially the results o.f Sec. 
n of this paper (obtained by studying the Fredholm solutIOn of 
the scattering problem), but fails to establish the required be
haviour for infinite momentum transfer, and the third appears to 
contain the elements of a full proof by methods radically different 
from those of the present paper. Also of relevance to this problem 
is a paper by A. Martin, On the Analytic Properties of !,art~al Wave 
Scattering Amplitudes . .. (CERN preprint). Durmg the con
ception and execution of this work, the author had in hand only the 
first and last-named works. He is indebted to the various authors 
for their preprints. 

3 The most complete of these is the paper, hereafter referred to 
as I, by A. Klein and C. Zemach, Ann. Phys. 7, 440 (1959); see 
also the previous work of N. N. Khuri, Phys. Rev. 107, 1148 
(1957); S. Gasiorowicz and H. P. Noyes, Nuovo Cimento 10, 78 
(1958), and L. D. Faddeev, JETP 35(8), 229 (1959). Results 

:similar to those of I have been obtained in unpublished work of 
R. Jost and W. Hunziker. 

faintly suggestive of an approach to the field theoretical 
problem. 

In detail we shall deal exclusively with a potential of 
the form, 

AV(r) =A exp( -JLr)/r, (1) 

though the work can obviously be extended to a suitable 
linear combination of potentials of the type (1). Let t be 
the negative of the square of the momentum transfer 
variable, s the energy. In I, we have shown that for real 
s the exact scattering amplitude j(s,t), exclusive of its 
first Born approximation, is an analytic function of t for 
I t I < 4J.12. In Sec. II, this proof is repeated in a convenient 
form and extended to the following theorem: For real s 
the (exact) difference between f(s,t) and its nth Born 
approximation, j(n)(S,t) is an analytic function of t for 
I tl < (n+1)JL2. It is moreover, straight forward to sho\0 
that j(n) (s,t) itself is analytic for all t, except for branch 
points at t=4J.12, 9J.12, .. ·nJ.l2 and a pole due to the 
potential at t=J.l2. Together, these facts constitute a 
proof that f(s,t) is, exclusive of the pole and the cut 
from 4J.12 to 00 analytic in t for all finite t. It follows also 
that the dispersion relation in the energy variable is 
valid for all t. 

To establish the Mandelstam or double dispersion 
representation it is still necessary to show that f(s,t) 
does not have an essential singularity as I t I ~ 00. We 
have so far been unable to carry through this part of the 
program directly for the three dimensional representa
tion of the scattering amplitude. On the other hand, it 
is easy to see that such a property would imply a similar 
property for the partial wave amplitude A I(S), 

41 

A I(S) = exp(iol(s» sinol(s)/ st, (2) 

and it is shown that this is not the case. We first remark 
that the properties of f(s,t) imply that A I(S) is analytic 
for all finite s except for cuts from s=O to s= 00 and 
from s= - (J.l2/4) to s= - 00. It is then demonstrated in 
Sec. III (in detail o'nly for the S wave) that A I(S) 
approaches zero as I s I ~ 00 like its first Born approxima
tion. Indeed, it is shown that the Born series for A I(S) 
converges uniformly in s for sufficiently large s exclusive 
of the cuts. 

4 J. Bowcock and A. Martin, reference 2. 
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From our study of the partial wave amplitudes we 
may infer that 1(s,t) does not have an essential singu
lari ty in t as I t 1-00, and that a Mandelstam repre
sentation follows for it (Sec. IV). We cannot, however, 
conclude the exact behavior for large I t I and in this 
sense our work is incomplete. The concluding remarks 
of Sec. V are concerned with the determination of the 
so-called spectral function in the new representation and 
with a possible application, especially of the partial 
wave relations. 

ll. ANALYTIC PROPERTmS OF THE SCATTERING 
AMPLITUDE IN THE MOMENTUM 

TRANSFER VARIABLE 

With units in which s= k2, where k is the wave 
number, we may write for the scattering amplitude the 
integral representation (see Sec. I) 

F(k',k)= 1(s,t)=jCO)(t) 

X2 f - 471" exp( -ik'· r')V(r')G(r',r; s) 

X VCr) exp(ik· r)iJ3r'iJ3r 

= PO) (t)-47I"X2 j 1 
JL2+ (k' _ q')2 

1 
XG(q',q; s) d3q'd3q, (3) 

JL2+ (k-q)2 
where 

(4) 

is essentially the Fourier transform of the potentiaP and 

G(r',r; s)=(r'l [s+ie- (- V2+XV)j11 r) 

= f eiq'.r'G(q',q;s)exp(-iq·r)iJ3q'd3q (5) 

Since no solution exists for real 8, we write 8 = 81 +i82 and 
find directly as necessary conditions that 

cos(-Y-!8t) =0, 
cosh!82= (JL2+k2+q2)/2kq sin~, (10) 

or 

2k sin!8= (rf sin21p)-1{ -q2(JL2+k2+q2) 
+iqt[(JL2+k2+q2)2_4k2q2 sin2~ Ji}. (11) 

The expression (11) must be varied with respect to qh 
q2, and sin~ to find that solution with the minimum 
value of I t I , where the latter is given, according to (11), 
by the equation, 

I t I = 12k sin!812= (rf sin2~)-t 
XtCJL2+k2+q2)2_4k2q12}. (12) 

The solution is obviously sin~= 1 and, by straightfor
ward differentiation, q2=0, qt2=k2+JL2. This yields from 
(12), (11) 

It I (minimum)=4JL2, tl=±2JL. (13) 

Thus, as long I t I < 4JL2, the integral (3) as well as its 
derivatives with respect to t are guaranteed to exist. 

We now show how the argument may be extended to 
yield more complete information on the analytic prop
erties of 1(s,t) in t. We write (3) symbolically, 

(14) 

andiby repeated use of the alternative forms of (6) find 

where 

and 

21> 

1= L pi)+R(2n+1) 
i=O 

(15) 

(16) 

is the full Green's function satisfying the (symbolic) R(2n+1)(S,t)=_(X)2n+2(VG(0»nVGV(G(OlV)n 
integral equations, 

G=G(O)+XG(O)VG=G(O)+XGVG(O) . (6) 

We recall that 

G(O) (r',rj k2)= -exp[ikl r'-rl]/47I"1 r'-rl. (7) 

We first use the form (3) to show that for real s 1(s,t) 
- PO) (t) is analytic for I t I < 4JL2 and that the first 
singularity actually occurs at t=4JL2. Toward this end, 
we study the possible zeros of a factor such as JL2+(k - q)2. 
We choose a coordinate system in which 

k=k(cos!8, -sin!8, 0), 

q= (qt,q2,q3)=q(sin-y sinlO, cosl' sin~, cos~), (8) 

where 8 is the scattering angle. We are looking for the 
zeros of 

= _ (411")2n+1X2n+2f 1 
JL2+ (k' - q1')2 

(211")-3 1 
X---------

s+ie- (qt')2 JL2+ (qt' - q2')2 

(211")-3 1 
X----

s+ie- (q2')2 JL2+ (qn' _q')2 

1 
XG(q',q; s)---

JL2+(q-qn)2 

(211")-3 1 
X---

S+iE- q,,2 JL2+ (qt- k)2 

X iJ3ql· .. d3q n' iJ3q n· •• d3q1d3q'd3q. (17) 
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We shall prove that R(2,*1) (s,t) is, for real s, analytic in 
t for I tl < (2n+2)2,u2, whereas 1(;)(s,t), i¢O is analytic 
for all t except for a cut from t= (i+ 1)2,u2 to 00. 

Toward this end, we perform first the angular 
integrations, 

by successive application of the formula6 

where 

a12= (1-y)-I{![al(1+y)+a2(1-y)]2- (l+y)), (20) 

since (19) clearly lends itself to iteration. Now let us 
suppose (19) to represent the integration over the 
direction of q .. , the last of the integrations in (18). In 
that event, 

a2= (,u2+q2+q .. 2)/2qq .. , 

al =al(ql,q2,' .. qn-I,Y1,' .. Yn-1; qf',k). (21) 

If we look for the solution of a12- n1 . D2= 0, we are first 
led to repeat the reasoning involved in the transition 
from Eqs., (8) to (12) and (with sintp= 1) find that 
possible solutions are given by 

sint8= -cos'Y cosht82+i sin'Y(cosh2t82-1)t, (22) 

where'Y is defined as before (Eq. (8», but now 

cosht82= [q(1-ffj1 
X U[a1(1+y)+a2(1-y)]2- (l+y)} 

= a 12/ q. (23) 

Equivalently (22) implies that 

I tl =4k2[cosh2!82-sin2-y]. (24) 

We must now minimize (24) with respect to its host of 
variables. This first of all requires the minimization of 
a1 with respect to all variables, except q .. and k, i.e., 
with respect to the ones on which it alone depends. We 
shall assume (and prove imminently) that this minimum 
is in fact given by 

a1=[(n,u)2+q"2+k2]/2kq,,. (25) 

Next we minimize a12, Eq. (20) with respect to q" and y, 
in that order, for fixed q. This yields straightforwardly 

a12= [(n+ 1)2,u2+ q2+ k2]/2kq (26) 

and incidentally proves (25) if one gives a little thought 
to the structure of a1. This sequence of minimizations 
has now reduced (24) to the form 

I tl =q-2([(n+l)2,u2+k2+q2]L4k2q2 sin2'Y}' (26) 

But the latter is exactly of the same structure as (12) 
with,u replaced by (n+l),u. We have thus proved that 
the minimum value of t for which R(2n-t-1) may possibly 
have a singularity is (2n+2)2,u2. 

It is now simple to see that our reasoning has also 
established the analytic properties in t of j<"), the 
(n+l)st term in the Born series. For its dependence on 
t is given essentially by an integral of the form (18) with 
q replaced by k'. In the integral (19), then, if this is 
again the result of the last angular integration, n1'01 
=cos8. Since a12 is now a real positive quantity, we 
deduce that j<") is an analytic function of cos8 except 
for a cut along the positive real axis starting at the 
minimum value of al2. According to (26), with q= WI 
= k, the cut starts at 

(27) 

or t= (n+ 1)2,u2, as asserted previously. On combining 
this result with the previous one for R(2n-t-1)' we conclude 
that 1(s,t) is for real s analytic in t except along the 
indicated cuts. 

We now apply these results to the dispersion relation) 

1(s,t) = r)(t)+~ f"" ds'Im1(s',t)/(s'-s-ie) 
7r 0 

+:E Pli(t)/(Sli-S), (28) 
I. i 

where the last term represents the contribution from the 
bound states of angular momentum 1 and energy Sli, 
Pli(t) being polynomials in t.6 Equation (28) has pre
viously been established only for _t<4,u2. But both 
sides of (28) are analytic in t for all t exclusive of the 
poles and cut j Equation (28) therefore represents for 
real s a relation valid for all finite t. Moreover, since the 
right hand side of (28) can be continued in s from real 
s, it constitutes a proper analytic continuation of 1(s,t) 
for complex s, t. We have thus arrived at a complete 
knowledge of the analytic properties of 1(s,t) in its two 
variables, except that we still have no information on 
the limit of 1(s,t) as Itl--+ oo • 

In the next section, we shall ascertain that there 
cannot be an essential singularity at 00. At the moment, 
however, let us not presume this knowledge. By using 
the contour of Fig. 1, we can conclude only that 

1 IT Im1(s,t) =- p(s,t')/ (t' - t) 
7r 41" 

+~ !Im!(s,t')/(t'-t)'. (29) 
27ri 

lIn part, the argument here follows that of Bowcock and 6 The definition ofpH(t) is given in reference 3. Itisapol.ynomiaI 
Martin, reference 2. in t of degree l. 
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FIG. 1. Contour for the application of Cauchy's theorem to ex
press the analytic properties of the scattering amplitude in the 
momentum transfer variable. 

where T is the radius of a large circle in the t plane which 
represents the contour in the second integral. 

Of course, the spectral function p(s,t) gives the 
discontinuity across the cut of the function Imf(s,t). In 
actuality, the lower limit of the first integral also de
pends on s and approaches 4~2 as s ~ 00 . The only point 
about writing (29) and inserting it into (28) at this 
stage is to have an explicit representation from which 
can be deduced information on the partial waves. We 
thus find 

1 <Xl f T p(s',t') 
l(s,t)=PO)(t)+-f ds' dt', , 

-n.'l 0 4~2 (s -s)(t -t) 

1 f'" f Imf(s',t') +- ds' dt'-----
2i-n.'l 0 (s'-s)(t'-t) 

Pli(t) 
+L:-. (30) 

l,i SZi- S 

It need hardly be emphasized here that, in general 
Imf(s,t) is not the imaginary part of f(s,t), though it is 
convenient to continue the labeling of the function. It 
should also be remarked that in writing (30), there is 
no a priori assumption that ultimately we shall establish 
a double representation with no subtractions other than 
those already exhibited explicitly in (30). This matter 
will in fact be discussed in sec. IV. 

III. ANALYTIC PROPERTmS OF PARTIAL WAVE 
AMPLITUDES 

We now turn to the examination of the analytic 
properties of the partial wave amplitudes, defined as 

usual by the equation, 

00 

f(s,t) = L: (21+1)Az(s)Pz(cosO), 
1=0 

1 II A1(s)=- d(cosO)P1(cosO)f(s,t) (31) 
2 -1 

=exp[io1(s)] sino I (s)/st. 

By remembering that t = - 2s (1- cosO) and recalling the 
definition (4) of PO)(t), a representation for A,(S) is 
readily obtained by applying (31) to (30). We find that 

X (~2+2S) A1(s)=--Qz --
2s 2s 

1 foo fT p(s',t') (t'+2S) +- ds' dt' Ql --
-n.'l 0 4~' 2s(s'-s) 2s 

1 f'" f Imf(s',t') (t'+2S) +- ds' dt' QI --
2i~ 0 2s(s'-s) 2s 

1 II - d(cosO)P1(cos9)Pli(t) 
2 -1 

+L: (32) 
t,i S/i-S 

Here, QI(V) are the Legendre functions of the second 
kind, defined by the equations, 

Qo(v) =! In(v+ 1)/ (v-1), 

Ql(V) = -!+!v In(v+ 1)/ (v-1), (33) 

(1+ 1)Q 1+1 (v) = (2/+ 1)VQl(V) -IQl-1(v) , 

and the form of the bound state contributions follows 
from the remarks in footnote 6. 

From (32), we now conclude that A I(S) is analytic for 
all finite s except for branch points at the origin (cut 
from s=O to s= 00) and at the points s= - (i)~2, _~2, 
- (9/4)~2, - (16/4)~2, ... (cut from s= -i~2 to 
s= - 00). The first branch point arises from the original 
behavior of f(s,t) in s, the others from the behavior ill t. 
Because of the additional integral in (32), the possibility 
is present that AI(s) has a ring of singularities on or 
beyond the circle s = m T. The remainder of this section 
is concerned with establishing the actual behavior of 
AI(s) as Isl~oo. 

We shall illustrate the method by a study of the s 
wave only. A separate paper devoted entirely to the 
study of the analytic properties of the partial waves will 
contain details of the general case. On dropping the 
subscript zero, we write for this case7 

f(X; k)- f(X; -k) 
A(s) , 

2ikf(X; -k) 
(34) 

7 Equations (34)-(38) may be verified, for example, from the 
paper of W. Kohn, Revs. Modern Phys. 26,292 (1954). 
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where 
fe».; k)= f(X; k, r=O) (35) 

and f(X; k,r) is that solution of the wave-equation, 

[(OJj dr2) + kL X V (r) Jf(r) = 0, 

which satisfies the boundary condition, 

lime ikr f(X; k,r) = 1. 
,->00 

(36) 

It is given equivalently by the solution of the integral 
equation, 

f(X; k,r)=e- ikr 

X foo +- dr' sink(r'-r)V(r')f(X; k,r'). (38) 
k r 

Our method will entail the study of the Born series for 
f(X; k,r). By iterating (38), we readily find that 

00 

f(X; k,r) = L 1'n)(x; k,r), (39) 
n=O 

where 

1'0) (X; k,r) =e- ikr, 

(40) 

f
e<) dan exp( -anr) 

X . .. I' -(a-1-+-a-2+-'-' -. +-a
n
-)-(a-1 +-.-. -. +-a-,,+-22-'k) 

The series (39), (40) makes evident the branch points of 
A (s) at s= - (i)~2, _~2, .... It is now easy to show 
(appendix A) that for sufficiently large I k I, 

or 

1''')(X; k)= (X Ink/2ik)n[1+0(ljlnk)J, (41) 

I 

1''') (X; k) I 
1'".-1)(X; k) 

IX lln lk[l-1+0(_1 )J. 
21k[ In[kl 

(42) 

It is thus clear that for sufficiently large I k I, the series 
defined by (39), (40) converges uniformly in k. The 
same is true of the series with the sign of k reversed. 8 We 
can conclude from (34) that A (s) is analytic in s for 
large s, except for the cuts excluded at the beginning of 
this section. Moreover, for sufficiently large s, it is 
dominated by its firstBorn approximation. A similar 
result can be proved for arbitrary t. We can thus derive 

8 For real k, these results are stated without proof by W. Kohn 
reference 7. . 

the dispersion relation 

(43) 

The derivation, in particular of the bound state 
contributions, is given in Appendix B. We emphasize 
again that the convergence of the integral is guaranteed 
by our results on the Born Series. 

IV. DEDUCTION OF THE MANDELSTAM 
REPRESENTATION 

From our results on the behavior of Al(s) for large s, 
we may be assured that f(s,t) does not have an essential 
singularity in t for large t. We cannot in general conclude 
that Imf(s,t) ~ 0 as I tl~oo. If this were so (and in the 
absence of bound states), we could write 

1 00 00 (s' I') 
f(s,t) = j<O)(t)+- f dsf dt' p, . (44) 

,r ° 41" (s'-s)(t'-t) 

In the absence of bound states, this result is at least 
consistent with unitarity. If bound states occur, how
ever, Blankenbecler et aJ,2 have shown that the corre
sponding form of (44) including the bound state terms, 
but excluding subtractions in t, is inconsistent with the 
unitary requirement.9 The exact number of subtrac
tions required in any given instance remains to be 
established, though it is intuitively clear that there 
must be an intimate connection between the answer to 
this question and the number and kinds of bound states. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Several aspects of our study are worthy of additional 
comment. First, concerning the construction of the 
spectral function p(s,t) , we have nothing to add to 
previous remarks which make use of what is essentially 
perturbation theory or the combination of the latter 
with unitarity.9 In any event it does not appear that the 
Mandelstam representation per se will find extensive 
application in the immediate future. Rather, it seems 
that the dispersion relations for the partial waves, Eq. 
(43) and its analogues in field theory are most relevant 
in this connection. Chew and Mandelstam10 have formu
lated an approximate method of solving Eq. (13). It 
might be of considerable interest to test this approxima-

9 See Blankenbecler et aI., footnote 2. The author is indebted to 
N. N. Khuri for emphasizing in a private communication that 
several assertions in the original version of this paper about the 
question of subtractions were incompatible with the results of this 
reference. 

lOG. F. Chew and S. Mandelstam, Theory of the Low-Energy 
Pion-Pion InteractiOn (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory preprint). 
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tion for the problem considered in the present paper, 
where exact numerical solutions of the scattering 
problem are easily obtained. 

Finally, perhaps the most significant aspect of the 
present paper is the suggestion that some analogue of the 
method of Sec. II may yield an approach to the field 
theoretical problem. We hope to be able to amplify this 
remark on a future occasion. 
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APPENDIX A 

We seek the asymptotic value for large k of the 
integral, Eq. (40), with r=O. We set ui=k{3i and find 

We perform the {31 integral first. Since for large k the 
main contribution to (AI) comes from the lower limit, 
to obtain the leading term we may set {31 = 0 throughout 
the integral, except for the factor {31-1, of course. In this 
approximation, the integral must be cut off at its upper 
limit. This gives the result after performing the {31 
integration but ignoring the contribution from the upper 
limit, that 

The same argument may now be repeated n-l times to 
give 

j<n)(Xi k)",(X Ink/2ik)n{1+0[(lnk)-1]}, (A3) 

as asserted in the text. 

APPENDIX B 

To derive the dispersion relation (43) for A z(s) we 
evaluate the integral, 

1 f [A z(s')-A z{O) (s')]ds' 
Az(s)-Az{O)(s)=- (Bl) 

2ri s'-s 

taken around the contour of Fig. 2 which excludes both 
poles and branch lines. In the limit as the large circle 

FIG. 2. Contour in the energy plane used in the derivation 
of a dispersion relation for the lth partial wave scattering 
amplitude. 

recedes to infinity, it gives, of course, no contributions. 
As the remainder of the contour is deformed into an 
integral enclosing the cuts and encircling the poles due 
to bound states, we thus obtain in a standard way 

1 foo ImA z(s')ds' 
Az(s)=Az{O)(s)+- --,---

7r 0 S -s 

1 f-1'2Im[Az(S')-Az{O)(S')]dS' 
+-

7r -00 s'-s 

-~ L J A z(s')ds', (B2} 
21r~ i i s'-s 

where the last sum involves the typical integral Ji taken 
counterclockwise about an infinitesimal circle enclosing 
the jth pole. 

To find the residue at this pole, we consider the 
formula for A z(s) which is the one-dimensional analog 
of Eq. (3), namely, 

X2foo 00 

Az(s)=Az{O)(s)-- drf dr'Uz(kr)V(r) 
s 0 0 

XKz(r,r'is)V(r')Uz(kr'), (B3) 

where U z(kr) , proportional to the spherical Bessel func
tion of order 1, 

Uz(kr) = krjz (kr) , (B4) 

is the solution of 

[(d2/dr2)- (l(l+1)/r2)+k2]U z(kr)=O, (B5} 
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and K z(r,r'; s) is the Green's function defined by the 
bilinear formula, the sum over bound and continuum 
states 

'P li(r) 'P 1;* (r') 
Kz(r,r'; s)=L: -----

f 
'Pz8,(r)'P18,*(r') 

+ ds' , 
s'-s 

where, for example 'Pli(r) satisfies 

(B6) 

[(d2/ dr)- (l(l+ 1)/r) +s Z,]'Pzi(r) =A V(r)'Pli(r). (B7) 

From (B2) and (B7), we thus find that the contribution 
of the bound states to (B2) is 

formula obtainable from (BS) and (B7): 

I I=A i oo 

drU l[(sli)!r JV(r) 'Pli(r) 

=lim[U z(d/dr)'Pli- 'Pli(d/dr)U zJ. 
,........, 

Since we have 

U l[ (s Ii) ir J'" (2i)-1{ exp[i(s Ii) ir - ill'll" J 

(B9) 

-exp[ -i(Sli)ir+i!l1rJ}, (B10) 

and defining Cli by the equation, 

'PZi(r)"'cZi exp[i(szi)ir-ill'll"J (B11) 

(remember that Sli is negative) we readily compute that 

II=CliSZit. 

We thus find that (BS) is equal to 

L:i/ Cli/ 2
/ (S-Sli), 

(B12) 

(B13) 

To evaluate the integral in (BS) we use the following as required in the text. 
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Integration in Functional Spaces and its Applications in Quantum Physics*tt 
I. M. GEL'FAND AND A. M. YAGLOM 

(Received December 7, 1959) 

This tr~slation of the survey article by I. M. Gel'fand and A. M. Yaglom on the theory and applications 
of integration in functional spaces in problems of quantum physics was prepared because it was felt that 
such a review would be of interest and of use to mathematical physicists working in several different fields. 

The article begins with a discussion of Wiener measure, after which the extension is made to the complex 
measure introduced by Feynman in his formulation of quantum mechanics, and examples are given of the 
use of these methods in quantum mechanics, quantum field theory, and quantum statistical physics. A 
comprehensive bibliography of works devoted to the theory and applications of functional integration 
methods is included. 

AT the present time, the methods of measure theory 
and integration in functional spaces are widely 

applied only in the theory of random processes. It is 
already apparent today, however, that these methods 
can have great importance for a number of other 
branches of mathematics and theoretical physics (pri
marily for the theory of the differential equations of 
quantum physics and hydrodynamics). In the present 
paper, we attempt briefly to throw light on the question 
of the utilization of these methods in quantum physics!; 
at the same time, certain mathematical questions con
nected with this application will also be examined. 

The beginning of the penetration of the methods of 
integration in functional spaces into quantum physics, 
apparently must be considered as having occurred in 
1942 when the dissertation of R. Feynman on the prin
ciple of least action in quantum physics, containing a 
new derivation of Schrodinger's equation, was defended 
in Princeton. This dissertation was never published in 
full, but the part of greatest interest to us is contained 
in Feynman's article [1a§J, which appeared'in 1948 
and recently was translated into the Russian language. 
In 1949, an interesting mathematical work of Kac 
appeared [2aJ (d. also [2bJ), written, as the author 
indicates, under the strong influence of Feynman's 
dissertation. It is devoted to the calculation of the mean 
values of certain functionals over the trajectories of a 
Brownian particle with the help of the reduction of this 
problem to the solution of differential equations related 
to Schrodinger's equation. A special measure in the 
space of continuous functions which gives the distri
bution of probabilities of distinct trajectories of a 
Brownian particle (with neglect of its inertia) plays an 

* A review article, presented at the Third All-Union Conference 
on the Theory of Probability and its Applications, in Leningrad, 
May 30 to June 4, 1955, under the title "Methods of the Theory 
of Random Processes in Quantum Physics." 

t Translated from Uspekhi Matematicheskikh Nauk, Vol. XI 
Gan.-Feb., 1956), p. 77, by A. A. Maradudin, U. of Maryland. 

t This translation was partially supported by the U. S. Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research under Contract AF18(600)1315. 

1 Certain ways of utilizing analogous methods in statistical 
hydrodynamics (in the theory of turbulence) were mentioned in 
reference [12J. 

§ Numbers in brackets refer to references in the Bibliography 
at the end of the paper. 
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extremely essential role in Kac's work. This measure 
had already been thoroughly studied in the twenties by 
N. Wiener, and is generally called "Wiener measure." 
Following Kac's article a series of works by scholars in 
different countries appeared developing these same 
ideas further (d., for example, [4]-[8J). We note 
further that independently of these works, beginning in 
1944, a long series of works was published by Cameron, 
Martin, and their collaborators devoted to the inves
tigation of separate questions connected with Wiener 
measure in functional space (d., for example, [9J-[l1J, 
as well as a series of other works by these same authors) ; 
in recent years, these investigations also partially coin
cided with works based on the ideas of Feynman and 
Kac (d., references [lObJ and [2J, [4J). 

We enumerated above a series of mathematical works 
developing the ideas of Feynman's work, [1a]. Among 
theoretical physicists, however, this work was not suf
ficiently appreciated in the beginning, apparently due 
to the novelty and unusualness of the idea of the possi
bility of integration in functional space. In any event, 
in the first several years after the appearance of refer
ence [1aJ containing in it a new mathematical ap
paratus, its utilization in physical investigations was 
almost only by its author. However, in 1954, suddenly 
two works appeared almost simultaneously which in 
fact were devoted to the transference of the methods 
which were utilized in [1aJ for the case of nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics to the quantum theory of fields 
(these are the works of Edwards and Peierls [13J and 
1. M. Gel'fand and R. A. Minlos [14J). It is curious to 
note that there are no references to [1aJ in both of 
these works; in both cases, the authors were led by a 
completely different approach2 to the necessity of 
introducing the apparatus of integration in functional 
spaces. Following [13J and [14J, there immediately 
appeared a series of analogous works devoted to the 
exposition of the fundamental facts of quantum field 
theory with the utilization of functional integrals 
(references [15]-[23aJ and host of others); notwith-

2 In essence, the apparatus of functional integration appeared 
in the these works in solving differential equations in the infinite 
dimensional space of quantum field theory (the so-called 
"Schwinger equations" in variational derivatives). 
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standing the fact that no particularly valuable results 
have been obtained as yet with the aid of these methods, 
at the present time it is becoming ever more apparent 
that the future development of quantum field theory 
(connected, apparently, with the overcoming of a 
number of serious difficulties of a physical character) 
will find its mathematical language in just this ap
paratus. 

We will emphasize again that after the appearance 
of Feynman's work [1aJ investigations related to it 
were in fact carried out independently by mathe
maticians and physicists. In the present article, we will 
examine, in parallel as far as possible, works which are 
relevant here. 

1. INTEGRATION OVER WIENER MEASURE 
IN FUNCTIONAL SPACE 

Wiener Measure 

We will begin with a definition of Wiener measure in 
the space of continuous functions and with an examina
tion of certain purely mathematical questions connected 
with integration over this measure; such an order of 
exposition will be most convenient for all that follows. 
We examine a particle undergoing Brownian motion 
along the x axis under the influence of random impulses 

The measure (1.3) of the cylindrical set ("quasi
intervals" in the terminology of Wiener) in the space 
of all functions, dictated by the conditions 

al<x(t1)<b1, ... , an<x(tn)<bn, 

can be extended (by a well-known theorem of A. N. 
Kolmogorov [24J) to the class of all functions x(r) of 
a continuous parameter r; this is Wiener measure. It 
was demonstrated by N. Wiener [3J that the corre
sponding measure is completely concentrated on the 
class of continuous (but not differentiable) functions 
x(r), equal to zero at r=O, and satisfying the Lipshitz 
condition with an exponent of !-e for any e>O. It was 
also demonstrated by him that for a wide class of 
functionals F[x(r)J (in particular for all bounded and 
continuous functionals) in a space C of continuous 
functions in the interval [O,tJ, such that x(O)=O, there 
exists an integral over Wiener measure, which can be 
calculated in the following manner: the curve x(r) is 
replaced by the broken one x,.(r), which coincides with 
x(r) at the points, 

x(O)=O, x(t1)=Xl, x(t2)=X2, ... , x(tn)=xn 

(where t,. = t and the points tl, t2, ... , tn-l divide the 
interval [O,tJ into n equal parts of length !!.t= t/ n), 
after which the integral of F[x(r)J over Wiener measure 

(for example, molecular) in the absence of any kind of 
systematic forces and being found at time t=O at the 
origin of coordinates. Then, if we neglect the particle's 
inertia the distribution of probabilities for its position 
at time t~O will be described by the fundamental 
solution of the simplest diffusion equation, 

(1.1) 

(D, the diffusion coefficient, is connected in the case of 
Brownian motion under the influence of molecular 
forces to the mass and dimensions of the particle, the 
temperature and viscosity of the medium by the well
known Einstein relation), i.e., it will have a density 
equal to 

(1.2) 

For simplicity, we will everywhere in the following 
assume that D= t; clearly, this can always be achieved 
with the help of a choice of a suitable system of units. 
Then, for the probability that the coordinate x(tt) of 
the particle at time tl will be found within the limits 
al <x(h) <b1, at time t2 within the limits a2<x(t2) 
<b2, .•• , at time tn within the limits a,.<x(tn)<bn , 

where 0<t1<t2··· <tn, we obtain the formula, 

(1.3) 

is defined as 

f F[x(r)Jdwx 
a 1 ClO 00 

= lim f ... f F(Xl,··· ,xn) 
n->OO (7rAt)n/2 -ClO -00 

[ 
X12 n-l (Xj+1-Xj)2] 

Xexp --- L dXl·· ·dxn , 

At i-I At 
(1.4) 

where fa·· ·dwx denotes an integral over the Wiener 
measure dwx, extended over the entire space C, while 
the function F(Xl· .. xn ) of n variables in the right hand 
side of the formula is the value of our functional on 
substituting in place of x(r) the broken curve xn(r), 

F(Xl,·· ·,xn)=F[xn(r)J. (1.5) 

Symbolically, the expression (1.4) of the integral over 
Wiener measure can be written in the form, 

fF[X(t)JdwX 

a 1 00 f 
=- f ... F[x(t)J 

N -ClO 

{ i l [dX(r)]2 } t 
Xexp - 0 b dr V dx(l), (1.4') 
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where N is a constant normalization factor which is 
determined by the condition that 

Indeed, if 
t 

IT dx(r) 
o 

is replaced by the product of differentials of the "coor
dinates" x( r) at the finite number of points r= t1, t2, 
.. " tn, and the integral 

ft [dx(r)ldr]2dr 
o 

in the exponent by the corresponding sum of difference 
ratios 

.. 
L: [x (tj+l) - x (ti)]21 (tj+l- ti), 
i><4l 

then (1.4') goes over into (1.4). 

Examples 

1. In the simplest case, when F[x( r)] depends only 
on the value of the function x(r) at a finite number of 
points, the integral (1.4) by definition becomes an 
ordinary finite dimensional integral; its evaluation in 
this case does not involve any difficulties in principle. 
In the particular case when F[x(r)]=x(tl)X(t2)" . X (tk) , 
we obtain the well known expressions for the moments 
of the Brownian motion process which we have de
scribed, 

o 
o 

o 
o 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

To find the limit on the right hand side of (1.12), 
one can make use of the following argument. We denote 
by Dk(n) the principal minor of (n-k+1)st order of 
the determinant (1.13) situated in the lower right hand 
comer; then, expanding the determinant Dk(n) in terms 

o 
o 

lx(t1)X(t2)' . 'X(t2k)dwx=b(tl,t2, .. ,t2k' 
C 

where the summation in the last formula extends over 
all possible partitions of the 2k indices 1, 2, ... , 2k into 
k pairs; (i1, i 2), (is, i 4), "', (i2k- 1, i 2k). 

2. We examine now one instructive example in 
which F[x(r)] depends on all the values of the function 
x(r). Let 

where A is a real number and P(T)~O. By substituting 
into (1.4), 

n 
F(Xl,X2,' .. ,xn ) =exp{A L: p(jdt)x2(jdt)dt} 

i-I 

n 

=exp{Aflt L: PiX?}, (1.9) 
i=1 

where 

dt= tin, Pi= p(jdt), Xi= x (jdt) (1.10) 

and making use of the well-known formula, 

J"' ... J'" exp( -.i:. aikxixk)dxl" ·dx .. 
-00 -00 1,k=1 

='II"n/2[det(aik)]-1, (1.11) 

(which is valid on the assumption that (ajk) is a 
positive definite matrix) we easily find that 

where Dl (n) is the nth order determinant, 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

(1.13) 

of the elements of the first row, we readily obtain the 
recurrence relation, 

Dk(n)= [2-A(dt)2pk]Dk+l(n)-Dk+2(n), 

(1~k~n-2). (1.14) 
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If instead of Dk (") we write D(n) (Mt), then Eq. (1.14) 
can be rewritten in the form, 

D(") (Mt) - 2D(") «k+ 1).6t)+ D(") «k+ 2).6t) 

(.6t)2 

= -AP(Mt)D(n) «k+l).6t). (1.14') 

We note further that Dn(n)=1-A(.6t)2pn and Dn_l(n) 
= 1-A(.6t)2(2pn+pn_l)+A2(.6t)4P,.Pn-l, so that 

D(n) (n.6t) = 1-A(.6t)2Pn 

D(n) (n.6t)- D(n) «n-1).6t) 
A (.6t)[Pn-l+P,. 

.6t 

(1.15) 

In this way, D(n) (Mt) will be the solution of the dif
ference Eq. (1.14') satisfying the conditions (1.15). 
From this, it may be derived that as n -+ 00 the value 
of Dk(n) approaches the value at the point k.6t of the 
continuous function D( T) given by the solution to the 
differential equation, 

[d2D( T)/ dT2]+Ap( T)D( T) =0 (1.16) 

subject to the conditions, 

D(t)=I, D'(t)=O. (1.17) 

Corresponding to this, in view of Eq. (1.12), 

It is natural that all of these arguments will be legit
imate only when, in representing (1.4) in the form 
(1.11), we indeed have in the exponent a positive 
definite quadratic form, i.e., when A <min(Al,A2,· .. ,A,.) 
where AI, A2, "', An are the zeros of the determinant 
(1.13) j it can be shown that in the limit as n -+ 00, 

these zeros become the characteristic values of Eq. 
(1.16) subject to the boundary conditions D'(t)=O, 
D(O)=O, so that X must be smaller than the smallest 
of these characteristic values. In the simplest particular 
case p(T)=I, we will have that D(T)=COS(A)i(t-T) 
from which we obtain 

.( exp{ A[t x2(T)dT }dwx=[sect(A)t]t 

for Xt<'Ir/2t. (1.19) 

The result (1.18) was first obtained by Cameron and 
Martin [9cJ with the aid of a method of which we will 
say more below. The derivation presented here was 
pointed out in the work of Montroll [25J, which also 

contains certain other examples of the direct evaluation 
of integrals over Wiener measure. 

"Conditional" Wiener Measure 

If in Eq. (1.3) we put tn=t, fix the value of x,.=x(t) 
=X and do not integrate over this coordinate, then the 
corresponding integral defines a certain measure of the 
cylindrical set, 

al <X(tl) <bl, ... , an-l <X(tn-l) <bn-l 

of a functional space, which can then be extended to the 
class of all functions X(T), O<T<t. It is not difficult to 
verify that the measure of all space here equals 
(1/ ('lrt)t) exp( - X2/t) j the class of functions correspond
ing to the measure in this case will be the class of con
tinuous functions x("), which are equal to zero for 
T=O, equal to X at T=t, and satisfy the very same 
conditions of smoothness as in the case of ordinary 
Wiener measure. We will denote the integral of a func
tional F[x(,,)] over this new measure extending over 
the class Ct,x of all continuous functions satisfying the 
conditions x(O)=O, x(t)=X, by 

f F[X(T)]dw(t,x)Xj 
Ct,X 

(1.20) 

this integral can be evaluated with the help of a formula 
differing from (1.4) only in the absence of an integration 
over dx,. on the right-hand side. It is clear that 

so that knowing the integral over dw(t,x)x, we can 
determine the integral of the same functional over the 
measure dwx with the help of a single quadrature. 
Together with the measure dw(t,x)x, we will also inves
tigate the normalized measure 

dw(t,x)*x= ('lrt)l exp(X2/t)dw(t,x)Xj (1.22) 

the integral of a functional over the measure dw(t,x)*x 
will have the meaning of a conditional mathematical 
expectation of the corresponding functional over the 
trajectory of a Brownian particle under the condition 
that this trajectory passes through the given point X 
at the time t. 

Together with the measures dw(t,x)x and dw(t,x)*x 
assigned on the class Ct,x of continuous functions 
satisfying the conditions x(O)=O and x(t)=X, it 
sometimes is necessary to investigate likewise the anal
ogous measures dw(to.xo; t.xJX anddw(to.xo; t.xJ*x, assigned 
on the classes Cto.xo; l.x of continuous functions satis
fying the conditions x(to)=Xo and x(t)=X. Integration 
over these new measUres, however, easily reduces to the 
integration studied by us over the set of curves starting 
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at the point x(O)=O, namelyB 

f F[x(r)]dw(to.xo; t,X)X 
JCto,xo;t,X 

and analogously for the normalized measures "with an 
asterisk" (these equations can be taken, if necessary, 
as the definition of the measures dw(to,x,; t,X)X and 
dw(to,xo; t,X)x). 

Examples 

1. Just as in the case of ordinary Wiener measure the 
integral over dw(t,x)x or dw(t,x)*x of a functional 
F[x(r)J, which depends only on the value of the 
function x(r) at a finite number of points, reduces toa 
simple finite dimensional integral. In the case when 
F[x( 1')J= X(tI)X(t2)' . 'X(tk), the integrals over themeas
ure dw(t.x)*x are easily handled and give conditional 
moments of the trajectory of a Brownian particle (under 
the condition that at the time t this trajectory passes 
through the point X) : 

.. tl 

J x(tI)dw(t.x)*x~-X, 
Ct,X t 

(1.24) 

and in general, 

(1.24') 

It,x [X(tI)-~X ][X(t2)-~X ]dw(t,X)*x 

tl (tI- t2) 
== bt (ti/2) , tl :::; t2, (1.25) 

2t 

where the summation in the last formula extends over 
all possible partitions of the 2k indices 1, 2, "', 2k 
into k pairs: (i l ,i2) , (ia,i4), "', (i2k- l ,i2k). 

'If the functional F[X(T)]=F[x(T),r] depends explicitly on T, 
then F[XO+X(T),tO+T] must appear on the right side of this 
formula under the integral sign. 

2. We also examine the integral 

f exp[xftp
(1')x2(1')d1']dw(t.X)X=I, (1.27) 

JCt,x 0 

where 

A = (aik), c2= L aikbib", (aik)-I=A-\ 
i,k 

similar to (1.18). By making use again of formulas (1.9) 
and (1.4) (in formula (1.4) it must now be considered 
that x,,=X, and that it is not necessary to carry out an 
integration over x,,), we are led to a finite dimensional 
integral differing from (1.11) only in the presence of 
the term 2(l1t)-IXXn-I, linearly dependent on Xn-I, in 
the exponential under the integral sign. We now make 
use of the general formula, 

f
OO foo n-I n-I 

. .. F(~ biXi) exp(- .~ ajkXjXk)dxI" ·dXn-1 
-00 _'" 1-1 1, k-I 

1r(n-2)/2 f'" 
F(u) exp( -U2/c2)du 

[c2 detA]! -00 

(1.28) 

(this formula is most easily obtained from probability 
theoretic considerations4). With its aid we introduce 
a finite dimensional integral of interest to us in the 
form, 

exp( -X2/ I1t) f'" 
In exp[u- (u2/c2)Jdu 

1r[c2DI (n-I)J -co 

exp[ - (X2/l1t)+ (c2/4)] 4X2 DI (n-2) 

---------, c2=----, 
[1rDl (n-I)]i I1t DI (n-I) 

where DI (n-l) is the minor of (n-1)st order lying in 
the upper left hand comer of the determinant (1.13), 
the lower row of which is moreover multiplied by I1t, 
while DI (n-2) is the analogously transformed upper left 
hand principal minor of (n- 2)nd order of the same 
determinant (1.13). The subsequent limiting process is 
carried out analogously to the limiting process in 
formula (1.12); by taking into account that the ex
ponent in the formula for I .. after the substitution of 
the value of c2 transforms into 

X2 DI (n-I) - DI (n-2) 
-----------

D
1
(n-I) I1t 

'After the appropriate normalization the integral (1.28) ex
presses the mean value of the function F(u) where u= ~ bjxj is 
a linear combination of random variables distributed according 
to a multidimensional normal law with a zero vector of mean 
values and a matrix of second moments equal to t(ajk)-l; from 
this, it develops that u is also normally distributed with a mean 
value 0 and a dispersion equal to c2/2. 
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we easily obtain the final result, 

(1.29) 

where D(O) has the same meaning as in formula (1.18), 
while Dl(O) is the value at zero of the solution to the 
differential equation (1.16) satisfying the conditions, 

(1.30) 

By integrating the left side of formula (1.29) over X 
from - 00 to + 00, in view of (1.21), we obtain (1.18) 
again. 

In the special case p(r)= 1, we have 

from which 

1 exp[x it x'l(r)dr]dw(t,XlX 
CI,X 0 

[
(X)! ]! 

= -;- cosec/eX)! exp{ - (X)! ctgt(X)!X2} (1.31) 

(it is obvious that this formula is correct only for 
}o..1<7r/t). 

Integral over Wiener Measure of the 
Functional exp{ -foIV[x(r)Jdr} 

The direct evaluation of the integral over Wiener 
measure of the functional F[x(r)J with the aid of 
formula (1.4) can be accomplished only in extremely 
special isolated cases. As a rule, an explicit formula for 
the finite dimensional integral on the right hand side 
of (1.4) will be absent, and it will not be possible to 
carry out the limiting process in this formula in an 
effective way.6 For this reason, those results are very 
interesting which relate the evaluation of such integrals 
to more traditional mathematical problems. The most 
important of such results is the result of Kac [2J, 
which is concerned with the connection of integrals over 
Wiener measure of functionals of the type 

exp { - it V[X(r)Jdr}, 

where V (x) is a sufficiently "good" function (for 
example, continuous and bounded from below6) with 
the solution of a certain special parabolic equation. 

Ii It is possible, of course, to raise the question of the numerical 
integration of integrals over Wiener measurej the first results in 
this direction are contained in work of Cameron [10a]. However, 
we will not concern ourselves with this question here. 

a We note that it is entirely possible to consider that the function 
Vex) also depends explicitly on Tj in what follows we will write 
V[X(T)], and not V[X(T),T] only for simplification of the 
notation. 

We will examine firstly the integral of our functional 
over the "conditional" Wiener measure dw(t,XlX: 

if; (X,t) = f exp{ -il 
V[X(T)Jdr}dw(l,xlX, (1.32) 

. Ct,X 0 

Then, according to reference [2J the function if;(X,t) 
for t>O will be the solution which approaches zero as 
X -) ± 00 of the following parabolic differential equa
tion, 

a2if;(X,t) 1 a2if;(X,t) 

at 4 aX2 
V(X)if;(X,t), (1.33) 

satisfying the condition if;(X,O)=o(X), where o(X) is 
Dirac's 0 function. In view of (1.21), we also obtain 
from this a simple formula for the integral of 

exp { _ ~t V[X(r)Jdr} 

over ordinary Wiener measure, 

1 00 00 ( t ) 
=-I '" I exp - f {V[x(r)J+:i:2(r)}dr 

N -00 -00 0 

t I oo 

xII dx(r}= if;(X,t)dX. 
o -00 

(1.34) 

We note further that the solution if;(X,t; Xo) of Eq. 
(1.33) satisfying the condition if;(X,O)=o(X -~o) may 
also be introduced, 

1/t(X,t; Xo) 

=f exp { -I' V[Xo+X(r)Jdr}dwCt;x-XO)X, 
CI;X-X. 

(1.35) 

and, in general, the fundamental solution 1/t(X,t; X o,to) 
of the differential Eq. (1.33) satisfying the condition 
if;(X,to)=o(X-Xo) for t>to will be equal to 

1/t(X,t; Xo,to) 

=1 exp{ - f.t V[X(r)]dr}dwC!o,xO; !,X)X (1.36) 
c ••. X.;I.X to 

[d. (1.23)]. A general solution to Eq. (1.33) for arbi
trary initial values if; (X,to) =y;o(X) is also easily con
structed from the function (1.36); such a solution is 

if; (X,t) = I oo 

1/to(Xo)1/t(X,tj Xo,to)dXo. (1.37) 
-«> 
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The simplest method of deriving the results indicated 
here apparently is the method proposed by Feynman 
in applying it to Schrodinger's equation; a rigorous 
proof of this method (in application to the case 
examined by us here) was shown by Blanc-Lapierre and 
Fortet [6J and independently by E. B. Dynkin [7a]. 
Moreover, underlying this method is the circumstance 
that in view of the independence of the increments of 
the process x(7'), the Brownian motion we have de
scribed, for non-intersecting time intervals, the function 
(1.36), which gives the mean value of the functional, 

along all trajectories of this process starting at time to 
at point Xo and ending at time t at point X, will for 
to<h <t satisfy the relation, 

1/;(X,t; Xo,to) 

= f'" 1/;(Xlh; Xo,to)1/;(X,t; Xl,li)dXl, (1.38) 
--00 

analogous to the well-known Smoluchowski-Kolmogorov 
relation for the transition probabilities of a random 
Markov process. From this with certain simple condi
tions of regularity placed on Vex), it is possible to 
obtain Eq. (1.33) in a completely analogous fashion to 
Kolmogorov's derivation of the basic differential equa
tions for the transition probabilities of Markov random 
processes (d., for example, [26J, §52); the term 
V(X)1P(X,t), which distinguishes (1.33) from the ordi
nary diffusion equation (the Fokker-Planck-Kolmo
gorov equation for the process of Brownian motion) 
arises here from the fact that the function 1/;(Xl, t+At; 
X,t) does not satisfy the normalization condition, 

f'" 1/;(t+A/, Xl; t, X)dXl~1 
--00 

( but on the other hand in view of (1.36), 

1:~[ 1-i: 1/;(Xl, t+At; X, t)dXl] = V (x) ). 

Another very general way of obtaining this and a series 
of results related to it is found in the work of E. B. 
Dynkin [7b J. 

It may be thought that the possibility of representing 
the solution to the differential Eq. (1.33) in the form 
of a functional integral, following from formulas (1.35) 
and (1.37), has a very general character. If we first 
replace the differential equation by a difference equa
tion and solve it step by step starting from the initial 
values, then the value of the solution at the point 
(X,t) appears in the form of a sum extending over ali 
preceding points of the net; this sum may be con-

sidered as the sum of the contributions to the solution 
from the individual broken curves connecting the 
region of initial values with the point (X,t) through a 
sequence of neighboring points of the net. 

The final expression of the solution in the form of a 
functional integral can be considered as a similar sum, 
obtained after a limiting process, of contributions to the 
solution from all possible continuous paths connecting 
the region of initial values with the final point. It is 
natural to suppose that such an expression for the 
solution will be possible for a wide class of problems 
and may present a definite interest for the theory of dif
ferential equations.7 It would be interesting to examine 
the question of a similar expression for the solution of 
the Cauchy problem for a number of differential equa
tions differing from (1.33), for which this problem is 
well-posed (for example, for the solution of the equation 
auj at = - a4uj ax4). In the following, in the example of 
Schrodinger's equation, we will see that investigations 
of even simple differential equations by this means can 
meet with very serious difficulties. 

The derivation of Eq. (1.33), which has been indi
cated here, will not in fact be changed if instead of the 
integral of 

over Wiener measure, i.e., of the mean value of this 
functional over the trajectories of the process x(7'), of 
the previously described Brownian motion, we examine 
the mean value of the same functional over the tra
jectories of an arbitrary continuous Markov process 
x(7'). In this case, and in the general case, we arrive at 
a parabolic equation of the second order differing from 
the differential equation for the transition proba
bilities of the corresponding process only in the term 
- V (X)1/; (X,t) on the right side; it is significant that 
the equation obtained (as is apparent from its deriva
tion) depends only on the first and second moments of 
the increments of the process for small time intervals, 
but does not depend on all the other statistical charac
teristics of x ( 7' ). This' circumstance makes it possible to 
utilize results relating to integrals of functionals over 
Wiener measure for the proof of a wide class of meaning
ful limit theorems ,for the sums of independent terms 
(see the remarks on the "arcsine law" at the end of 
example 1 below, and also the interesting work of U. V. 
Prohorov [27J, which is devoted to a general analysis of 
such an approach to the proof of limit theorems). On the 
other hand, from here it is possible to obtain one more 
method of proof of theorems about the connection of 
the function (1.32) with the solution to the differential 

7 It is possible, moreover, that in a number of cases the measure 
itself will not exist, and there will be only a certain method of 
integration for a wide class of "sufficiently good" functionals, so 
that in this case instead of speaking of measure we must speak of 
"distributions" in functional spaces in the sense of Schwartz, 
i.e., of "generalized measure". 
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equation (1.33): by replacing the process x(r) by a sum 
of discrete independent random values, the increments 
of this process for nonintersecting small time intervals, 
and arguing that for the limit relations only the first 
two moments of the corresponding quantities are im
portant but not their distribution functions, one can 
assume that all of these quantities assume only two 
values +.:1 and -.:1 (each with probability one-half), 
after which the equation for 1/; (X ,t; X o,to) is easily 
obtained from a probability theoretic argument in 
terms of finite differences, going over in the limit into 
the sought for differential equation. This method of 
deriving Eq. (1.33) was actually made use of in the 
work of Kac [2a]. 

In the case that the function VeX) does not depend 
explicitly on r, the calculation of the solutions1/; (X,t ; Xo) 
=1/;(X,t; Xo,O) and 

1/;(X,t; X o,to)=1/;(X, t-to; Xo, 0) = 1/t (X, t-to; Xo) 

of the parabolic equation (1.33) can be related to the 
solution of the ordinary differential equation, 

1 tP<p(X) . 
----[V(X)+E]<p(X) =0. 
4 dX2 

(1.39) 

Actually, solving Eq. (1.33) with the aid of Laplace 
transforms, we find that the function, 

<PE(X) = 1'" 1/;(X,t; Xo)e-E1dt 
o 

(1.40) 

will satisfy the differential equation (1.39); the condi
tions that 1/;(X,t; Xo) approach zero as X -t ± ~ and 
that it reduce to o(X-Xo) as t-tO go over into the 
following conditions on <PE(X): 

<PE(X) -t ° as X -t ± ~ ; 

d<PEI d<PE\ 
dX x=xo+o- dX x=xo_o=-4. 

(1.41) 

(The function <p(X) itself will be continuous at the 
point X O.8) The conditions (1.41) uniquely specify the 
solution of Eq. (1.39) we need; after it is found, the 
function 1/;(X,t; X 0) is determined from the formulas for 
Laplace integral transforms. 

8 Making use of formula (1.40) and the conditions which 
",(X,t; Xo) satisfies, it is easy to prove that 

I",(XO+E)-",(XO-E)I--O 

as E -+ 0; after that from the equality, 

LXD+. f.'" [u.{!(X,t; Xo) 1 a'Vt ] + V(X).Y e-E1dtdX =0 x.-. 0 at 4 a)(2 

and the condition 1/-(X,t; Xo) -- o(X -Xo) as t -- 0, the relation 

[
a"'E(Xo+E) a"'E(Xo-E)] 

lim =-4 
.....0 ax aX 

is derived. 

A different method of reducing the problem of 
finding the function 1/;(X,t; Xo) to the solution of the 
differential Eq. (1.39) is connected with the use of the 
expansion of this function in a series of characteristic 
functions. Let us suppose for simplicity that Eq. (1.39) 
has a purely discrete spectrum of characteristic values 
El, E 2, "', En, "', to which correspond normalized 
characteristicfunctions 'P1(X), 'P2(X), "', 'Pn (X) , .... 
Then, the system of functions {'Pn(X)} constitutes an 
orthonormal basis in D, while the system of functions 
{'Pn(X)''Pm(XO)} is an orthonormal basis in the anal
ogous space of functions of the two variables X and X o. 
By expanding1/;(X,t; Xo) in a series on this basis and tak
ing into account thatLX1f= o1/;/ot,Lx.1/;= -OI/I/ot, where 
Lx=ltP/dX2- VeX), so that LX'Pn(X) = -E,,'P,,(X), 
LX.'Pm(XO)= -Em'Pm(Xo), we easily obtain that the 
coefficient a"m(t) of 'Pn(X) 'Pm (X 0) in this expansion will 
have the form a"m(t)=onmane-E"I.9 
Moreover, inasmuch as it must be that 

1/t(X,O,Xo)=o(X-XO)=Ln 'Pn(X)'Pn(XO), 

then a,,= 1, i.e., 

'" 1/;(X,t; Xo)= L e-E"t'Pn(X)'Pn(XO). (1.42) 
n=1 

This formula p~rmits us to determine 1/;(X,t; Xo) in 
terms of the known characteristic functions and charac
teristic values of the differential equation (1.39). 

Examples (Kac [2a]) 
1. Let 

VeX) 
1 +signX { 1 for X> 0, 

2 ° for X<O. 
(1.43) 

Equation (1.39) here takes the form, 

~ tP'P _ (l+E)'P=O, x>o) 
4dX2 

(1.44) 
ltP'P 
---E'P=O, X<O. 
4dX2 

9 With the aid of integrations by parts we easily obtain 

aa" .. (t) f'" f'" u.{!(X,t; Xo) 
--= ",,,(X),,,,,, (Xo)dXdXo 

at _," _," at 

= i: i: Lxt/I(X.t;Xo)",,,(X),,,m(Xo)dXdXo 

= i: i: 1/-(X.t;Xo)Lx", .. {X)"'m(Xo)dXdXo 

= -E .. a .... (t). 
and analogously (using the equality -u.{!/at=Lx.1/-) 

aanm(t) 
--= -Emanm{t). 

at 
From this follows the relation written down. 
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The solution to this equation, which goes to zero as 
X~±oo, will be: 

{
A exp( -2(1+E)iX) for X>O 

~(X)= (1.45) 
B exp(2(E)iX) for X <0. 

The condition of continuity of ~(X) at X = ° and the 
condition that ~'(+0)-~'(-O)=-41eads to the fol
lowing values for the constants A and B: 

A =B= 2/[(E)i+ (1 +E) 1]. (1.46) 

In virtue of (1.40), (1.32), and (1.34) we will have 

2 {f'" exp[ -2(1+E)lXJdX 
(E)l+(1+E)l ° 

+ i~ eXP[2(E)lXJdX} 

1 i: (-~) 1 (E> 1). (1.47) 
[E(l+E)Ji k=() k Ek+l 

From this, we immediately obtain 

2 f .. /2 
=- exp( -t cos20)dO. (1.48) 

'IT' 0 

But, inasmuch as 

f· exp{ -fdr }dwx= It e-tJdF(tl), (1.49) 
C X(T) >0 0 

T~t 

where F(tl) is the probability that- the point x(r), 
undergoing Brownian motion along the x axis and 
found at the origin at time t=O, after a time t will be 
found on the right (positive) semi-axis during a time 
not less than tl , we see that F(tl) must coincide with 
the distribution function of the magnitude of t cos2(}, 
where 0 has a uniform distribution in the interval 
0::::(}~'IT'/2,i.e., 

(1.50) 

In accordance with that stated on p. 54, this will also 
be the limiting (as t ~ 00) distribution law for the 
value of positive partial sums of any sequence of t 
mutually independent uniformly distributed random 
values with a zero mean value and finite dispersion 
("the arcsine law") j see, for example [28J, ch XII, §5). 

2. Let V(X)=CX2. In this case, Eq. (1.39) becomes 

t~"(X)-CX2~(X)=E<p(X) j (1.51) 

its characteristic values and characteristic functions, as 
is well known (see the solution of Schrodinger's equation 
for an oscillator in any course on quantum mechanics), 
are equal to 

En= (n+~)(C)i (n=O, 1, 2···) (1.52) 

and correspondingly, 

(
4C.! 1 

~n(X)= _)8 --Hn[(4C)lXJ exp[ - (C)lX2J, 
r (2nn!)i 

(1.53) 

where Hn(z) are Hermite polynomials. In virtue of 
(1.42), we obtain from this 

",(X,t; Xo) 

(4C)t '" exp[ - (n+~)(C)ltJ 
= - r: Hn[(4C)tXJ 

'IT'2 n=() 2nn! 

By making use now of a well-known formula from the 
theory of Hermite polynomials (see, for example, [29J, 
p. 104), 

(z-azo)2t 

1-a2 f 
(1.55) 

and assuming here z= (4C)lX, Zo= (4C)lXo, a=e-(c)it 
we will have 

",(X,t; Xo) 
= (C/r)l[cosech(C)itJi exp{ - (C)i cth(C)itX2 

+2(C)i cosech(C)ltXXo- (C)icth(C)ltXo2}. (1.56) 

In the particular case Xo=O, the last formula gives 

",(X,t) = (C/r)l[cosech(C)itJi 
Xexp{ - (C)i cth(C)ltX2} j (1.57) 

for C= -X it goes over into formula (1.31) as it should. 
From (1.31), by integration over X, it is also possible 
to obtain formula (1.18). 

Many Dimensional Generalization 

If we now understand x( r) to be a many dimensional 
random process {xl(r), x2(r), "', xN(r)} describing 
the Brownian motion of a particle without inertia in 
an N-dimensional space, then all of our arguments and 
all of the formulas (1.32)-(1.42) will remain valid with 
the only difference being that the integration over 
Wiener measure now must be understood everywhere 
as an integration over an N-dimensional measure 
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d",x=dwx1dwX2" 'dwXN, the quantities X, Xo, etc. as 
N-dimensional .vectors, while Eqs. (1.33) and (1.39) 
and the last of their conditions (1.41) change corre
spondingly into 

and 

aif;(X,t) 
lLlif;(X,t)- V(X)if;(X,t), 

at 

lLlcp(X)-[V(X)+E}p(X) =0, 

f 
acp(x) 

lim --ds=-4 
.--+0 IX-Xol=. an ' 

(1.33') 

(1.39') 

(1.41') 

where Ll is the N-dimensional Laplace operator, acp/an 
the derivative of the function cp along the normal to the 
sphere IX - X 0 I = E, while ds is a surface element of this 
sphere (see reference [4J, which is specially devoted to 
the N-dimensional case). If we wish to obtain the 
solution to Eq. (1.33') for a finite region Q (for zero 
boundary conditions on the boundary of Q), then we 
only have to stipulate that V = 00 outside Q, i.e., in 
(1.33) and (1.34)-(1.36) integration is carried out only 
over those trajectories x(r), which do not intersect the 
boundary of Q (see [5J); choosing the set of trajectories 
along which the integration is carried out in a different 
way it is possible to obtain other boundary conditions. 
Later on we will again return to the question of how it 
is possible to utilize these results for obtaining certain 
mathematical derivations concerning the behavior of 
the differential equation (1.33'); now, however, we will 
not delay ourselves on this point, but will proceed im
mediately to an examination of analogous methods in 
quantum mechanics. 

2. INTEGRATION IN A FUNCTIONAL SPACE IN 
PROBLEMS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS 

Case of Quantum Mechanics of a System with a Finite 
Number of Degrees of Freedom 

In an investigation of problems of quantum me
chanics, it is natural to begin with the simplest case of 
the nonrelativistic mechanics of a system with a finite 
number of degrees of freedom; we will proceed in just 
this way. As is well known, the state of the system is 
completely given by a wave function if;, a complex 
function of the generalized coordinates of the system; 
the integral of the square of the modulus of this function 
over some region gives the probability of finding the 
system in this region. The change of the wave function 
with time is determined by Schrodinger's linear differ
ential equation, which from the value of if; at time t= to 
uniquely allows the wave function to be determined at 
all subsequent times; for the case of the motion of a 
particle of mass m in a force field with potential V (X) 
the equation has the form, 

-hifJif;(X,t)/(iJt)=h2/(2m)Llif;- V (X)if;, (2.1) 

i.e., in fact it differs from Eq. (1.33') only in the factor 
-i before the time derivative (the constants hand 
11}/2m clearly can be made equal to 1 and 1 by choosing 
appropriate units for measuring mass, length, and time). 
The value of the wave function if; (X,t) at time t>to can 
be determined by the value if;(X,to) with the aid of the 
formula, 

if; (X,t) = J'" if;(Xo,to)if;(X,t; Xo,to)dXo, (2.2) 
-00 

analogous to (1.37) (by if;(X,t; Xo,to) we denote here 
the fundamental solution of Schrodinger's equation (2.1), 
i.e., the value of the wave function under the condition 
that at time to the system was found at the point XO.lO 

The basic problem of quantum mechanics consists of 
finding the function if;(X,t) or if;(X,t; Xo,to). 

By following from the fact that if;(X,t) is a solution 
of the differential equation (2.1), it can be supposed that 
a representation of this function in the form of some 
"integral over a functional space," which gives the 
contribution of each separate trajectory in the final 
solution, is also possible here. This supposition was 
adopted by Feynman [laJ in the nature of a postulate. 
After this, it is already easy to understand how one 
must choose the numerical contribution from the sepa
rate trajectories in order to obtain a result equivalent 
to that following from SchrOdinger's equation: since 
Eq. (1.33') changes into (2.1) by a change of the time 
t into it/h and the coordinate X into (m)!X/ (2)!/t, then 
we will obtain the correct formula for the wave function 
if;(X,t; Xo,to) by carrying out the same substitutions in 
formula (1.36), 

if;(X,t; Xo,to) 

1 f f (i f t

{m;1;2(r) } ) = N ... exp h to -2-- V[x(r)J dr 

t 

X II dx(r). (2.3) 
to 

The integral over dx(r) extends over all continuous 
paths connecting the points (X o,to) and (X,t); N is a 
certain normalization constant, determined, for ex-

10 We note that according to (2.2) the function ",(X,t) trans
forms analogously to the probability distribution density for a 
Markov process in which ",(X,t; Xo,to) plays the role of a "transi
tion probability." By examining the state of the physical system 
at successive moments of time to, II, 12, ••• , we will have a chain 
analogous to a Markov chain with the only difference being that 
the role of the probability density in this case is played by a 
complex function ",(X) determined at time In from the known 
states of the system at preceding instants of time 10, I" "', In_I 
by only one value of "', at the last of these instants tn_I; the square 
of the modulus of this complex function will be equal to the 
probability density for locating the system. Discussions of the 
physical meaning of the differences indicated here between 
"quantum chains" and Markov chains basic for problems of 
classical statistical physics can be found in references CIa], [25]. 
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ample, by the "unitarity condition" 

f'" !1/t(X,t) !2dX = 1. 
-00 

The meaning of the "symbolic expression" (2.3) is the 
same as of (1.4') : it is necessary to break up the interval 
[to,t] into n equal parts by the points to, tl , ••• , tn = t, 
to consider the n fold integral as analogous to that 
which figures in the right side of (1.4) (with the addition 
in appropriate places of the factors i, Ii, and m), and 
to pass then to the limit as n ~ 00. We note immedi
ately that in an exact accomplishment of this program, 
one will come up against definite difficulties: the inte
grals of rapidly oscillating functions which arise, gener
ally speaking will not be convergent, and in order to 
assign to them a definite meaning it will be necessary 
to resort to certain devices, for example, to consider Ii 
as having a small purely imaginary addition, -io, in 
the lower half-plane, and only after carrying out all 
integrations to pass to the limit as 0 ---t ° (compare the 
footnote on p. 184 of the Russian translation of 
reference [1a]). 

The convention indicated here for the evaluation of 
oscillating integrals (2.3) can be illustrated in the 
following manner. On replacing Ii by a complex quantity 
Ii-io, we arrive at the following "complex measure" in 
functional space: to the quasi-interval given by the 
conditions a;<x(t;) <h. (i= 1, 2, ... , n) is related a 
quantity differing from (1.3) only by the presence in 
the exponents of the exponential under the integral 
sign of a constant complex multiplier 2m-I (0+ iii) in the 
right half-plane (and an appropriate change in the 
normalization constant in front of the integral). It is 
natural that such a complex measure for arbitrary 
m>O, 0>0, and R will be just as "good" as Wiener 
measure, i.e., it will have just as precise a meaning as 
measure in the space C of continuous functions, and it 
will allow integration over it of a wide class of func
tionals, including all continuous and bounded func
tionals.u Moreover, it will be possible to prove that a 
functional integral over this new measure, defined by 
the symbolic expression (2.3) (with complex Ii), will 
represent a fundamental solution of an equation of the 
type of (1.33), namely Eq. (2.1) with a complex Ii. If 
now we let the imaginary part of k tend to zero, then 
the corresponding fundamental solutions will tend to 
the fundamental solution of the original Eq. (2.1). In 
this way, although from a parabolic equation with a 
purely imaginary "diffusion coefficient" (as, for ex
ample, Schrodinger's equation) it is hardly possible to 
construct any arbitrary reasonable measure in a func
tional space, however, the solution of the corresponding 
equation can be obtained as the limit of a sequence of 
functional integrals corresponding to complex diffusion 

11 A strict proof of this fact does not differ from the corre
sponding proof for the case of Wiener measure. 

coefficients, as the imaginary part of this coefficient 
tends to zero.12 This limit here will play the role of a 
representation of the solution in the form of a sum of 
"contributions" from separate trajectories, of which we 
have spoken earlier, and will "symbolically" be ex
pressed by formula (2.3). 

We turn now from the question of a precise mathe
matical meaning for the expression (2.3) and will argue 
further purely formally. We note first of all that the 
expression under the integral sign in the exponent in 
(2.3) completely coincides with Lagrange's function, 

L(x,x)= (mj;2/2)- Vex) 
=kinetic energy-potential energy (2.4) 

for a particle of mass m in a force field with a potential 
Vex) j therefore, the integral from to to tl is equal to the 
classical action S(to,li) (to the integral of the Lagrange
ian) along the trajectory x(r). From this we see that 
formula (2.3) can be rewritten in a still more concise 
form, 

00 

1/t(X,tj Xo,to)'" f··· f exp(~s[X(r)]) ~dx(r). (2.5) 
-00 

In other words, it should be considered that all tra
jectories give the same contribution to 1/t(X,tj Xo,to) in 
absolute magnitude and differ only in the argument 
("phase") which is equal to the classical action along 
the corresponding trajectory taken with a factor ilk. 
After this, just as in the case of integrals over Wiener 
measure, it may be proved that 1/t(X,t,Xo,to) is in fact 
a fundamental solution of Schrodinger's equation, so 
that the determination of this function indicated here 
is equivalent to the usual construction of quantum 
mechanics (see reference [1a]). 

Until now, we have spoken only of Schrodinger's 
equation (2.1) for the simplest case of the motion of a 
particle in a potential field. However, the formulated 
method of writing the wave function in the form of an 
"integral over trajectories" requires only a knowledge 
of the classical action function for the problem, and can 
easily be extended to the case of motion of any system 
with a finite number of degrees of freedom, for which the 
Lagrangeian is known. Thus, for example, in the case 
of the motion of a charged particle (with a charge e) 
in a constant electromagnetic field in a three dimen
sional space, which is characterized by a scalar potential 
cp(X) = l/(e)V(X), X = (X1,X2,X3), and a vectorpoten
tial A(X)= (c/e)a(X) (where c is the speed of light), 
Schrodinger's equation also contains terms with a first 

12 It is probable, in general, that for a wide class of function~ls 
the integrals over a compl~x measure ~elated to a co~plex; d.lf
fusion coefficient D=Dl+~D2, D1>O Will tend to definite limlts 
as Dl -> O. In this way, even for D1=O we will have a certain 
method for the integration of functionals but the correspon~~ng 
"integrals" will no longer be related to a completely additive 
measure. 
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derivative with respect to the coordinates, 

a!f; h2 
ih( a!f; a!f; a!f; ) 

-ih-=-ll!f;-- al-+a~+a3--
at 2m m aXl aX2 aX3 

ih 1 
- (-diva+-a2+ V)!f;. (2.6) 

2m 2m 

The expression for the solution of this equation in the 
form of a functional integral obtained with the aid of 
the expression, known from electrodynamics, for the 
corresponding action function, has the form 

!f;(X,t; Xo,to) 

t 

X II dX(r), (2.7) 
to 

where dx(r)=dxl(r)dx2(r)dx3(r). It is curious to note 
that passing here anew from Schrodinger's equation to 
an ordinary parabolic equation with the aid of a change 
of variables, the reverse of the one which was used 
above for the passage from (1.33') to (2.1), we find 
that the solution of the equation, 

satisfying the condition !f;(X,0)=5(X), is given by the 
functional integral 

!f;(X,t) = Lt.
x 

exp( - £'{V([x(r)]_l diva[x(r)] 

+la2[x(r)])dr+adx(r)} )dw(t.x)X, (2.9) 

where dw(t,x)x is an integration over "conditional" 
Wiener measure in the space of continuous vector 
functions X (r) in three dimensional space. The last 
result apparently ha,s not been encountered in the 
literature; it may be of interest in investigations of a 
series of mathematical questions concerning the solution 
of Eq. (2.8).13 

13 An analogous result for a one dimensional parabolic equation 
containing a term with a first derivative with respect to the 
coordinate can be obtained from (1.32) with the aid of the simple 
substitution "'(X,t)=e-A(X)~(X.I). This fact is closely related with 
that circumstance that in electrodynamics the vector potential 
having a single nonvanishing component AI, depending only on 
the coordinate Xl, does not have a physical meaning and can 
always be eliminated with the aid of a "gradient transformation." 

Case of the Quantum Field Theory14 

We pass now to an investigation of the quantum 
mechanics of systems with an infinite number of degrees 
of freedom, quantum field theory. The most important 
example of such a theory is quantum electrodynamics, 
the theory of the interaction one with another of an 
electromagnetic and an electron field; in this case, 
however, the original classical equations (the systems 
of Maxwell and Dirac equations) are comparatively 
cumbersome and cannot be considered as common 
knowledge among mathematicians. Inasmuch as all 
investigations for arbitrary fields (in any event if the 
case of half-integer spin is excluded) are carried out 
completely analogously, then in the beginning we 
restrict ourselves to an investigation of the simplest 
model of quantum field theory, which retains all of the 
most characteristic features of such theories, in par
ticular the presence of an infinite number of degrees of 
freedom and nonlinearity. A quantum theory of a field 
u(x) in three-dimensional space X= (Xl,X2,X3) whose 
potential energy is given by the formula, 

00 

V[u(X)] = f f f [(gradu)2+~u2+Xu4]dx (2.10) 

-
is obtained with such a model. In the case of a one
dimensional space x the analogous field u(x) with 
potential energy 

V[u(x)] = f~ [ (::) 2+K2u2+XU4]dX (2.10') 

admits of a simple mechanical interpretation: u(x) can 
be regarded as the displacement from equilibrium of an 
elastic string in tension, at every point of which a force 
is applied, which depends nonlinearly on displacement 
(with a density of force equal to ~U+2XU3). In the 
three dimensional case for descriptiveness, we may 
analogously speak of the oscillations of a three dimen
sional elastic volume with an applied nonlinear force. 
The corresponding mechanical "equation of vibration" 
has the form 

(2.11) 

this will be the "classical" (not quantum) equation of 
the problem to be investigated. The model of a field 
having a potential energy given by (2.10) is very often 

I. The construction of a quantum field theory by Feynman's 
method [la] presented here was described in a report of 1. M. 
Gel'fand and R. A. Minlos at an All Union Congress on Quantum 
Electrodynatnics and the Theory of Elementary Particles in 
Moscow, in March of 1955. In very recent times an approach to 
quantum field theory similar to this one is reported also in ref
erences [21] and [22]. Another approach to the introduction of 
functional integrals into the quantum theory of fields is contained 
in the works of N. N. Bogolyubov [15J, E. C. Fradkin [16J and 
Matthews and Salem [17 J. 
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made use of in contemporary physical literature in the 
nature of a very simple model very well suited for an 
initial investigation of new methods and for the clari
fication of questions of principle in the general theory 
(it is commonly called "Thirring's model" after the 
name of the physicist who first studied this model). 

We turn now to the formulation of the quantum 
theory of this field. Instead of a wave function 
1/;(Ul,U2, .. ,Un) =1/;(u) (for the case of a system with n 
degrees of freedom), we will have here a "wave func
tional" 1/;[u(x)], depending on the function U(X).16 
Further relations are likewise completely analogous to 
the relations of quantum mechanics with a finite 
number of degrees of freedom, and we emphasize this 
by writing down the relations for ordinary quantum 
mechanics and for the quantum mechanics of our 
system in parallel (for simplicity we assume here a 
system of units in which h= 1 and we consider the 
"masses" corresponding to all degrees of freedom to 
be equal to 2): 

Laplacian Operator 

n (j2J/;(U) 
1lJ/;=L--, 

k=l aUk2 

f
oo 52if;[u(x)] 

1lJ/;= dX, 
-00 5[u(x)]2 

(2.12) 

(2.12') 

where in (2.12') the expression under the integral sign 
represents the second variational derivative of the 
functional 1/;[u(x)]. 

Wave Equation (Schrodinger's Equation) 

aJ/; 
i-= -ill1/;+ V(u)J/;, 

at 

aJ/; 
i-= -ill1/;+ V[u(x)]if;, 

at 

(2.13) 

(2.13') 

where in (2.13') Ilif; is given by (2.12') while V[u(x)] 
is given by (2.10). 

Representation of if; in the Form of a 
Functional Integral 

(n,t) 

X IT dUk(r), (2.14) 
(k,T)-(I,to) 

Iii It would be more precise to write ",(u,t) and ",[u(x),tJ 
inasmuch as both the wave function and the wave functional 
depend explicitly on t. 

if;[u(x)J= f exp(if: f J I{ (:;Y 
-00 

(+00,1) 

X IT du(x,r). (2.14') 
(X,T)=(-oo,to) 

We note that the expression in the exponent under 
the integral sign in (2.14'), 

S[u] = I Iff (au/at)2dxdr-f V[u(x,r)]dr, (2.15) 

is none other than the "classical action" for our field 
which can be written in the form 

S[u] = f f f f Ldxdr, (2.16) 

where 
(2.17) 

is the so called Lagrangeian function for the field which 
is equal (making use of a mechanical interpretation) to 
the density of kinetic energy of the field minus the 
density of potential energy. The "classical" equations 
of the field (2.11) arise from the variational principle 
IlS[u] = 0 in precisely the same way as in the case of a 
system with a finite number of degrees of freedom. 

The value of the wave functional if;[u(x)] completely 
determines all physical quantities connected with the 
quantum field u(x). In particular, the so called matrix 
elements of the S matrix which are of the greatest 
interest to physicists and which give the transition 
probabilities from one state into another appear as 
variational derivatives of the functional 1/;[u(x)] (see, 
for example, [14J). 

An analogous expression for the wave functional is 
obtained for an arbitrary field with integer spin. In 
particular, if we have a certain system of coupled 
scalar, vector, or tensor fields u(x), vex), "', w(x) in 
three dimensional space with a given classical L.agrange
ian L[u,v,' . ,w J, then the corresponding wave func
tional will be given by the formula, 

1/;[u,v," .,w]= f exp{if f f fL[u,v, ... ,wJdxdr} 

X IT du(x,r)dv(x,r) . . ·dw(x,r). (2.18) 
X,T 

In the case of the so called half-integer spin (i.e., in the 
presence of spinor fields), the matter is considerably 
more complicated. The additional difficulties encoun
tered here were overcome in the works of N. N. 
Bogolyubov [15J, E. C. Fradkin [16J, Matthews and 
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Salam [17J, and in a work especially devoted to this 
question by 1. M. Khalatnikov [23a]. 

3. CHANGE OF VARIABLES IN 
FUNCTIONAL INTEGRALS 

Certain Mathematical Applications 

Change of Variables in Functional Integrals 

In the preceding part of this report, it was shown that 
just as the solution to the ordinary parabolic equation 
(1.33') can be represented in the form of a functional in
tegral, so also can the solution to Schrodinger's equation 
(2.1); it was also pointed out that this circumstance to 
all appearance has a rather general character. N everthe
less, the usefulness of this notation for the theory of 
equations was by no means asserted: because we have 
written the solution in the form of a special symbol, the 
meaning of which is not very simply presented, it 
appears that there is little more which can be extracted.16 

In what follows, we will show in several examples that 
in fact the situation is not quite like this; it appears to 
us, however, that all of the usefulness which is gained 
by the introduction of functional integrals can really 
be appraised only later on when the algorithmic rules of 
operating with functional integrals will be sufficiently 
worked out and a sufficient experience in utilizing these 
rules will be accumulatedP At the present time, the 
technique of operating with functional integrals is only 
beginning to be developed; nevertheless, a series of 
interesting results in this direction has already been 
obtained in certain cases by mathematicians (by 
Cameron, Martin, and their collaborators) and inde
pendently by physicists (by the latter usually without 
strong proofs). It is on these results that we now pause. 

It is natural to begin with the question of the rules 
for transforming functional integrals by a change of the 
"variable of integration" x( r) ; this question is the only 
one that we will examine here. For definiteness, we will 
examine only integrals over Wiener measure dwx; at 
the same time, it will be convenient for us to utilize a 
"symbolic" notation for this measure, which is indicated 
in (1.4'). We begin with the simplest question of the 
transformation of integrals over Wiener measure by 
means of a parallel translation in the functional space C, 
i.e., under the following transformation of functions in C 

x(r) ~ y(r)=x{r)+xo(r) (3.1) 

16 It is rather clear that on the other hand the connection of 
functional integrals with differential equations can be useful for 
the study of functional integrals themselves (see p. 53 and the 
examples on p. 55). 

17 In certain respects, the passage from the task of solving 
partial differential equations with the aid of difference schemes 
to the task of obtaining them in the form of functional integrals 
can be compared to the passage from finite sums to integrals in 
finding areas, the solutions to an ordinary differential equation 
dy/dx=/(x). It is natural, however, that in order that this 
passage be utilized properly it is necessary first of all to learn to 
handle the resulting expressions. 

[xo(r) is a fixed function in C]. Formally carrying out 
the substitution (3.1) into the right side of the formula 
(1.4'), we obtain 

~ f···f F[x{r)Jexp { - it r(r)dT} ¥dx(r) 

= ~ f··· f F[x+XoJ exp { - it [reT) 

On removing 

exp { - ~t Xo2(T)dr} 

outside the integral sign on the right-hand side of this 
formula, replacing x(T)dr by dX(T), and transforming 
back into the usual notation for an integral over Wiener 
measure, we have 

f F[X(T)Jdwx 
S 

=exp[~ ft X02(T)dT]f F[x+xoJ 
o TS 

[For generality, we assumed that the integral on the 
left-hand side is extended only over a subset S of C; 
then on the right-hand side we will have an integral 
over the set TS, which transforms into S under the 
transformation (3.1).J Formula (3.3) defines the trans
formation of Wiener integrals under a parallel trans
lation; it is correct when the right-hand side of (3.3) 
has a meaning, i.e., when xo( T) is a differentiable 
function on C, having a derivative xo( r) with a bounded 
variation. (If these conditions are not satisfied, then 
the transformation (3.1), generally speaking, will 
transform sets which are measurable over Wiener 
measure into nonmeasurable sets; see [lOc].) The 
proof of formula (3.3) presented here at first glance 
appears weak; it is not difficult to realize, however, 
that a strong proof is obtained only by a detailed 
deciphering of the "symbolic transformations" con
tained in (3.2) and (3.3) (see reference [9aJ). 

For the next example, we examine the transformation 
of Wiener integrals under a general linear transformation 
in the space C, 

X(T) ~ y(T)=X(T)+ ft K(T,O')X(O')dO'=x+Ax. (3.4) 
o 
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By reasoning just as in the derivation of (3.3), it is 
necessary in this case to keep in mind that under a 
linear transformation of the "coordinates" x( r) ac
cording to formula (3.4), the "volume element" 
ill dx(r) is multiplied by the "Jacobian" for the 
transformation; the role of such a Jacobian, which is 
obtained by a limiting process from the Jacobian of a 
finite dimensional linear transformation of coordinates 
X(tl),X(t2), •• " x(t,.), will be played, as is well known, by 
the Fredholm determinant D of the kernel K(t,s), 

!F[x(r)]exp[ -it i:2(r)dr]*dx(r) 

D=l+i: ~f' 
,.-1 n! 0 

K(Sl,Sl), xit : : : 
o . • . 

K(S,.,SI), 

(3.5) 

"', K(Sn,S,.) 

(In fact, it is in this very connection that the Fredholm 
determinant appears in the theory of integral equa
tions.) By taking this circumstance into account, we 
have 

= IDI f F[x+Ax] exp{ - it [i:(r)+Ai:(r)]2dr } *dx(r) 

= I DI f F[ x(r)+ it K(r,u)X(u)du] exp{ - J:' [:r £' K( r,u)x(u)du Tdr 

-2 J:t [:r.( K(r,u)x(u)du ]dX(r)- it X2(r)dr} *dX(r), (3.6) 

i.e., 

f F[x(r)]dwr= IDI i F[x+Ax] exp{-J t 

[Ai:]2dx _ 2j t AX(r)dx(r)}dwX• 
8 TS 0 0 

(3.7) 

[The symbol TS has a meaning here analogous to its 
meaning in (3.3).J A strong proof of formula (3.7) 
[under reasonable restrictions on the kernel K(t,s)] is 
contained in reference [9b]; it is rather long, but not 
complic~t.ed in principle [in fact. it consists of proving 
the valIdIty of the transformatIOn (3.6) in formulas 
which occur prior to passing to the limit n -? <Xl]. In 
applications, it is essential that the result which is 
obtained also remains valid in the case of a kernel 
K(t,s), which undergoes a discontinuity on the diagonal 
t=.s (~or. example in the case of a Volterra kernel); for 
thIs, It IS only necessary during the construction of 
Fredholm's determinant to equate the value of the 
kernel on the diagonal to half the sum of its right and 
left hand limiting values. 

We point out further that formula (3.7) is found to 
be correct also for a wide class of nonlinear transforma
tions of the form, 

x(r) -? y(r) =x(r)+A[x(r); r J, (3.8) 

where, together with certain other restrictions of the 
type of "conditions of regularity," we also need to re
quire that the transformation A [x; r J has a nondegener
ate "linear part," i.e., that A[xj r] has a "functional 
derivative" (variation), 

(3.9) 

which can be written in the form, 

M= ft K[xj T,u]y(u)du. 
o 

(3.10) 

The role of the "Jacobian" in this case is played by the 
Jacobian of the "linear part" of the transformation 
i.e.! th: Fredholm deter~inant of the kernel K[x; T,U]: 
which IS clearly a functlOnal of x=x(r). Therefore, in 
the corresponding formula (3.7) it is no longer possible 
to remove D=D[x] outside the integral sign. In all 
other respects, the outward form of formula (3.7) even 
for nonlinear A, as a rule will remain unchanged' in 
connection with this see references [9d] and [l1J, which 
are devoted to the derivation of this formula for dif
ferent restrictions on A [x; r J (and also the applications 
at the end of reference [20aJ). 

In a number of problems, the utilization of only the 
simplest rules of transformation of functional integrals 
which have been presented here (which, besides, are the 
only known rules at the present time) allows a great 
simplification and formalization of all derivations. 

Example. We examine the problem of evaluating the 
functional integral 
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We have already studied this problem previously and 
saw that a direct evaluation of this integral with the 
aid of formula (1.4) leads to cumbersome investiga
tions, particularly if it is desired to make such an 
evaluation sufficiently rigorous. We will show now that 
making use of formula (3.7) enables us to obtain the 
result (1.18) very quickly with the aid of purely formal 
transformations. Actually, we examine the following 
linear transformation of continuous functions on the 
interval 0 ~ T ~ t, 

f
T D'(u) 

X(T) -7 Y(T)- --x(u)du (O~ T~t), 
o D(u) 

(3.12) 

where D(u) is the same as in formulas (1.16) and (1.17). 
[We assume that A is smaller than the smallest of the 
characteristic values of (1.16) subject to the boundary 
conditions D(O)=O, D'(t)=O; in such a case, D(u) will 
not be identically zero on the interval 0 ~ T ~ t.] 
Fredholm's determinant here will be equal to 

D=exp[!J'- D'(u) dU] 
o D(u) 

=exp{ -![logD(t)-logD(O)]} = [D(O)]l (3.13) 

(because for Volterra's kernel, Fredholm's determinant 
is equal to 

and 

f t [d T D'(u) ]2 - - f ---x(u)du dT 
o dr 0 D(u) 

i' [d iT D'(u) ] -2 - ---x(u)du dX(T) 
o dT 0 D(u) 

I [D'(T)]2 I D'(T) 
= -f -X(T) dT+f --d[x2(T)] 

o D(~ 0 D(~ 

I D'2(T) 1 [D'H]' =-J -x2(T)dT-j - x2(T)dT 
V(T) 0 D(T) 

f 'DII(T) f' 
=- --x2(T)dT=A p(T)x2(T)dT (3.14) 

o DCT) 0 

[in view of (1.16)]. Inasmuch as it is very easy to 
demonstrate that the transformation (3.12) reciprocally 
and single valuedly reflects the space C of continuous 
functions on itself (the reverse transformation here has 
the form 

yeT) -7 X(T)=Y(T)+D(T) j'D'(u)/[V(u)]y(u)du 
o 

and is also continuous), then (1.18) immediately follows 

from formula (3.7) by substituting into this formula 
F[x(T)] = 1 and S=C, 

1= £dwx= [Dr £ exp{ - i ' [:TAX(T) TdT 

-2 ~' [:TAX(T) ]dX(T) }dwx. (3.15) 

It was just in this manner that formula (1.18) was first 
derived in reference [9c]. 

In an analogous way, formula (3.3) can also be 
utilized for the straightforward evaluation of certain 
special functional integrals (see for example reference 
[9a]). 

We note that similar formal transformations can also 
be utilized for proving a theorem on the connection 
of functional integrals of 

exp{ - i' V[X(T)JdT} 

with the solution of the partial differential Eq. (1.33), 
of which we have spoken in the preceding section. (See 
in this connection the work of Cameron, reference 
[lOb], where a representation for the solution to 
Cauchy's problem for Eq. (1.33) in the form of a func
tional integral is obtained in this very way by the use 
of a certain special nonlinear transformation A[x; s].) 

Use of Functional Integrals for Obtaining Asymptotics 
of Characteristic Functions and Characteristic Values 

of an Elliptic Differential Equation 

To end the present section, we present one simple 
example which shows that in certain respects the use of 
functional integrals can be very helpful for the study 
of differential equations. In particular, following the 
work of Ray [5J, we examine the question of obtaining 
with the aid of functional integrals a series of results 
which concern the asymptotic behavior of the charac
teristic functions "and characteristic values of the 
elliptic differential equation (1.39') for a nonnegative 
Vex). 

As we have already seen, the characteristic functions 
IP .. (X) of Eq. (1.39') are connected with the functional 
integral (1.35) over conditional Wiener measure 
dW(I,x)x by the relation (1.42); in this, it is supposed 
that Eq. (1.39') has a discrete spectrum,18 but it is 
assumed that (1.39') is studied only in a certain region 
n of an N dimensional space (with zero boundary con
ditions); in the last case, it is only necessary to extend 
the integration over dW(I,x)x in (1.35) only over con-

18 We note that the discreteness of the spectrum for the case 
when V(X) -> co for X -> co or when the equation is studied 
only in a finite region can also be established from probability 
theoretic considerations relevant to the introduction of func
tional integrals (see reference [5J). 
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tinuous curves x(r) which do not leave the region g. We 
note now that 

f dw(t.o)x= 1/[(7I't)N /2J 
t,O 

for arbitrary t>019; from this, itis easily obtained that 

if;(X,tjX)= .(,oexp {-£1 V[x+x(r)Jdr}dw(t,o)X 

1 
""--- as t ---7 O. (3.16) 

(7I't)N/2 

(In the case of integration over only the set of curves 
which are distributed in the interior and on the bound
ary of g, the last expression will be exact for any arbi· 
trary internal point X of the region g.) In this way, we 
obtain 

1 
L 'Pn2(X)e- Enl =if;(X,0 j X)",-- as t ---7 O. (3.17) 
n (7I't)N 

By making use of the Tauberian theorem of Hardy
Littlewood-Karamata (see, for example, reference [30J 
page 208), we immediately obtain from this the follow
ing important asymptotic relation, 

EN/2 
L 'Pn2(X)", asE---7oo. (3.18) 

En<.E 71'N/2r[(N/2)+lJ 

This relation can also be obtained by other means; 
however, the derivation presented here seems to be the 
simplest and shortest. 

For Eq. (3.18) in a finite region g, the sum on the 
right-hand side of (3.18) can be integrated term by term 
over dX (or we can integrate both sides of (3.17) over 
dX and apply the corresponding Tauberian theorem to 
the result) j in this way we come to an asymptotic 
formula for the number N (E) of characteristic values 
smaller than E, 

EN/2 mesg 
N(E)= L 1"'asE---7 00, (3.19) 

En<E 71'N/2r[(N/2)+lJ 

where mesg is the Lebesgue measure of the region g. 
Thus, we have very rapidly obtained the most important 
asymptotic relation of the theory of elliptic differential 
equations and immediately in a very general form (see 
the derivation of particular cases of (3.19) in reference 
[31J, chap. 6). 

In the case of an unbounded region g (in particular 
for an equation in all space), the considerations pre
sented here can also be made use of for obtaining [under 
certain conditions concerning the smoothness of the 
function V (X) ] the asymptotic form of the function 

18 This relation was written above only for the case N = 1 j it 
is not difficult to see, however, that it will also be valid for 
arbitrary N. 

N(E) for large E, but here it is already not as simple 
(see reference [5J). 

4. THE UTILIZATION OF FUNCTIONAL INTEGRALS 
IN QUANTUM PHYSICS 

In Sec. 2, it was shown that the wave function of a 
quantum system can be represented in the form of a 
certain functional integral, whereupon its determination 
is completely equivalent to the usual determination of a 
wave function as a solution of Schrodinger's equation. 
From this, it is clear that all results obtained with the 
aid of functional integrals will exactly coincide with the 
results obtained by older methods. It is natural to think, 
however, as is usual in similar situations, that in investi
gations of certain questions one of the indicated ap
proaches will appear more convenient, while in investi
gations of other problems another, so that both of these 
approaches can be of definite practical interest. At the 
present time, the utilization of the functional formula
tion in the solution of problems of quantum physics is 
only just beginning, and moreover, it is strongly held 
back by a general lack of development of the corre
sponding mathematical apparatus j none the less, a series 
of questions in the study of which this formulation offers 
notable advantages has already been cleared up now. 
In what follows, we examine several simple examples of 
this type; other examples of obtaining physically inter
esting conclusions with the aid of functional integrals 
can be found in references [1aJ-[1dJ, [13J-[23a]. 

Classical Limit and Quasi-Classical 
Approximation 

It is well known that the square of the modulus of a 
wave function of a particle at any moment of time t 
gives the probability density for finding the particle 
at this moment at different points of the space (in the 
case of an arbitrary system it is necessary here only to 
replace the ordinary three dimensional physical space 
by a space of generalized coordinates). Formula (2.3) 
or, more generally, (2.5) presents this probability 
density in the form of a sum of contributions over dif
ferent trajectories of the motion of the particle which 
end at the investigated point. If in the above mentioned 
formula the integrals are restricted only to the trajec
tories which lie in a certain portion g of the space, then 
the square of this integral gives us the probability 
density for the particle, at the point Xo at time to, to 
appear at time t at the point X, and, moreover, for all 
times between to and t not once to go outside the limits 
of g.20 This circumstance enables us, proceeding from 

20 The neglect in (2.5) of the trajectories which go outside the 
limits of Il, in view of the meaning of this functional integral 
indicated on p. 57, is equivalent to the assumption that V(X)= 00 

outside Il, i.e., to the assumption of the existence along. the 
boundary of Il of an absolutely inpenetrable barrier (compare 
with the remarks on the representation of the fundamental solu
tion of Eq. (1.33') in a finite region in the form of a functional 
integral). -
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formula (2.5) to establish in the shortest way the con
nection between classical and quantum mechanics. 
Since for small h the exponential function exp{ (i/h) 
XS[x(r)J} oscillates extremely rapidly even for small 
changes of S, for such h the contributions from neigh
boring trajectories, generally speaking, will mutually 
cancel out; the exception is that trajectory in the neigh
borhood of which the "phase" S[x(r)J changes most 
slowly, i.e., for which oS[x(r)J=O (compare with the 
method of stationary phase in mathematical physics). 
But the last condition determines precisely the tra
jectory of classical mechanics, and moreover constitutes 
Hamilton's principle. 

In this way, the terms which correspond to the 
classical trajectory, or which are close to it play the 
basic role in the integral (2.5) for very small h (prac
tically speaking the entire integral arises from the 
contributions of those trajectories which are enclosed 
in a narrow tube which surrounds the classical tra
jectory); in the limit h ---t 0, the particle definitely will 
move along some arbitrary classical trajectory. We 
note further that it is clear from this that in the 
"classical" approximation it is necessary to regard 
I/; (X,t)"'e ScI , where Sci is the classical action of the 
system. 

This result, clearly, can also be obtained from 
Schrodinger's equation (see for example [32J, p. 149), 
but there it is much less simple and obvious. 

The foregoing considerations also enable us to 
obtain the further corrections to the classical result, i.e., 
the succeeding term in an expansion of the wave 
function in a series of powers of h. Indeed, expanding 
the functional S[x( r) J about the classical trajectory 
xcl(r) in a functional "Taylor series" we have 

where 02S[xcl(r)J is a quadratic functional with regard 
to the function 

(4.3) 

where L is Lagrange's function. Furthermore, taking 
eScl outside the functional integral sign and retaining 
only two terms of the "Taylor's series" (4.1), we obtain 
the functional integral of an exponential which contains 
in the exponent a quadratic functional (it is clearly 
necessary first of all to carry out the "parallel trans
lation" (4.2), p. 61). The last integral can be evaluated 
with the aid of the formulas for finite dimensional 
integrals, (1.11) and (1.28); it gives the correction of 

the next order in h to the wave function equivalent to 
the so called "quasi-classical approximation" of quantum 
mechanics.21 

In courses on quantum mechanics the quasi-classical 
approximation is usually studied primarily for problems 
of determining characteristic values; it is just here that 
it gives the most concrete and practically interesting 
results (it leads to the quantization conditions of Bohr). 
Mathematically, these results coincide with the asymp
totic formulas for the large characteristic values of the 
differential equation (1.39'); in this way, the theory of 
the quasi-classical approximation ties in here with the 
question studied on p. 63. In particular, if in Eq. (1.39') 
we multiply all terms by 2h2/m, then the result (3.19) 
for a three-dimensional space transforms into the fol
lowing: in the case of Schrodinger's equation in a finite 
region Q for small h, the number of characteristic values 
smaller than E will be equal to (2)!m l / (3rh3)Et mesQ 
where mesQ is the volume of the region Q. Since for a 
region of volume mesQ, a volume 8 (2)!7rm!E!/ (3)-1 mesQ 
corresponds to the values of energy less than E in the 
six dimensional phase space of a particle, the space of 
the pair (x,P), where x is the coordinate and p the 
momentum, so that p= (2mE)!, we see from here that 
to each characteristic value there corresponds a cell of 
volume .1v= 1/ (27rh) 3 in phase space, while the number 
of characteristic values related to the element of volume 
.1p·.1x in phase space is equal to .1p·.1X/(27rh)3. This 
result is one of the important conclusions of the quasi
classical theory; it would be very interesting to consider 
the possibility of extending it simply, with the aid of 
"functional" methods, to the case of motion in an 
unbounded space (the first steps in this direction are 
contain~d in reference [5J). 

The Evaluation of the Statistical Sum of 
Quantum Statistics [37J 

Statistical integrals in the field of statistical physics 
can have applications similar to those investigated 
above. As is well known, in a statistical study of the 
thermodynamic properties of quantum systems a basic 
role is played by the "statistical sum," 

(4.4) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute 
temperature, and the sum is carried out over all charac-

21 A proof of the fact that the approximation obtained with the 
aid of two terms of the series (4.1) gives us a wave function exact 
to terms of order Ii (i.e., equivalent to the "quasi-classical ap
proximation") is contained in reference [33J; some examples are 
also given there. We note, however, that the strictness of the 
quoted proof is substantially lowered due to the fact that the 
question of the precise meaning of the functional integrals studied 
was not discussed. 

Further examples of the "quasi-classical approximation" 
obtained in this manner for concrete quantum mechanical 
problems are contained in a recent large work [36J. 
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teristic values En of the energy operator H of the 
system under investigation.22 As an example, we inves~ 
tigate the simplest problem of the one dimensional 
motion of a particle of mass m in a force field with a 
potential VeX) i here clearly, 

fl,2 a2 
H=----+V(X). 

2m aX2 
(4.5) 

By making a change of variable X ~ [(2)lfl,/(m)!JX, 
we bring this operator into the form 

in the formula so obtained, 

Z= (m)! fOO{ r exp[- rf3 V(Xo+ (2)lfI, 
(2)!fI, -00 J Cf3;O J ° (m)i 

XX(T) )dT ]dw(/l,O)X }dXo (4.9) 

to make use of the expansion of the function 

{ 
{J [ (2)lfI, ]} 

exp - ~ V X o+ (m)! X(T) dT 

in a Taylor series in fI,: 

which coincides with the form of the operator in Eq. exp[- f{J V(Xo+~(T»)dT] 
(1.39). According to Eqs. (1.35) and (1.42), we obtain . Jo (m)! 
from this the result that 

(2)lfl, f{J 
( ) 

=e-/lV(Xo)-__ X(T)dr. V' (Xo)e-/lV(Xo) 
1/1 X,{Ji X (m)! ° 

= r exp{ -f{J V[(2)!\X+X(T»]dT}dw ({J,O)X 
JC/l;O ° (m)! 

=L <p,,2(X)e-{JEn (4.7) 
n 

and (since the functions <Pn(X) are normalized), 

Jao {f {i{J [(2)lfI, Z=L e-/lEn= exp - V --
" -ao C{J;O ° (m)! 

The formula obtained for Z appears at first glance to be 
comparatively complicated, but nevertheless on solving 
some questions it turns out to be convenient and sig~ 
nificantly simplifies derivations. 

In a number of cases, the system can be regarded as 
classical in a first approximation, while quantum cor
rections can be regarded as small additions to the 
classical results i to this approach corresponds the 
evaluation of Z with the aid of expanding this quantity 
in a series of powers of fI, (analogous to the quasi
classical approximation). If we proceed from formula 
(4.8), then with this aim it is natural first of all to 
make a change of variable (2)!fI,/(m)iX=Xo, and then, 

22 The quantities e-flE. in quantum statistics determine the 
probabilities of finding the system in l!c. state with energy En, so 
that Z will enter into the mean value A of any physical quantity 
A: 

.1 =Z-l ~n Anne-flE., 

where Ann are matrix elements of A. The connection of Z with 
thermodynamic quantities is determined by the formula, -kT 
XlogZ=F, where F is the free energy of the system (see [34J). 

fl,2 { /J (J +- f f x(T)x(u)dTdu· V'2(XO) 
2m ° 0 

The zero-order term of this expansion after substitution 
into (4.9) gives 

(m)! fao 
Z ~ e-/lV(Xo)dXo, 

(21r{3)!fI, -00 

(4.11) 

so that apart from a nonessential multiplicative factor23 

we arrive at the statistical integral of classical statistics, 

Zo= f?O e/lV(Xo)dXo. 
-00 

(4.12) 

All odd terms in (4.10) after substitution into (4.9) 
drop out in view of (1.24'). Therefore, the succeeding 
terms in the expansion of (4.10) give us a representation 
for Z in the form of the series 

(4.13) 

moreover, each term of this series contains only 
moments (1.26) of conditional Wiener measure dw({J,o)x 
and can be evaluated very simply. In particular, the 

23 In the formula for .1, the constant factor in Z will be cancelled 
in the numerator and denominator; in the formula for F, it gives 
an unessential additive constant in the expression for the free 
energy. 
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second term of (4.13) in view of (1.25) gives 

Z2=':'[J
oo 

V'2(Xo)e/lV(XoldX o· i/l f/l{ f x( T )x(u )d* w(/l,OlX }dTdu- Joo V" (X o)e-/lV(XoldX 0 
m -00 0 0 C/l;O -00 

f33 00 fJ2 00 fJ3 J"" 
=-- J V'2(Xo)e-/lV(XoldXo--- J V" (Xo)e-/lV(XoldXo= --- V'2(Xo)e/lV(XoldXo; 

24m -<Xl 12m -00 24m -00 

( 4.14) 

The further terms of the series (4.13) are evaluated in 
slighly more difficult fashion (see reference [37J). 

The results obtained here coincide with the results 
already obtained at the beginning of the thirties by 
Wigner and Kirkwood proceeding from Schrodinger's 
equation (see [34J, Sec. 33); yet another elegant 
derivation of these same results was recently put forth 
by 1. M. Khalatnikov [23b]. The method indicated 
by us for obtaining these results with the aid of func
tional integrals appears, however, to be substantially 
simpler than all the others. 

We note further that formula (4.8) for Z (in appli
cation to significantly more complicated systems) was 
applied by R. Feynman [lcJ-[ldJ to the problem of 
the behavior of liquid helium at low temperatures. 

Determination of the Smallest Characteristic 
Value of Schrodinger's Equation 

Functional integrals can be made use of also for the 
evaluation of the lowest characteristic value of 
Schrodinger's equation (we note that applying the 
"quasi-classical approximation" we on the other hand 
obtained estimates for large characteristic values). Let 

iiJV;/ot=HI/; (4.15) 

be such an equation in a system of units where h= 1 
(for the time being we do not specify the form of the 
operator H); then, an arbitrary solution of this equation 
can be represented in the form 

(4.16) 

where the En are the characteristic values of the 
operator H, and the I{)n are the corresponding charac
teristic functions. In formula (4.16), it is comparatively 
difficult to separate the lowest characteristic value from 
all the rest, but if we proceed from (4.15), to the cor
responding equation of the "heat conduction type," 

iJV;/ot= -HI/;, (4.17) 

and notice that the characteristic values and functions 
for (4.15) and (4.17) are identical and that the solution 

to (4.17) can be represented in the form 

1/;= Ln Cnl{)ne-E,.t, (4.18) 

then, it is clear that to find the lowest En it is only 
necessary to study the asymptotic behavior of the 
sol1,ltion (4.18) for large t. But (4.15) is transformed 
into (4.17) by a change of t into -it. By carrying out 
the same transformation in formula (2.5), we find that 
the solution to Eq. (4.17) will be given by a functional 
integral over Wiener measure 

(4.19) 

where So[to,tJ is that part of the classical action of the 
system remaining after the evaluation of the integral 
of the "kinetic energy" (the latter after the transfor
mation t ---+ -it in (2.5) immediately gives Wiener 
measure). For the investigation of the asymptotic 
behavior of this integral for large t Feynman in the 
work of reference [leJ applied the following method. 
We choose in the role of an approximation to the func
tional So some simple real functional Sl whose integral 
over Wiener measure can readily be evaluated (for 
example, with the aid of the reduction to the solution 
of some arbitrary well-studied differential equation). 
We rewrite (4.19) in the form 

(4.19') 

Then this expression can be considered as some mean 
of the functional eS.rSl, evaluated with a positive 
"weight function" e Sl• But in view of the general 
inequality between the geometric mean and the arith
metic mean ("Jensen's inequality"), the mean value of 
eS.rSl is never less than the exponential of the mean 
value of SO-Sl; therefore, replacing SO-Sl in the 
exponent in (4.19') by the mean value (So-Slh. of 
this functional over the measure eSl [zld,.,x and then 
removing e(S.rSllAv outside the functional integral sign, 
we obtain an upper bound on the value of 1/;, i.e., 
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(passing to the case of large t) the upper bound therefore 
for E 1• If the functional S1 contains in addition several 
numerical parameters, then to obtain the best approxi
mation to E1 we must certainly solve a variational 
problem-to choose the parameters in such a way that 
the value obtained is the smallest. 

In reference [le J this method was applied to the 
problem of the motion of an electron in a polar crystal 
and led after several transformations to the inves
tigation of the functional integral 

i exp[aff e- jt

-

8j 

dtdS]dw(t,X)x. (4.20) 
Ct,X Ix(t)-x(s)1 

In the role of "approximating functionals" S1 in [leJ 
are studied functionals of the form exp{- fV[x(t)Jdt} , 
where either k/lxl or kx2 is assumed for Vex). The 
asymptotic form of integrals over Wiener measure of 
exp[ - fV(x)dtJ for such V is naturally related to the 
determination of the characteristic values of Schro
dinger's equafon for an electron in a Coulomb field and 
for a harmonic oscillator. The results obtained appear 
to be very accurate; comparison with the exact value 
for El obtained by S. I. Pekar [35J for the case of very 
large ex shows that choosing for Vex) the functional kx2 

and determining the value of the parameter k from the 
solution of a variational problem we obtain E1 with an 
error of less than 3 %. 

Perturbation Theory 

We begin with an investigation of the simplest 
problem of the motion of a particle in a potential field. 
Let the potential V[x(r)J be represented in the form, 

V[x(r)J= Vo[x(r)J+eV1[x(r)J, (4.21) 

where Vo[x(r)] is the "unperturbed" potential energy 
for which the solution of Schrodinger's equation is 
known [equal, say, to l/to(X,t)J while eV1(x) is a small 
perturbation (e is a parameter of smallness). Then, 
according to (2.3), 

1 t • t 

l/t(X,t; Xo,to)=- f exp(~ f {Lo[x(r)] 
N to II, to 

-EV1[x(r)]}dr)Tgo dx(r), (4.22) 

where Lo[x(r)] is the unperturbed Lagrangeian. From 
here, we easily obtain an expansion of the function l/t 
in a series of powers of E: 

1 f {i f t } { ie f t ",(X,t; Xo,tc)=- exp - Lo[x(r)]dr 1-- V1[x(r1)]dr1 
N hto hto 

and in general 

00 ( iE)n foo foo foo ft fT! i Tn
-
1 

l/t(X,t; Xo,to)=l/to(X,t; Xo,to)+ ~ -- . . . . . . l/to(xn,rn ; X o,tO)V1(Xn ) 

nl II, -00-00 -0000 0 

This is the usual result of the nonstationary perturba
tion theory of quantum mechanics. 

The perturbation theory developed here has received 
a particularly wide application in problems of quantum 
field theory. We take as an example the same model of 
Thirring of a quantum field theory which we studied on 
page 59. Here the wave functional l/t[u(x)J is repre
sented by formula (2.14'). This functional is given as an 
integral of an exponential function in the exponent of 
which is a biquadratic form in u(x). The evaluation of 
such an integral presents a very great difficulty, and at 
the present time there exist no general approaches to the 

solution of this problem. However, if we consider the 
term of the fourth order in the exponential to be small 
and make use of the expansion of the wave functional 
in a series of powers of A (we note that the parameter A 
in our theory plays the role of an elementary charge), 
then all terms of the resulting series will represent 
functional integrals of the type of moments of a Gaus
sian distribution which can be evaluated directly.24 It 

24 We do not concern ourselves here with complications con
nected with the fact that in concrete evaluations very often 
infinite expressions and divergent integrals appear which must 
be treated by a special regularization; these complications have 
a physical but not a mathematical origin. 
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is obvious that the last circumstance possesses a general 
character and is not connected with the choice of a 
special model of a quantum field theory. By their 
nature, almost all investigations of a quantum field 
theory published up to the present time are concerned 
with the investigation of perturbation series which are 
obtained in this way.25 For evaluating the terms of 
these series a very unusual and interesting mathe
matical technique has been developed in recent times 
(the so called "Feynman diagrams"); however, we 
cannot here go more deeply into these important but 
not simple questions. 
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The transport coefficients (diffusion constant, electrical conductivity, etc.) associated with irreversible 
processes in an assembly of particles can be expressed as integrals over certain time relaxed correlation func
tions between small numbers of variables of the assembly. The scattering of slow neutrons is also a measure 
of time relaxed correlation functions. 

Irreversibility is a consequence of the vanishing of the correlation coefficients as the relaxation time be
comes infinite. On the other hand these coefficients have Poincare cycles so that .any value which they take 
on is repeated an infinite number of times. It is shown that, in the case of fluctuations of o (N-t) from zero 
(N being the number of degrees of freedom), the period of Poincare cycles is of the order of the mean period 
of normal mode vibrations while for fluctuations of a magnitude independent of N the period is of the order 
of CN where C is a constant which is greater than 1. 

The time relaxed correlation coefficients of a pair of particles separated by r lattice spacings decays as 
t-m/2, m being the number of dimensions of the assembly. The statistics of the decay of the momentum of a 
particle from a preassigned initial value to its equipartition value are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HIS year marks the l00th anniversary of the 
publication of the great Maxwell paperl entitled 

"Illustrations of the Dynamical Theory of Gases." The 
Maxwell velocity distribution was there first exhibited 
and the ele.mentary Maxwell theory of transport 
processes of dilute gases there first presented. Maxwell's 
work was inspired by the now 101 year old paper of 
Clausius2 on transport coefficients. 

In celebration of this important anniversary the 
authors wish to make a small contribution to the de
velopment of the theory of irreversibility in statistical 
mechanics. A detailed analysis will be made of the 
manner in which'irreversibility appears in the time de
velopment of a small number of variables embedded in 
an assembly of a large number of coupled harmonic 
oscillators. Some of the results and ideas presented are 
similar to those which appear in the works of van Hoves 

and Prigogine4 and his collaborators. While this manu
script was in preparation, the authors received a copy 
of a doctoral dissertation by HemmerS which also con
tains similar material. However, Hemmer's analysis is 
one dimensional and depends strongly on the analytical 
characteristics of linear chains of coupled oscillators. 
We have attempted to use rather general dynamical and 

* This research was partially supported by the U. S. Air Force 
ARDC, through its European Office, and the Office of Scientific 
Research. 

1 J. C. Maxwell, Phil. Mag. (January, 1860). 
2 R. Clausius, Pogg. Ann. 105", 239 (1859). 
3 L. van Hove, Phys. Rev. 95, 249 (1954). 
4 G. Klein and I. Prigogine, Physica 19, 74, 89, 1053 (1953); 

I. Prigogine and R. Bingen, Physica 21, 299 (1955). 
6 P. C. Hemmer, "Dynainic and stochastic types of motion in 
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statistical arguments which are independent of the 
dimensionality of the assembly under consideration. 

At the turn of the century, certain sharp criticisms 
of the work of Boltzmann and Gibbs were made by 
Zermelo who claimed that a state of equilibrium of a 
mechanical assembly could not exist and therefore that 
statistical mechanics was nonsense. His argument was 
based on the existence of Poincare cycles in closed 
dynamical assemblies. We shall now give a brief quali
tative review of Zermelo's remarks, a more detailed 
proof being in Chandrasekhar's6 review of the theory of 
stochastic processes. 

Consider the total phase space available to an iso
lated closed mechanical assembly of total energy E, and 
fix attention on a subset of finite measure, or volume, 
A (0) of the phase space. A (0) represents a set of phase 
points associated with an ensemble of all assemblies 
which satisfy some special conditions: for example, all 
assemblies of N particles in the box (with perfectly 
reflecting walls) given in Fig. l(b), which can be con
structed so that all particles are in the cube marked A 
at time t=O and the total energy is E. As time goes on, 
the phase points which were originally in A (0) move 
through phase space. The shape of the envelope changes, 
but Liouville's equation (the equation of continuity in 
phase space) insures that the volume occupied by the 

~ Fro.!. 

• S. Chandrasekhar, Revs. Modern Phys. 15, 1 (1943). 
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points originally in A (0) remains invariant. The tra
jec~ory of ~ phase point never crosses itself or any other 
trajectory m phase space (for otherwise the positions 
and momenta of an assembly at a given time would not 
yield a unique solution to the dynamical equations). 
Hence, eventually the set A (t) must return to be identi
cal with A (0) and repeat its former course in a periodic 
way. At worst, the entire space would have to be filled 
with points generated by A (t) before the repetition 
occurs. Since the entire phase space is finite and since 
the invariant volume of A (t) is nonvanishing, the space 
eventually would be filled or a repetition of A (0) would 
first occur. The length of time for a repetition is the 
Poincare recurrence time of the set A (0). 

The existence of Poincare cycles implied to Zermelo 
that no stationary equilibrium state was possible. On 
the other hand, through the investigation of certain 
probabilistic (nonmechanical) models, Ehrenfest and 
~m?luchowski ~howed th~t the existence of an equi
IIbnum state WIth fluctuatIOns need not be inconsistent 
with Poincare cycles and indeed that small fluctuations 
from equilibrium should have small Poincare cycles 
while large fluctuations should have very long Poincare 
cycles. 

Although the general discussion of Poincare cycles of 
an entire ass~~bly is philosophically interesting, we 
shall now exhIbIt several formulas which show that the 
Poincare cycles which are most relevant in the analysis 
of typical experimental situations involve directly only 
a small number of variables. 

Time dependent correlations exist between individual 
atoms even in an assembly at equilibrium. These can 
be observed through the scattering of slow neutrons or 
through certain magnetic resonance experiments. Van 
Hove3 has shown that the scattering cross section de
pends only on a time relaxed pair distribution function 
which reflects the correlation of the position of two 
particles at different times. Two particle spin correla
tions can also be investigated by scattering experiments. 

If time dependent external forces are applied to an 
assembly (electric or magnetic fields for example) or if 
flows, temperature gradients, concentration gradients, 
etc., are set up, the response of the assembly can be 
described through the solution of hydrodynamic equa
tions. These equations are derived from conservation 
laws. The connection between the hydrodynamic equa
tions and molecular dynamics is made through recently 
derived formulas, which relate the transport coefficients 
(diffusion constant, viscosity coefficients, electrical con
ductivity, etc.) of the hydrodynamic equations to 
averages over molecular motions. For example the 
self-diffusion constant is7- 9 ' 

1 foo f{j 
D=- trace dT r fJH1.( -iAlt)l.(T)d"A" (1)t 

{3nZ 0 0 . 
----

1 S. Nakajima, Progr. Theoret. Phys. 21, 948 (1958). 
8 E. W. Montroll, II Nuovo cimento (to be published). 
9 H. Mori, Phys. Rev. 112, 1829 (1958). 
t Equations are numbered beginning with (1) in each section. 

where 1. is the z component of the current operator, 

1 = Lj pje;/m;, (2) 

where Pi is the momentum of the J'th particle e· its 
h d · ' J 

C arge, an mj Its mass. Also Z is the partition function 
n the number density and (3 = 1/ kT. The operator 1 (T) 
is related to 1(0) by the well-known formula , 

(3) 

where H is the Hamiltonian of the assembly. The cur
rent at an imaginary time (- iAh) is defined by an 
application of (3)t 

1( -iAh)=exHl(O)e-xH. 

If (2) is substituted into (1), it can be shown (since all 
particles are equivalent in a one component assembly) 
that 

kTv f'" ffJ D= -- trace dT L e-iTH/fi 
Zm2 

0 0 ;,k 

X Pl"eiHT/fie-AH P2"e-(fJ-A)HdA. 

The first integral is merely an auto-correlation function 
and the second a pair correlation function. Hence the 
diffusion constant is a reflection of the direct correlation 
of at most two particles. This is also true for the elec
trical conductivity.lO The viscosity coefficient is ex
pressible in terms of four particle time relaxed correla
t~ons and the thermal conductivity six particle correla
tIOns. Although the more exotic transport coefficients 
such as thermal diffusion coefficient involve higher cor
relations, all the measureable coefficients involve direct 
correlations between very few variables. M. Greenll has 
also derived formulas for the transport coefficients in 
terms of correlations. 

In summary, if we wish to examine the effect of 
Poincare cycles on observable quantities we need only 
be concerned with the cycles associated with small 
numbers of variables. 

Fortunately, the complete dynamics of a set of 
coupled harmonic oscillators can be exhibited in a 
simple mathematical form. This paper is concerned with 
the calculation of time dependent harmonic oscillator 
correlation functions and the demonstration of how in 
the limit of a large number of degrees of freedom Poin-

If a~ equation in another section is referred to, it will contain the 
sectlOn number, for example, (1.1). 

10 R. Kubo, J. Phys. Soc. (Japan) 12, 570 (1957). 
11 M. Green, J. Chern. Phys. 22, 398 (1954). 
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care cycles behave in the manner observed by Ehrenfest 
for special nonmechanical models. 

It is well known from the theory of stochastic proc
esses that the character of a stochastic process can be 
deduced from auto or joint correlation functions ofvari
abIes whose time development is generated by the 
process. We shall show that the momentum of a single 
oscillator is generated by a Gaussian random process 
when the oscillator is coupled properly to an infinite 
set of other oscillators. 

Before proceeding with the required analysis a few 
relevant theorems on ergodic and stochastic functions 
will be listed. 

2. THEOREM ON ERGODIC FUNCTIONS 

Consider a stationary stochastic process x(t). Without 
restricting the generality of the argument, we shall 
assume that its average value is equal to zero, 

E{x(t)} =0, (1) 

where E is the symbol for the mathematical expectation 
or average value of x(t). Averages are determined from 
an ensemble of observations. The process shall be nor
malized in such a way that the dispersion is equal to 
unity, 

E{ I x(t) 12} = 1. (2) 

The stationarity of the process implies that the correla
tion function (x* is complex conjugate of x) 

p( T) = E{X(t+T)X*(t)} (3) 

depends only on T and is an even function of T. The 
process x(t) is called continuous if p(T) is continuous at 
T=O; i.e., if 

p(O+)= 1. (4) 

Then p(T) is an everywhere continuous function of T as 
follows from the inequality of Schwarz. Khinchine12 has 
shown that the correlation function of a continuous 
stationary process x( T) may be represented as a Fourier
Stieltjes integral, 

p(r)= J"'eiTWdF(w), (5) 
-00 

where F(w), the spectrum of the process X(T), is a 
never decreasing function of bounded variation. It 
follows from (5) that 

p(O)=F( 00 )-F( - 00)= 1. (6) 

On the other hand Cramer13 has shown that the sta
tionary process x(t) itself has a spectral representation 

(7) 

12 A. I. Khinchine, Math. Ann. 190, 604 (1934). 
13 H. Cramer, Ack. Mat. Astr. Fys. 28B, No. 12 (1942). 

where the process yew) has orthogonal increments, with 
(see Appendix I) 

E{ Jy(b)-y(a) 12}=F(b)-F(a). (8) 

From (5) and (7) the following results can be estab
lished (see Appendix II) 

1
f

T 

lim- x(t)dt=y(O+)-y(O-) (9) 
T.....oo T 0 

1

f
T 

lim- p(T)dT=F(O+)-F(O-) 
T 0 

=E{ ly(O+ )-y(O-) 12}. (10) 

The result (9) expresses the so-called "law of large 
numbers" for the stationary process x(t). In deriving 
(10) we have employed (8). 

The following theorem follows immediately from (9) 
and (10): 

Theorem: If p(T)~O as T~ 00 the function x(t) is 
ergodic. Indeed if p(T) ~ 0 as T~ 00 then from (10) 

E{ ly(O+ )-y(O-) 12}=0, (11) 

and consequently from (9), for almost all initial condi
tions of the representative ensemble, 

1 T 

lim - r x(t)dt=O. 
T-+oo TJo 

(12) 

This proves the ergodic nature of the function x(t) 
since now the time average (12) of x(t) is equal, for 
almost all initial conditions, to its ensemble average. 

In statistical mechanics one is interested in the 
ergodic nature of some function x{p(t),q(t)} depending 
on the canonical momenta p(t) and coordinates q(t) of 
a conservative mechanical system. If in the preceding 
discussion averages denoted by E represent averages 
over a surface of constant energy in phase space (over 
a micro-canonical ensemble), the foregoing theorem 
states that the dynamical function x(p,q) is ergodic 
when its phase correlation function peT) (on the surface 
of constant energy) tends to zero as t ~ 00. In this 
last form, the theorem is contained in Khinchine's14 
monograph on the mathematical foundation of sta
tistical mechanics. 

3. DYNAMICS OF HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
ASSEMBLIES 

Most of the analysis in this paper will be concerned 
with harmonic oscillators coupled in periodic arrays. 
For simplicity, we associate one degree of freedom with 
each lattice point of an array. Generally, each atom in 
a crystal has three degrees of freedom. However, it is 
well known that the motions in the x, y, and z direction 

14 A. I. Khinchine, Statistical Mechanics (Dover Publications, 
New York, 1949). 
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of the atoms in simple cubic lattices are independent 
of each other.16,16 Hence the one degree of freedom model 
would be applicable to a discussion of relaxation proc
esses in such lattices. Motions in each direction would 
be treated separately. Actually, most of the results 
given in later sections can be generalized to other 
Bravais lattices in which motions in all directions are 
coupled. 

We shall always discuss linear chains, square lattices, 
and simple cubic lattices by applying the Born-Karman 
periodic boundary conditions. The normal mode fre
quencies of an N = Mn, n-dimensional lattice are 1&,16 

=4 L 'Yj sin27rkj/M, 
i 

kj =1,2, ···,M 

(1) 

where "I is the force constant in various directions and 
m is the mass of each particle. In an isotropic 3D 
lattice, "II can be chosen to be the central force constant 
and 1'2= 1'3 the noncentral force constants (with 
'YI>n2='Y3). 

The frequency spectral6 or normal mode distribution 
functions (as N ~ 00) associated with (1) are sketched 
in Fig. 2(a). Here g(w)d<" is the fraction of frequencies 
between wand (w+ d<,,) , while WL is the largest fre
quency. When n= 1 (linear lattice) 

g(W)=2/7r(WL2-w2)l mwL2 = 4"11. (2) 

When n= 2 (square lattice) with 1'1>1'2, 

4w 

g(W) = (3) 

where 

and K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second 
kind. 

The 3D spectrum is sketched in Fig. 2(c). No simple 
formula exists in terms of standard functions. However, 

16 H. B. Rosenstock and G. F. Newell, J. Chern. Phys. 21, 1607 
(1953). 

16 E. W. Montroll, Proc. Third Berkeley Symposium on Math. 
Stat. and Prob. 3, 209 (1957). 

FIG. 2. Schematic 
frequency spectra of 
simple cubic lattice. 

(b) sew) 

(c) '3«(,\) 

singularities exist at points WI, "', W4, and WL, where 

mwI2=4'Y2 mw32=4"(1 

mw22=4('Y3+'Y2) mw42=4('Yl+'Ya) (5) 

mwL2=4('Yl+'Y2+'Ya) 'Yl>'Y2>'Ya. 

The asymptoticformnearw=O, WL, andwj (j= 1, ,,·,4) 
is summarized in 

g(W) 

g(W) 

g(W) 

mi 
----{u(w)- (WI2-w2)l}W2/WI 
r('Yl'Y2'Ya)i 

O<W<Wl 
wm1u(w) 

WI <W <W2 and Wa <W <W4 

1 (W2-W22)i(wa2-w2)l} 

2 (Wl-W22)t 

W2<W<Wa 

w~ ~~_~t 
g(w) (u(w)- (W2-W42)i} 2 ' 

r('YI'Y2'Ya)i WI 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 
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Here u(w) is a continuous function of w with continuous the integers 
derivati ves. ja=l, 2, 3, "', M, 

ka= 1,2,3, "', M. The Hamiltonian of our "one degree of freedom per 
lattice point" model is 

1 N 
H=-L Ipj12+L !qiAMk*, 

2m ;",,1 
(7) 

where Pi is the momentum of the jth particle and qj 
its displacement from its equilibrium position. The Aik 
matrix depends on force constants and dimensionality 
of the lattice. Although the p's and q's are real, it is 
convenient in the case of periodic boundary conditions 
to use complex normal coordinates. 

By transfonning to nonnal coordinates {P k } and 
{Qd through 

Pi= Lk CjkPk 

qj= Lk CjkQk, 

one obtains a new Hamiltonian, 

(8a) 

(Sb) 

It is sometimes convenient to transform to normal 
coordinates through an orthogonal transfonnation 

such that 
Li UjkUjl={,k!. 

The diagonalized Hamiltonian is then 

(20) 

(21) 

H=! £ (:"'pr+mwrQr). (22) 
i",,1 m 

Equation (14) is still valid, but the coefficients aik and 
bik are now defined by 

ajk= L. Ui.Uk• costw. 

bjk= - Uikmwk sintwk • 

The analog of (lS) is 

(23) 

(24) 

(9) Lk{ ajk2+ (mwk)-2bjk2} = 1. (25) 

where Wj is the jth nonnal mode frequency· and the 
matrix C= (Cik) satisfying 

(10) 

The variation of the normal mode Qk'S and Pk's with 
time is obtained by solving the equations of motion, 

4. CLASSICAL STATISTICS OF HARMONIC 
OSCILLATOR ASSEMBLIES 

The time relaxed correlation function between two 
particles separated by a lattice vector r in an assembly 
of N = M" oscillators is 

PN(t,r) = F N(t,r)/F N(O,O), (1) 

One finds 
(11) where [using periodic boundary conditions and Eqs. 

(3.10) and (3.13)J 

Qk(t)= (Pk(O)/mwk) sintwk+Qk(O) coStwk (12) 

Pk(t)=Pk(O) coStwk-mwkQk(O) sintwk. (13) 

The momentum of the jth particle at time t is 

where 
ajk= L. Cj.Ck.* costw., 

bjk= -CjkmwlC sintwk. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

FN(t,r) =!E{PM-r(t)P.*(O)+P.(t)P.+r* (O)} (2) 

=!E{Lk.I(C.+r.kC •. I*+C •. kC.+r.I*) 
x [Pk(O) coStwk-mwkQk(O) sintwkJPI*(O)}. (3) 

If, as is the case in an initially canonical or microcanoni
cal ensemble, a particle has the same probability of 
possessing a momentum P as - p, and if initially equi
partition exists, 

E{h(O)PI*(O)} =mkBkl, 

E{ Qk(O)PI*(O)} = 0 

(4) 

(5) The orthogonality condition (10) implies that 

Li ajj= Lk costwk. (17) so that, by use of (3.19), 
It also implies that 

Lk{ 1 ajk 12+ (mwk)-21 bjk 12} = 1. (lS) 

In an n-dimensional simple cubic lattice the Cjk'S 
have the form 

1 .. 
Cjk=- exp271'i(L j,.kc.)/M, (19) 

Mn/2 """,1 

where j and k are to be interpreted as vectors with 
components {ja} and {ka}. Each k and j runs through 

mkT 27rr·k 
FN(t,r)=-- L cos-- COStwk 

Mn k M 
(6) 

and 
1 27rT·k 

PN(t,r) =- L cos-- costwk • (7) 
Mn k M 

In particular, the autocorrelation function of any 
oscillator is found by setting r=O, 

PN(t) = M-n Lk COstwk. (8) 
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The remainder of this section is devoted to general 
remarks about the autocorrelation function. The prop
erties of the joint correlation function in the limit as 
N ~ 00 are discussed in Sec. S. The summation extends 
over all normal mode frequencies {Wk}. The only 
statistical hypothesis made in the derivation of (8) 
concerns the nature of the ensemble at time t=O. 
Dynamics relates the properties at time t to those at 
t=O. Note that (8) is valid in both the initial micro
canonical and canonical ensembles. 

Various remarks can be made about PN(t) without 
employing detailed information about the w's but only 
by using statistical properties of the set {Wi}. First, 
if the Wk'S are distinct, 

N 

!N(t)='L COSluJk 
F1 

(9) 

is almost periodic so that any value which is achieved 
once will be achieved an infinite number of times. The 
average frequency with which any value of such a sum 
of cosines will be achieved has been calculated by Kac17 

(a shortened proof for physicists is given in Appendix 
III). 

Let NflT(q) be the number of ~eros of (fN(t)-q) in 
the interval tlT. Then the mean frequency for the 
achievement of q by !N(t) is 

1 
L(q)= lim -NflT(q). 

flT-+«> tlT 

For large N Kac has shown that 

where 

2 
L(bN!)"-'-wo exp( -!b2), 

'II" 

IN 
w0

2=- 'L Wk
2

• 
N 10=1 

The formula being valid if as N ~ 00 

1 N 
lim - 'L W,,4=0. 

N-+«> N2 """'1 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

On the other hand, N. B. Slater18 has shown that when 
(N -q) is small and N is large 

N!wo (N - q) ! (N-l) 
L(q)"-' -. 

2'1rr(!N+!) 2'11" 
(14a) 

Application of Stirling's theorem and the introduction 
of the parameter a (with O<a< 1) 

a= (q-l)/(N-l)"-'(q/N) (14b) 

17 M. Kac, Am. J. Math. 65, 609 (1943). 
18 N. B. Slater, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 35, 56 (1939). 

1 

"N-i 
fN(t) • 1---.-..:1----f.-+-rpq~~'I-+-~:.v-4-__ 

-hH-1 

FIG. 3. Schematic autocorrelation function of momentum of 
particle in a simple cubic lattice. 

yields 
Wo (1-a)HN-1) 

L(q)"'- -- -L(aN). 
2'11"t 'Ire 

(14c) 

If equilibrium is to be established as t ~ 00, p (t) and 
p(O) must become independent so that PN(t) ~ O. On 
the other hand if N is finite but large, we know that 
Poincare cycles exist, and therefore whatever value of 
PN(t) is achieved at some time is achieved over and over 
again. The passage of PN(t) ~ 0 and at the same time 
the existence of Poincare cycles can be reconciled in 
the following manner: 

First let N be very large and consider a value of 
PN(t)=(l/N)!N(t) in the range (-bN-l,bN-l) where 
b is of 0(1) and independent of N. From Eq. (11) the 
frequency of a Poincare cycle is 

(lS) 

On the other hand, consider a value of O<a< 1 which 
is independent of N. Then the mean time between 
repetitions of a value (Fig. 3) of !N(t)=aN or of PN(t) 
=a is (from 14c) 

2'1r1(~)!(N-1). 

Wo I-a 
(16) 

Hence as N ~ 00 the period of Poincare cycles becomes 
enormously large for values of PN(t) outside the "fluctua
tion range" ±bNl but are of the order of the reciprocal 
of the root mean square natural frequency Wo of an 
assembly for values of PN(t) inside the fluctuation range. 
As N ~ 00 the fluctuation range approaches zero so 
that a true equilibrium situation develops with PN(t) 
approaching zero as t ~ 00. 

The function PN(t) is that associated with either a 
canonical or microcanonical ensemble and the mean 
recurrence times are also associated with the ensembles. 
As in the case of equilibrium statistical mechanics, one 
can show that fluctuations from the average ensemble 
behavior become small as the number of degrees of 
freedom N becomes large. This will be discussed 
elsewhere. 
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Let us now consider the statistics of the momentum 
of a particle which is known to have the momentum 
pj(O) at time t= 0 while all other (2N -1) variables 
required to describe the assembly are distributed ini
tially according to a microcanonical distribution such 
that the total energy of the assembly is S. Then 
(3.22) yields 

1 N 1 
L: -Pk2(0)+L !mwio2Qk2(0)=R?=8--P;(0). (17) 
k?'f 2m 1:=1 2m 

Now 

where in an assembly with periodic boundary conditions 
we apply (3.17) (3.19), and (3.18) to find 

1 
ajj=L Cj.Cj.* costw.=- L costw. 

• N • 

(19) 

The mean value (18) when averaged over (17) vanishes 
because Pk(O) and Qk(O) have the same probability of 
achieving positive and negative values of the same 
absolute value. 

The distribution function of 

(20) 

is the same as that of the right hand side of (18). We 
now find this distribution when every value of the set 
of Pk'S and Qk(O)'S consistent with (17) is given equal 
weight. 

To this end we find the distribution function of 

Y=L: ajXj (21) 

when the x/s are distributed uniformly on the ellipsoid 

Fourier integral representation of the 0 function, 

1 fOO 
O(RL L: Yk2) =- expi{1(RL L: Yk2)d{1 

2'lf -00 

exp(bR2)foo 

2'lf -00 

exp(i{1R2) 

Xexp{ - (b+i{1) L: Yk2}d{1, (24) 

where b is any positive number. 
Then, if we let 0'2= L 'Yk2, 

j(a) e
bR2 foo eifJR1d{1 irf'" eiaYilli 

2'lf({11' . '(1n)i -00 i=1 -'" 

X exp{ - y/"(b+i13) }dYi 

'lfn/2 (2R) (n/2)-1 
- J(n/2)_I(auR). 

({11' . o{1n)l au 
(25) 

One finds after employing the power series expansion 
for the Bessel function In(x) 

j(O) 
({11' • ·(1n)i (!n-1)! ' 

so that 

j(a)! j(O) = (!n-1) !(2/ Rau)ln-1J (n/2)-l (ar1R) 
= 1- (a2u2R2/2n)+. 0 " 

where the kth term in the expansion is, as n ~ 00, 

22kk !(n/2)[(n/2)-1]· .. [(n/2)+ (k-1)] 

(26) 

( _1)ka2kR2k 

2kn kk! 
(22) Hence, 

The various a's and (1's are to be identified with the 
parameters of (17) and (18). Our required distribution 
function is the fourier transform of the characteristic 
function j(a)/ j(O), where 

j(a) = f··· f exp(ia L ajXj)dXl"' ·dxn. 

l: {J.x.' =R' 
(23) 

Let x?=yl/{1j and "'/i=aj/{1} and convert the resulting 
spherically restricted integral (over L Yk2=R2) j(a) to 
an unrestricted integral through the introduction of the 

limj(a)/j(O) = exp( -!a2u2R?n-I). (27) 
n--tOO 

The distribution function of Y is, as n ~ 00, 

1 00 

F(y)=-f e-iaYexp(-!a2u2R?n-l)da 
2'lf -00 

1 ny 
---exp---. (28) 
uR(2'lf/n)i 2u2R2 

The values of ak of (21) which correspond to the co
efficients of Pk(O) of (18) are ajk, while those which are 
associated with the Qk(O)'S are bjk. The {1k'S of (22) are 
similarly (2m)-1 and !mwk2, the coefficients respectively 
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of Pk2(0) and Qk2(0) of·17. Then the 'Yk=akfh-1's are 

(2m)tajk and bjk/(tmwk2)1, 
so that 

0'2= L 'Yk2 

=2m Lk ajk2+Lk bjk2/(tmwk2)-2maj/. (29) 

The last term is subtracted because the term with k= j 
is not included in (17) and (18). In view of (3.25) and 
(19) 

0'2= 2m(1-a,/)= 2m{1- [PN(t)]2}. (30) 

Also, from .(17), 
1 

R2=8--N(0). 
2m 

(31) 

Since the total energy 0 is H2N -l)kT, as N -7 00, 

R2=NkT, (32) 

and the n of (28) is (2N -1). 
If the Y of (28) is associated with (18), and therefore 

with (20), the distribution function of yet) = pj(t) 
- Pj(O)PN(t) is, when N is large, 

PN[pj(t) I Pj(O)] = {27rmkT[1-PN(t)]}-1 

{ 
[pj(t)- Pj(O)PN(t)]2} 

Xexp- . 
2mkT{ 1- [PN(t)]2} 

(33) 

This function is just the probability for a transition 
pj(O) -7 Pi(t) in the time t. It is not surprising that the 
distribution is Gaussian because as N -7 00 the vari
ables Xj in (21) become independent so that the central 
limit theorem is applicable. 

We shall show below that as N -7 00 and t -7 00, 

PN(t) -7 O. However, before proceeding with the proof 
of this fact let us investigate some of its consequences. 

As t-700 Pn[pj(t)lpj(O)] approaches an equili
librium Maxwellian distribution independently of Pj(O). 
The manner in which the kinetic energy achieves its 
equipartition value is observed by considering 

E{ 2~N(t) } =E{ 2~ [pj(t)- Pj(O)PN(t)]2} 

+2Pj(0)PN(t)E{ 2~ [pj(t)- Pi(O)PN(t)] } 

1 
+-p/(O)PN(t)E{l}, (34) 

2m 

tion value of the kinetic energy is 

E{_l P/(t)}=tkT{l-[PN(t)]2}+_l P/(O)PN(t) 
2m 2m 

as t -7 00 this approaches the equipartition value kT, 
while as t -7 0 it approaches N(0)/2m, since PN(t) -7 1 
as t -7 O. 

As a further consequence of the fact that peT) -7 0 
as T -7 00, we may apply the theorem quoted in Sec. 2 
to conclude that Pi(t) is ergodic; i.e., that for almost all 
initial conditions 

1

f
T 

lim- pj(t)dt=E{pj(O)} =0, 
T-+oo T 0 

the expectation value being taken over an initial canon
ical or microcanonical ensemble. 

It also can be shown after some calculation that 

where 
00=E{p/(0)}. 

Hence, as N -7 00, 00= mkT and 

lim Roo(t) =0. 
1-+00 

Thus N(t) is also ergodic so that 

liT lim- P/(t)dt=E{N(O)} =mkT. 
T-+oo T 0 

One can finally show that the Gaussian character of 
P oo[Pj(t) I Pi (0)] implies that any function which de
pends only on pj and whose phase average exists is 
ergodic. Ergodicity does not appear as a general dy
namical property of an assembly but as a property of a 
special class of functions of a small number of variables 
in an assembly composed of a large number of coupled 
degrees of freedom. 

The average time that our oscillator spends in a 
specified momentum range can be obtained from a dis
cussion of the function 

{ 
1 if a<p(t) <b 

D(p(t);a,b)= 
o otherwise. 

The fraction of time jab spent by the jth oscillator in 
the momentum range 

where the average is to be taken over the distribution is 
(33). The first expectation value on the right (34) is 

a<pj(t)<b 

1

f
T 

jab= lim - D(pj(t); a,b)dt. just the dispersion of the distribution function (33) 

!kT{l-[PN(t)]2}, 

the second vanishes, and E{ 1} = 1. Hence the expecta-

T-+oo T 

Since the function D is ergodic in the limit as N -7 00, 

jab can, for almost all initial conditions, be calculated 
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from an initial ensemble average as well as from the 
time average. An initial canonical ensemble yields 

1 J'" jab dpD(p;a,b) exp(-p2(3/2m) 
(27rmkT)t _'" 

1 fb 
(27rmkT)i a 

C-P2{J12mdp. 

We thus see that for almost all initial conditions a 
single system will in a long time interval, spend most 
of the time within the "fluctuation region" of the 
momentum Ph and spend only a small fraction of time 
in "improbable states" for which Pr(t»>mkT. This also 
implies that if a system is in such an improbable state 
it will on the average rapidly decay towards the 
"fluctuation region" [pf(t)=O(mkT)] and remain 
there most of the time. Alternatively, we may say that 
the mean recurrence time for states within the fluctua
tion region will be small, whereas they will be very 
large for improbable states. This illustrates the irre
versible behavior of the momentum pj(t) in a single 
system. 

We note that all these conclusions hold for a single 
system in the limit N ---+ ao. 

For finite but very large N, the behavior of pj(t) will 
be practically the same. 

The irreversible behavior of Pi(t) may be further 
illustrated as follows: According to the Gaussian form 
of P a>[Pi(t) I Pi (0) ], the probability that Pi(t) at time t 
will differ from its conditional average p(t)Pi(O) by an 
amount much larger than (mkT)i is very small. Thus 
there is a high probability for a single system to decay 
close to the average path, in agreement with the macro
scopic concept of irreversible behavior. 

S. DETAILED CALCULATION OF MOMENTUM 
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 

The one dimensional correlation function is found by 
combining (4.7) with (3.1) when n=1. Then 

1 N 27rrk ( 7rk) 
PN(t,r)=- L cos-- cos T sin-

N k=1 N N 
(1) 

with 
(2) 

In the limit as N ---+ ao lettJ=7rk/N and dtJ=7r/N. Then 

1 .. 
PN(t,r)"'-i cos2rtJ cos( T sintJ)dtJ 

7r 0 

2£"/
2 

=- cos2rtJ cos( r sintJ)dtJ=J2r(T), (3) 
7r 0 

the Bessel function of order 2r. The exact calculation 
of PN(t,r) is given in Appendix IV for arbitrary N. 

It is merely a fortunate accident that PN(t,r) has such 

a simple form in the one dimensional lattice. In prepara
tion for the 2D and 3D calculation of PN(t,O)=PN(t) 
we rewrite 

1 i"'L PN(t)=- L COS/{»i'" cos/{» g(w)dw, (4) 
N i 0 

where g(w)dw is the fraction of circular frequencies be
tween wand w+dw. In the one-dimensional lattice, 

Then as N ---+ ao 

2£"'L costwdw 
PN(t)"'- Jo(r). 

7r 0 (WL2-W2)t 

As T- ao [we henceforth write p(r)=p",(T)], 

p(T)'" (2/7rr)! sinT. 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

(6) 

The value of the Wo which appears in the Poincare 
cycle formulas (4.15) and (4.16) is, in the n-dimen
sional case, 

4 
w02=-- L "Ii sin2(7rki /M). 

mMni,kj 

4 f" 2 
=- L "Ii sin2tJdtJ=- L "Ii 

m7r i 0 m 

(7) 

The short time behavior of pet) is found from the 
expansion 

1 N 
PN(t)=- L cos/{»j",1-t2J.L2/2!+t4J.L4/4!-···, '(8a) 

N i=1 

where 
1 N 

J.L2k=- LwP. 
N i=1 

1 k 'Yh2k-lk!(21) !(2[k-l])! 
=-L . 

mk 1=0 l!(k-I) !l!l!(k-l) !(k-l)! 

(8b) 

(9) 
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The first few JI.'S are 

Jl.2/21= ('Yl+Y2)/mj Jl.4/41=[t('Y12+'Y22)+hl'Y2]/m2 

JI.&/6 1= [~('Y13+'Y23)+~l'Y2('Yl+'Y2)]lm3. (10) 
36 20 

As is well known in the theory of the asymptotic 
behavior of Fourier integrals, the asymptotic form of 
(4) for large t depends on the singularities of g(w). As is 
shown in Appendix IV, the discontinuity of g(w) at the 
end of a two-dimensional frequency spectrum yields, 
ast~oo, 

2WL sintwL 
p(t)",,--- (lla) 

where 
mwI2=4'Y1 and mw22=4')'2. (llb) 

In a 3D simple cubic lattice of N3 lattice points, 

2k M ( 1rh 1rj2 1ria)k 
Jl.2k=-- L 1'1 sin2-+'Y2 sin2-+'Y3 sin2- . 

mkN3 ili2ia=1 M M M 

The first few JI.'S are 

Jl.2/2 1= ('Yl+'Y2+'Y3)jm j 

Jl.4/4 1 = [t( 'Y12+'Y22+'Y32)+H 'Yl'Y2+WY3+'Y3'Yl) ]/m2 

Jl.6/6 1 = [~( 1'13+1'23+1'33) 
36 

1 
+-(I'll' 22+1'21' a2 + 1'21' 12 + 'Ya'Y 22) 

20 

(12) 

The long time behavior of pet) is a consequence of 
the four internal and one end singularity of the g(w) 
function which is plotted in Fig. 2(c). 

The three-dimensional correlation function (4.7) is 
in the limit N ~ 00 

b 

p(t,r)=-l-fff cos(r· tp) cos[tw(tp))Ptp 
(21r )3 

° =i{[I(t,r)+I(t, -r)]+cc}, (13) 
where 

When t is very large this integral can be calculated by 
the method of stationary phase. The main contribution 
comes from the neighborhood of the stationary or 

critical points of w(tp) j those points for which gradw(tp) 
= 0. These are of course the maxima, minima, and 
saddle points of the surfaces w(tp)=const. The critical 
points associated with the surface.s of constant fre
quency were first discussed by van Hove.19 

We suppose that in the neighborhood of a critical 
point tp(O) , 

3 

w=wo+ (2mwO)-1 L E/Yj[tpj- tp/O)]2 
i~1 

where 1'/ is a force constant and E/ is ±1 (all are -1 
in the neighborhood of a maximum and two are of one 
sign and one of the other in the neighborhood of a 
saddle point). Then, after substituting (15) into (14), 
we obtain the following contribution to I from the 
region of tp space near the critical point of interest 
(letting ~j= tpj- tpj(O)), 

x f· f expi[r· ~+ (t/2mwo) L ElYj~lJd3~. 
Now let 

Xj= Mt'Yj/2mwo)i and Sj= rj (2mwo/t'Yj) i. 

Then, as t ~ 00, 

If E=±l, 

f<Xl exp(iEr)dx=1ri exp(iE1r/4). 
-<Xl Hence, 

(
2mwO)t expi[r· tp(O)+two+l1r L Ej] 

OI(t,r)'" - . (16) 
t ('Yl'Y2'Ya)! 

The contribution to p(t,r) from the lth stationary 
point is, as t ~ 00, 

pel) (t,r)'" (27) I ('Yl'Y2'Ya)! 

Xcos(r· tp(l)) cos (two+l1r L Ej). (17) 

Hence the envelope of the correlation functions van
ishes as rl as t ~ 00 • 

The values of tp(l), mw,2 and L Ej for the various 
critical points, with the exception of the minimum at 
(0,0,0) which contributes a term of 0(r2) to p(t,r), are 
listed in Table I. The point (1r,1r,1r) is a maximum. It 

11 L. van Hove, Phys. Rev. 89, 1189 (1953). 
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TABLE I 

",(I) mwil 2: E; 

(11",11",11" ) 4 (-Yl +Y2+ya) -3 
(0,0,11") 4r2 1 
(0,11",0) 4r, 1 
(11",0,0) 4'Y1 1 
(11",0,11") 4 (-Y1+Y2) -1 
(11",11",0) 4 (-Y1+ra) -1 
(0,11",11") 4(-j'2+ya) -1 

yields the largest frequency fnWL2=4('Yl+'Y2+'Y3)' We 
generally assume that 'Yl>'Y2='Y3. These critical points 
were obtained from (3.1) when n=3. The total asymp
totic expression for p(t,r) is 

7 

p(t,r) = L p(l) (t,r). 
1=1 

(18) 

Van Hove has made similar calculations in developing 
the theory of the time relaxed pair distribution function 
of crystals (see also Prigogine and Bingen4). 

It is interesting to calculate pet) for the Debye 
spectrum, 

(19) 

Here 
3 fOIL 

pet) =- w2 coswtdw 
WL3 

0 . 

3 
=-{2r cosr+(r2-2) sinr} 

r3 

with r= tWL; As t ---t 00, 

p(t)"-'(3jWLt) sinwLt, 

which is somewhat different from (18), being propor
tional to r 1 rather than rI. This has also been ob
served by Prigogine and Bingen.4 

We close this section with an analysis of PN(t) for 
large but finite N in a one dimensional assemble. We 
use Eulers summation formula20 

n<b fb 
L f(n)= f(x)dx+u(b)f(b) 

n>b a 

- f(a)u(a)- fbU(X)f' (x)dx, 
a 

which is valid when f(x) is continuous and has a con
tinuous first derivative in the interval (a,b). Here 

u(x)=[x]-x+t, 

where [x] is the integral part of the number x (the 
largest integer contained in x). In our problem b=N 
and a=O. 

20 c.f., T. V. Uspensky, Introduction to Mathematical Probability 
(McGra.w-Hill Book Compa.ny, Inc" New York, 1937), p. 347. 

We have 

- ')' cosr sin- =- cosr sin- dx 1 N (7rk) 1 fN (7rX) 
Nk=1 N NoN 

+ r7rfN u(x) cos 7rX sin(r sin 7rX)dX. 
N2

0 N N 

If we let iJ=7rxjN and apply Eqs. (1) and (3), we find 

PN(t) = J o( r)+~f7r u(NiJj7r) cosiJ sin ( r siniJ)diJ. (20) 
No 

Now I u(x) I ~t, and the absolute values of sin<p and 
cos<p are ~ 1. Hence, the integral component of PN(t) 
is ~r7rj2N. As long as r«N, PN(t) is well represented 
by Jo(r). Actually it is still a good representation for 
much larger r because when r=O(N), siner siniJ) and 
u(NiJj7r) oscillate and change sign very rapidly so that 
the integral itself approaches zero as r or as N ---t 00 

unless as occasionally happens sign changes of u(NiJj7r) 
and siner siniJ) cancel each others. It is just this occa
sional proper phasing of these two functions which 
leads to Poincare cycles in PN(t) for values of pN(t) of 
0(1). A complete expansion of (20) is given in Ap
pendix V. 

6. CALCULATION OF QUANTUM MECHANICAL 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 

The ensemble average of a dynamical operator B is 

E{B}=traceBp, (1) 

where P is the density matrix associated with the en
semble. If we wish to find the quantum mechanical 
analog of the autocorrelation function (4.1) we must 
then find 

E{Pi(t)Pi(O)} = trace{p;(t)Pi(O)P} , (2) 

where P is the density matrix associated with the appro
priate ensemble. Since, H is the Hamiltonian of our 
assembly, 

(3) 

the only operators which require an ensemble averaging 
are Pi(O). If the assembly of interest belongs to a canoni
cal ensemble at temperature T (with {3= ljkT), the 
density matrix is p= Z-1 exp( -{3H) , Z being the parti
tion function. Then, if we abbreviate Pi == Pi (0) and 
employ periodic boundary conditions so that all par
ticles are equivalent, we have 

1 
=-L E{ eitHllip;(O)e-itHllipj(O)} 

Ni 

1 
= NZ 7 trace{eiHtllip;eiHtllip;e-fJH}. (4) 
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As in the classical case, we transform to normal co
ordinates to find 

(using 3.10). The following three identities: 

exp( -sH)if;j=exp( -sEj)if;;, 

and 

yield 

Pkif;j(P)="'f if;z(P) f if;z*(P')P/if;j(P')dNP', 

L if;m * (P')if;m(P") =o(P'- pIt), 

FN(t)=_1_fp/'Pk'{L e-iElt{~if;I(P")if;I*(P') 
NZ z 

(5) 

X{L e-({J-it{IilEjif;/(P")if;j(P')}dNP"dNP'. (6) 
i 

In view of the fact that the complete partition function 
Z factors into N single normal mode partition functions 
and that the wave functions factor into N independent 
wave function, we find, remembering that the energy 
levels of the kth oscillator are liwk(j+t) with j=O, 
1,2·· " 

1 
FN(t) =- L Zk-1 L exp{ -iwkt(l-j)-{3liwk (j+!)} 

N k Z.i 
X(jIPkll)UIPklj), (7) 

where (in a position representation) 

hf'" a (jIPI1)=- <p/(x)-<pz(x)dx 
i -00 ax 

(8) 

is the matrix element of the momentum operator 
p=.hi-1a/ax. Here <pz(x) is the 1th harmonic oscillator 
wave function. It is well known that 
(h/mw)tdl{Jn/ d;-c= - [Hn+ 1)J1<pn+l(X) 

+ (tn)!<Pn-l(X). (9) 

Substitution of this expression into (8) and application 
of the orthonormality condition f <p/(x) <pz(x)dx= Ojl 
yields 

(j I p 11) = (h/i) (mw/h)! 
X { - [t(l+ l)]ioj. l_tl+ [t1J1oj.l_l}. (10) 

The matrix element (ll p I j) is obtained by interchang
ing j and 1 in this formula. Substitution of these matrix 

elements into (7) yields 

mh 
FN(t)=- L (wk/Zk)e-l~liwk 

2N k 

'" X[eitwk+e~/iwke-itwk] L je-jfjIiWk. (11) 
i=O 

Since 

L jc-iB= - (a/aO) Li C-iB 

= - (a/aO)(1-e- B)-'=e-B/(1-e-B)2 

and since the harmonic oscillator partition function is 
Z=exp( -tliw(3)/[l-exp( -it{3w)J, we finally obtain 

mh 
F N(t) =-{L Wk coth(t{3liwk ) costwk 

2N k 

-i L Wk sintwk}, (12) 

which is complex, as is generally the case for quantum 
mechanical correlation functions. 

Now the required autocorrelation function is 

PN(t) =FN(t)/F N(O) 

{Lk Wk coth(t,Bliwk ) costwk-i L Wk sintw_d 

Lk Wk coth(t{3liwk) 

It reduces to the classical form (4.8) as h ---t O. 

(13) 

We hope to discuss quantum mechanical Poincare 
cycles at a later date. 

APPENDIX I 

Let yew) and x(t) be related in the manner described 
in Eq. (2.7). Then 

y(b)-y(a)=~ f"'X(t)dt fbc-iwtdw. 
211' -00 a 

Hence, 

[y(b)-y(a) 12 = ~f f x(t)x*(t')dtdt' 

X f f e-i(wt-w't'ldwdw', 

so that [in view of (2.1) and (2.5)J 

E{ Iy(b)-y(a) 12} 

'" b 

= 4~f f p(t-t')dtdt' f f e-i(wt-w't'ldwdw' 

-'" 
b 

1 00 f 
=-f f dF(w")dwdw' 

41f'2 -00 

X f f e-i(t-t')(w-w")eit'(w'-wldtdt'. 
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Let T=t-t' and integrate first with respect to T. Then, 

E{ \y(b)-y(a) \2} 

f '" fb b 
= dF(w") f dwd-w'fJ(w-w")fJ(w-w'). 

-co a a 

Since both wand w' are restricted to the same interval 
(a,b) , 

E{ Iy(b)-y(a) 12} = f'" dF(w") fbfJ(w-w")dw. 
-'" a 

Now the integral over w is 1 if a<w" <b, and 0 other
wise. Hence 

E{ I y(b)-y(a) 12} =F(b)- F(a). 

In particular, as S ~ 0, 

E{ ly(w+S)-y(w- S) 12} =F(w+ S)-F(w- S)=dF(w). 

Let 

APPENDIX II 

{
1 if Itl<T 

H(t)= 
o if Itl>T. 

Then H(t) has the fourier integral representation 

if'" sinwT 
H(t)=- --e-;"!dw. 

7r _'" W 

Hence, 

1 JT 1 J'" J'" sinwT lim - x(t)dt= lim - x (t)dt dw-----e- iOJT. 
T-+"'2T -T T-+", 27r -00 -00 wT 

Now we employ the fourier integral representation (2.7) 
of x(t) and interchange orders of integration. Then 

1 J'" SinwTJoo Joo 
~~ - dw-- dy(u) e-it(u-OJ)dt 

27r -co wT -co -co 

f co SinwTfco 
= lim dw-- fJ(u-w)dy(u) 

T-+co -co w T -co 

f
'" sinuT 

= lim --dy(u) = limI1+12+Ia. 
T-+co -<t) uT T-+co 

where, if we let h= T-(l+8) , 

(J A fco f-h)SinUT 
(l1,l2,1a) = " -dy(u). 

-A I. -00 uT 

Since \uTI < \T-81 in the interval (-T-(l+8), T-(l+8), 
one can by choosing T sufficiently large make (sinut)/uT 
as close to unity as is desired throughout the entire 

interval. Hence, 

limI1=limfhdY(u)=y(0+ )-y(O-). 
T-+co h-+O 

-I. 

If y(u) is of bounded variation it is easy to show by 
standard methods that lim(I2+Ia) =0. Hence 

1 fT lim- x(t)dt=y(O+ )-y(O-). 
2T -T 

APPENDIX III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF 
FUNCTIONS WHICH CAN BE EXPRESSED 

AS FINITE FOURIER SERIES 

We now derive the theorem of Kac concerning the 
average number of times a function 

n 

x(t) = L ak COS(twk+ak) 
k=1 

achieves a value q in a time interval of a given length. 
The ak's and Wk'S are postulated to be real and the 
Wk'S to be linearly independent. 

The required mean frequency can be written as 

where N T(q) is the number of zeros of 

F(t)=x(t)-q 

in the interval -T<t<T. 

(2) 

(3) 

In the calculation of L(q) we use the Kronecker-Weyl 
theorem21 which allows one to replace time averages by 
phase averages. Let a mUltiply periodic function 
f(tJt,· .. ,tJn) = f(tJ) be defined on an n-dimensional torus 
on which each tJi ranges from 0 to 27r. f(tJ') = f(tJ") if 
tJ/=tJ/'(mod27r) for all j. Finally, if 

(4) 

and the w/s are linearly independent, i.e., if there exists 
no set of integral mk's (positive or negative) such that 

L Wkmk=O, (5) 

then one can prove the result of Weyl that 

1 JT - f[tJ(t)Jdt~ 
2T -T 

_l_f2r· .. Jf(tJ1' . . tJn)dtJ1' . . dtJn (6) 
(27r)n 0 

as T~ 00. 

We now show that in the case of linearly inde
pendent Wk'S the Kronecker-Weyl theorem and some 
delta function arguments lead immediately to a formula 

21 H. Weyl, Am. J. Math. 60, 889 (1938). 
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derived more rigorously by Kac, 

" - II lo(! ak! [a2+7]2wk2]i) }dad7]. (7) 
k=l 

Let F(t) be a function of t which is real for real values 
of t. Let its zeros be at tl, t2' . '. Then the number of 
zeros in the interval (-T, T) is 

fT ~ o(t-ti)dt. 
-T 1 

(8) 

Since complex roots occur in pairs, say at points a+ib 
and a-ib the delta function sum which go with the 
pair is 

o([t-a]-ib )+o([t-a]+ib)= cons to ([t-a ]2+b2) 

and 

f"'o[(t-a)2+ b2]dt=0, 

-'" 
(since the [(t-a)2+b2] cannot vanish for any real 
value of t). Hence, as we would expect, complex roots 
never contribute to (8). 

The well-known delta function formula 

[the tis being the zeros of F(t)] implies that (8) is 
equivalent to 

fT o(t-t) IT 
!F'(t)!~ , J dt= !F'(t)!o[F(t)]dt. (9) 

-T 1 !F (ti)! -T 

Then, if we employ the Fourier integral representation 
of o! F(t)!, and interchange orders of integration, (2) 
becomes 

L(q) = lim -l-f"'fT! F' (t)! expiaF(t)dtda. (10) 
T-->oo 47rT -00 -T . 

Finally, the formula 
if'" 1-coS7]U 

lui =- d7] 
1r -00 7]2 

yields 

X exp[ iaF (t) ]dtda 

= 2~ff 7]2{ U(a,O)-!U(a,7])-!U(a, -7])}d7]da, 

-«> 

where 
U(a,(1)=E{ expi[aF(t)+.BF'(t)]}. (12) 

This characteristic function is readily obtained for 
our special case F(t)=x(t)-q since the Kronecker-Weyl 
theorem allows us to replace time averages by averages 
over our"J. torus. Then 

" 1 J21f 
U(a,.B) = (expiaq) II -

i=l21r 0 

Xexpi[aai Cos"J.i-{3aiwi sin"J.i]d"J.i 

n 

= (expiaq) II lo[!ai! (a2+.B2wJ)1]. (13) 
j=l 

Substitution of (13) and (12) into (11) gives us the 
Kac formula (7). 

Consider the special case al = a2 = ... = a = 1. Since 

lo(z) = {1- (!z)2+!·!(!z)4-···} 
= {1-!'!(!z)4+0(z6)} exp- (!Z)2 (14) 

is peaked at Z= 0, the product (13) of Bessel functions 
(14) becomes even more peaked in the limit as n ~ 00. 

Then (13) becomes 

U(a,.B) =exp[iaq- (n/4) (a2+,82wo2)] 

where 

X {1-~ l: (a2+.B2wJ)2+ ... }, 
64 i 

Now let q=bnl, an1=x, 7]n1=y, and let n~ 00. Then, if 

1 
lim-l:w/=O. 

n2 

We have, as n~ 00, 

L(bnl)", 2~ff exp{ibx-l:x2} 

-00 

which has also been derived by Kac. 

APPENDIX IV. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
OF SQUARE LATTICE 

The behavior of the autocorrelation function pet) as 
t ~ 00 can be obtained from (SA) by employing the 
form (3.3) for the frequency spectrum (with 'Yl>'Y2). 
Logrithmic singularities exist at W=Wl, and W=W2. If 
we substitute (3.3) into (SA), break up the integral 
into three integrals of ranges (O,Wl), (Wl,W2), and (W2,WL), 
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and integrate by parts we find APPENDIX V 

However, it is easy to show that, as 8 ---+ 0, 

so that as 8 ---+ 0 

Also 

so that, as 8 ---+ 0, 

g([W1L 8]1)- g([W12- 8]1) ---+ O. 

Then, since, as 8 ---+ 0, 

4wL 2WL 
g([wL2-8]1)"'-2-K (0)=--, 

1r W1W2 1rW1W2 

we have 

pet) 

The correlation function, 

1 21rT·k 
PN(t,r)=-L cos--costwk 

Mnk M 
(1) 

has the property 
PN(t,O) = 5r •0• (2) 

It easily can be verified to satisfy the equation 

tPPN 
mM = 7 "[jPN(t,' . .,rj+l, . .. ) 

- 2PN(t,' . ·rr .. )+PN(t,' .. Tj-1' •• )] (3) 

with boundary conditions, 

PN(t, r+sM) = PN(t,r), (4) 

where s is any vector with integral components. 
One can easily verify that 

'" 
PN(t,r)= L J 2(r+kN) (twL) (5) 

-'" is the solution of (2), (3), and (4) when n= 1 (linear 
chain). Here Ja(t) is the Bessel function of order O!. 

0:) n hG.4 ~,. V~ 
NsO NsO 

This result has a simple physical interpretation. The 
point 0 correlates with T on an infinite lattice through 
J 2r (twL) (see Eq. 5.3). Hence, with our periodic bound
ary conditions the correlation of point 0 (which we 
identify with N) with r in a clockwise direction is also 
J 2r (twL). In the counterclockwise direction, it is 

J 2(N-r) (twL)=J2(r-N) (twL)' 

It is also correlated through multicirculation paths 
(see Fig. 4). The total correlation length in Fig. 4(b) 
is (N+r) so that the term associated with this diagram 
is 

J 2(N+r) (twL). 

Finally, if one adds the contribution of all paths 
(clockwise and counterclockwise) which encircle our 
one dimensional lattice any number of times one merely 
obtains (5). 
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